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ABSTRACT

This work presents the concept of code and data propagation in a multi-agent system. 
First, the concepts of agent and multi-agent system are defined and examples are presented. 
Also  arguments  for  using  agent  approach  are  given  and  potential  benefits  are  listed. 
Afterwards  the  idea of  code and data  propagation is  defined and explained.  Then some 
examples of real solutions are given along with propagation algorithms, which depict the 
way of introducing the concept  into real system solutions.  Afterwards the code and data 
propagation in a multi-agent system is described, which is in many cases based on the object 
migration. Discussion about this concept ends with describing the types of agent migration 
and  giving  some  examples  of  systems  with  agent  migration.  Then  three  multi-agent 
environments are described and one is chosen to be the basis of the implemented application.

Second part of work starts with description of systems principal objective, which is the 
distributed  calculating  of  prime  numbers.  At  the  beginning,  agents  of  the  system  are 
presented,  and then the main  system processes are depicted in detail.  All  algorithms  are 
shown in  sequence  diagrams,  which  point  all  asynchronisms  in  the  system.  Afterwards 
migration phase is described with all migration types and algorithms. The experiments are 
conducted  in  two environments:  home  and university.  The  main  aim is  to  find  optimal 
configurations for both environments.

The conclusion from this work is that introducing code and data propagation to a multi-
agent system in a form of agent migration in a heterogeneous network could considerably 
decrease  the  execution  time.  Moreover  based  on  the  efficiency  vector  of  computers 
participating in the experiment there is a possibility to set a task distribution, which is close 
to  optimal,  without  searching  for  optimal  configuration  every  time  when  running  the 
experiment.

Keywords: code  and  data  propagation,  multi-agent 
system,  agent  migration,  task  distribution,  migration 
types, migration algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In distributed computing it often happens that nodes in the network have different 
configuration and efficiency. It is connected with their CPU, the amount of RAM memory, 
operating system and other factors. When nodes get their tasks, the distributing agent process 
usually does not know how much time it will take for each node to complete its task part. 
This information is often available after some time during the task solving. Moreover, during 
the execution it  might  happen that on one or more nodes there is  a sudden computation 
power decrease, which might slow the entire operation. This kind of environment requires an 
adaptive system able to dynamically load balance task solving.

A multi-agent technology is based on agents, which act as individuals. They have 
their own view of the environment and they can share it with other agents. This is also a 
technology that can be used in implementing a distributed computing system. In the situation 
presented earlier, agents are able to react on sudden environmental change. The question is 
how will they react and what is the intended result of their reaction?

Code and data  propagation is  a  technique that  can be used in distributing task 
between computers in the network. This could happen before the experiment (like spreading 
object with a task to do over the network) and also during the experiment (using objects 
migration). If an object possesses information what has to be done in the task it can become 
a unit that will also possess information about result. When such objects are autonomous, 
they can perform a task simultaneously and then combine results. Of course they can also 
migrate in order to complete the task on other computer. These three aspects combined give 
a description of a problem and its solution.  There is  a multi-agent  system,  where agents 
migrate within a heterogeneous network. Agents could also be equipped with information 
about the task, which is distributed at the beginning between nodes in the network. 

The aim of the work is to show that code and data propagation in a multi-agent 
system (provided by agent migration) in a heterogeneous network will lower the execution 
time  by  load  balancing  the  amount  of  work  between  computers  in  the  network.  The 
distributed prime numbers problem solving application is used for experiments, which are a 
test  ground for proving the  thesis.  The goal  here  is  not  to use  advanced load balancing 
algorithms, but to show that agents with their ability to react on changes in the environment 
(changes in the number of agents on a node) are able to adapt to current conditions using 
migration or propagation. The aim is to adjust available resources to needs of computers in 
the network by migrating agents using simple load balancing algorithm. 

There are also few additional goals of this work. The first one is investigation of 
different migration types, if and how they affect the execution time. The second is finding 
the optimal configuration of parameters for the selected task in two different heterogeneous 
networks  and finally,  discovering the  dependencies  between important  parameters  of  the 
experiment and execution time. The last goal, which is not supported by experiments, is to 
describe the code and propagation on a multi-agent system from the theoretical points of 
view. This includes elaboration on object migration, migration types and algorithms. 

There  are  several  research questions  addressed  to  this  work.  Those,  which are 
theoretical, are covered in the first part of the thesis; those which are about experiments are 
covered in the second part of the thesis. There is information at the beginning of appropriate 
sections, which hold answers for research questions. The research questions are as follows:

• What are the key features of an agent and a multi-agent system?
• What are the ways of code and data propagation?
• How code and data propagation can be organized in a multi-agent system?
• What are the key features of multi-agent environments?
• What are the ways of agent migration?
• What is the most important parameter in the system?
• Does the migration type have an influence on the systems efficiency?
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The research methodology used in this project is mainly composed of two parts. The 
first  one  uses  qualitative  method  containing  literature  survey,  algorithms  and  solutions 
searching  and  recognizing  the  most  important  concepts  like  code  and  data  propagation, 
agent, multi-agent system and their connections. This stage of the project helps to get a very 
good understanding of the underlying concepts. It also goes through analyzing multi-agent 
platforms  and choosing one of them for implementation.  This part  ends with formalized 
description of a system that uses code and data propagation for a distributed task solving 
simulation. 

The  second  part  is  connected  with  experiments.  The  goal  is  to  find  optimal 
configurations  for  experimental  environments.  For  this  process  the  assumption  is  that  a 
configuration very close to optimal one could be achieved by choosing the best value of new 
parameter comparing to the other and propagating it to the next test.

The expected outcome of this thesis is an elaboration on all theoretical research 
questions  and  a  design  of  a  system  based  on  agent  for  testing  the  hypothesis.  The 
experiments should also meet additional goals stated in the thesis. All conclusions from the 
experiments are summarized in one section. The last expected outcome is a set of future 
work proposals based on theoretical and experimental part.

Chapter two describes the idea of agents and multi-agent system in detail giving 
many definitions, classifications and examples. Chapter three explains the concept of code 
and data propagation. It also shows how it is realized in a multi-agent system. Fourth section 
presents  three  multi-agent  platforms,  reveals  their  differences  and  common  points.  The 
choice is made,  which platform is the best  for  implementing a multi-agent system.  Fifth 
chapter  describes  the  system  project  and  implementation.  Sixth  chapter  presents  the 
experiment  results  with  conclusions.  The  last  section  concludes  the  thesis  and  gives 
information about the future work.
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2 AGENT AND MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

The field  of  agents  and multi-agents  systems  is  a  part  of  artificial  intelligence 
which is also connected with object-oriented programming and concurrent based systems 
and  user  interface.  The  research  on  multi-agent  systems  started  in  70s  in  the  previous 
century,  but  the  main  research  thread  started  in  80s.  This  chapter  introduces  the  most 
important issues about agents and multi-agent systems and responds to the research question 
about their key features or characteristics.

2.1 Agents
The concept of an agent first appeared in the seventies in the previous century. 

Since then many definitions of agent have been created, which are present in the literature 
and all of them present a view on agents and multi-agent systems. But there are still some 
people  that  believe  that  agent  concept  has  not  been  properly  defined  and  proof  is  the 
existence of so many definitions. Below we present the best of them in order to explain the 
concept and possible answer to the questions: What is an agent? What properties does it 
have? What is its nature? Why is it created? What does it represent?

2.1.1 Definitions

A definition of Wooldridge and Jennings [44]:
Authors had introduced two definitions, which are among the most known and used while 
describing agents:  weak and strong definition of agent. They claimed the first one would 
have been used for  agent-oriented programming  and the second for distributed artificial  
intelligence.

Weak definition:
“Agent is a computer system (hardware or software), which possesses certain qualities:”

• autonomy – agents act without direct intervention of other programs or human, but 
they control activities performed by themselves,

• social ability – agents interact with other agents or humans through a defined set of 
communicative acts,

• reactivity – agents perceive environment, in which they live and react on changes 
which occur in it,

• pro-activeness – agents act not only when something in their environment changes 
but they can also achieve a goal by taking initiative and acting on their own.

Strong definition:
Strong definition enhances the previous one by few features:

• mobility – agents are able to move in the network,
• veracity – an agent always gives true information and does not intentionally give 

false information,
• benevolence – agents do not have conflicting purposes and an agent, when asked to 

do something, will try to act as requested,
• rationality – agents choose action supposed to be good to achieve the agent goal.

A definition by Bradshow [6]
This definition is very similar to the previous one, but it also adds something new which 
could be unexpected, like showing emotions. The description is also a set of features that 
characterizes an agent:

• reactivity – agents perceive the environment in which they live and react to changes 
which occur in it,
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• autonomy – agents act without direct intervention of other programs or human, but 
they control activities performed by themselves,

• collaborative  behavior  –  agents  can cooperate  with other  agents  in  the  way that 
enable them to achieve a goal,

• “knowledge  level”  communication  ability  –  agents  can  communicate  between 
themselves and with environment on a level of speech acts,

• inferential  capability  –  agents  can  use  gained  knowledge  and  formulate  new 
statements,

• temporal  continuity – agents are able to maintain state and identity for  a certain 
period of time,

• personality – agents are able to present certain attributes imitating animal or human 
behavior e.g. communicating their emotions,

• adaptivity – agents possess the ability to adapt to changing environment,
• mobility – agents are able to move in the network.

2.1.2 Agent communication

Agents are entities that are able to say ‘no’ for a request made by a human or other 
agents [47]. To communicate with another agent one usually simple sends a message to a 
certain destination. It is also a choice of a potential receiver to select what type of message it 
accepts and what type is rejected. Another way of choosing with whom an agent wishes to 
communicate is messages prioritizing. It also allows the receiver to control its own behavior 
in order not  to get  overwhelmed by messages if it  has other important  work to do. The 
messages can also have many parameters – for example in the human world a gossip with 
time loses its values and so does also in the agent world. Also filtering receivers is important 
– for example an agent’s domain is football, so it wants to communicate with other agents 
that are interested in football only. The reason why messages are so important is because this 
is the basics of communication. An intelligent agent is the one, who can show his needs to 
the others and cooperate, but what is also important – that other being must understand what 
one wants from them, so the common language must be defined. It is very similar to humans 
that  two people  from different  countries  cannot  communicate  verbally  when they speak 
different languages. 

2.1.3 Agent interaction

When trying to solve problems using agents, it soon becomes clear, that there has 
to  be  more  than  one  agent.  Moreover,  they  should  represent  different  interests  (the 
decentralized nature of the problem). Sometimes these views can be so different, that agents 
can compete with each other, because competition many times brings the higher quality of 
products and services.

To solve the problem agents have to interact to achieve individual goals and so 
sometimes  compete  with others.  This interaction may sometimes  bring relationships like 
trust,  antagonism,  and  many  other  human-like  behaviors.  Sometimes  it  involves  also 
cooperation abilities, acting in the name of others or also forming communities in order to 
achieve the common goal. In majority of the cases agent are more selfish. That means they 
are trying to achieve their own goal without looking at others, but when they cooperate, there 
often form structures that characterize the cooperating group. Like in the army there might 
be some leaders responsible and also commanding a set of agents. But to form that kind of 
relationship, they have to have the abilities defined before. Relationships, like those between 
humans, can change in time, which is a very important element and they can be weakened or 
evolve to a permanent bond.

Whatever  is  the  nature  of  the  social  interactions;  there  are  two  points  that 
differentiate them from those that exist in computational models [13]. The first one is that 
agent-oriented  interactions  seem to  be  more  complicated  than  in  other  contexts.  Those 
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involve:  negotiations,  cooperation  and coordination.  The  second one is  that  agents  have 
limited control over their environment and limited possibilities of observing it, so they have 
to solve problems flexibly. Their interactions have to be handled in a flexible way and agents 
need already defined responses to the events in the life cycle, but they also need the ability to 
makes decisions when unexpected situations occur. In order to make this possible, there is a 
set of techniques applied [13] like reinforcement learning, mechanisms design and electronic 
institutions.

2.1.4 Agent classifications

Agent  classification  is  a  supplement  for  agent  definitions.  As  there  are  many 
definitions here are also many agent classifications, but all are according to their properties. 
They have also different levels of abstraction.

A classification by Nwana [29]:

Figure 2.1 Nwana's agent classification [57]

According to Nwana, agent classification is a multi-dimensional problem. In his 
publication several possible criteria for agent distinction are presented. The first one relies on 
agent mobility in the network. One can have that ability – be a mobile agent - or do not 
possess it – be a static agent. The second criteria is agent intelligence: from the ones, that are 
only to react to environments changes, to the deliberative ones – “thinking ones”, which are 
deciding what they will do based on the current conditions. The other way of classifying an 
agent is to check their adhesion to the groups in the picture above. One more classification 
algorithm is according to agent roles – purpose of being. Of course there are exceptions to 
these rules, because an agent profile could be applied to many classifications and Nwana 
called  that  kind  of  agent  a  ‘hybrid  agent’.  To  sum  up,  there  are  7  types  of  agents: 
collaborative, interface, mobile, reactive, information, hybrid, smart.

A classification by Moulin and Chab-Dra [28]:
There are three groups of agents:

• Reactive – that kind of agents only react to changes in the environment and respond 
to messages sent by agents or humans. They cannot predict what will happen after 
their responses to stimulus given to them. They act strictly according to the rules 
given and on their basis they create small plans of action, expand their knowledge 
base and send messages to the environment.

• Intentional – intelligent programs capable of creating new plans and executing them. 
These agents could be considered as planning systems. They are capable of creating 
their  own  goals,  plans  and  making  out  conflict  between  them,  executing  and 
stopping executing them if necessary. In multi-agent systems intentional agents act 
by  intentionally  exchanging  messages,  goal,  knowledge  and  action  between 
themselves.
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• Social – this is the most intelligent caste of agents. Their way of thinking is closely 
connected with the human way of thinking. Social agents, besides formulating new 
plans of actions to themselves, are capable of observing other agents’ behavior. They 
can analyze the data given by neighbor agent in terms of plans, goals and intensions. 
That kind of abilities help them to coexist with neighborhood, so they can create 
fewer conflicts with other agents.

The next classification is connected with the agent mobility. The beginning of it 
was introduced by Nwana, but since then there has been much progress in developing mobile 
agent [30]. Mobile agents are software entities, which are able to suspend their execution and 
resume it in a different host. The agent’s data, code and saved state is transmitted through the 
network to a new destination – a host, where agent is resumed. In contrast to mobile code 
used  in  distributed  operating  systems  for  load  balancing  purposes,  agent’s  migration  is 
initiated by the agent itself, without direct intervention by the underlying operating system.

Mobile  agents  programming  [38]  is  a  paradigm  that  has  emerged  from 
heterogeneous systems and distributed applications. In this model, an agent is a process that 
is able to move with its code and execution context from machine to machine in order to 
perform its task. The purpose of mobile agent is for distributed application over large scale 
networks, since the permit reduction in communication costs, by moving computations to 
another machine. The use of mobile agents in this kind of applications represents a new 
approach,  which  potentially  solves  the  problems  that  exist  in  centralized  client/server 
solutions. The applications with mobile agents can be more robust, scalable, can be easily 
upgraded or customizes and reduce the network traffic.

2.1.5 Agent examples

To make the concept of the agent clearer, there are several examples given in [57] of what 
software  agents  do in  the  real  systems,  what  they represent  and what  are  their  primary 
objectives.

• Buyer agents (also called shopping bots). Their main task is to help Internet surfers 
to find the products and services according to their needs based on data collected on 
them. An example: when a customer wants to buy something in an online shop, then 
somewhere on the web page there is a list of products, which were bought or looked 
up by previous users when browsing a particular product. The assumption is that the 
new surfer wants the same what the predecessors.

• User agents. Their task is to carry out work for the user automatically. An example 
would be sorting emails  for the user according to his  previous preferences. Also 
assembling  customized  news  reports  or  filling  webpage  form  with  stored 
information about the user.

• Monitoring-and-surveillance (predictive) agents. Their task is to observe and report 
on equipment and usually these are computer systems. Example: an agent wants to 
be updated with inventory stock data when it changes or observe competitors’ prices 
on the market and alert if something changes, or observe stock exchange prices and 
stock indicators.

• Data mining agents. Their task is to find regular patterns in data, that is connected 
with  time  elapsing.  The  example  would  be  that  an  agent  sorts  information  on 
detecting market conditions and changes and relays them to the user or the company 
in order to help them making decisions based on new events. 

• User agents. This is a client application that is used with network protocol. Popular 
examples are connected with the Internet like web crawlers or spiders. Their task is 
to visit web pages and somehow remember them (by indexing for example) to make 
a more precise information about them for the user in the future.
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• Mail transfer agents. Their task is to communicate with servers asking for email for 
the user, because he usually does not know complicated transmission protocols. Also 
that agent filters emails and groups them and also filters spam out.

• Simulation agents. This area is wider, because agents can simulate many things. One 
example is to simulate animals (like ants) or humans in a crowd simulation. Then 
these agents do not have high intelligence implemented, just simple rules, but they 
are useful to get to know, for example what might happen if large numbers of people 
come to a small room.

2.2 Multi-agent systems
A definition by Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge [45]:
A multi-agent system is a set of agents where:

• single agent does not possess enough knowledge to solve the problem on its own,
• there is no global management system,
• data is decentralized,
• computing is executed in parallel way.

Other definitions which might be found say that a multi-agent system is a set of agents that 
have a common goal and try to achieve it.

2.2.1 A multi-agent system architecture

Figure 2.2 View on a multi-agent system

As in the definition, a multi-agent system (MAS) is composed from many agents, 
which interact between themselves in order to achieve a goal. Each agent has a view on the 
system, particularly on a part of a system. With this view comes the spectrum of agent’s 
influence that also is connected with a certain region, as it is shown in the figure 2.2.. From 
the perspective of one agent other agents are a part of environment and it is a very important 
matter while designing multi-agent systems. Agents can also form organization structures, 
which group them,  because they have a common goal to achieve. In those organizations 
agent communicate with each other and some of them (could be also all) have an area of 
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visibility and influence. Those organizations can communicate with each other to achieve a 
global goal.

There is one more conclusion from the figure above. In a multi-agent system a 
problem to  solve  is  decomposed  into multiple  interacting  autonomous  components  [13]. 
Each of them has a set of objectives to achieve and is able to perform some actions. Each 
component  is  constructed from agents,  organizations and interaction patterns.  Finally the 
complicated structures are used to describe and manage a set of relationships that emerges 
from agent interactions.

2.2.2 Agents in a multi-agent system

Basically, each agent is designed to have its own goals, but there may be others, 
and when they are, it is possible to form an organization, but still they might not be informed 
about the existence of others of the same kind. We call this set of agents homogenous. On 
the contrary multi-agent systems are heterogeneous – composed of many agents of different 
kind. Usually when there are many agents within MAS and then they are specialized on their 
small part of the world, for example they have only one role, like counting, coordinating or 
communicating with the user. But the general rule for agent within MAS is “Keep It Small 
and Simple” (KISS).

The  larger  number  of  agents  in  a  multi-agent  system,  the  more  dynamic  the 
environment is. Static environment is easier to observe, because changes appear not so often. 
In MAS the environment is dynamic from the point of view of one agent, so it is imperative 
to give more attention for observations in order to be kept updated.

Gathered  information  in  MAS  is  distributed  between  agents.  They  receive 
information for a short period of time and also from a specific area of the environment. The 
result is they can make decisions only from that kind of observations, which are limited. 

Management in MAS is also distributed, so there is no agent or organization that 
commands others what to do. Of course, there may be one, that suggests what to do, but the 
decision belongs to each agent. Generally, because of benevolence attribute, they try to do 
what they are asked, but it  is also the fact,  that this organization unit  does not see what 
agents see in their environment, so the decisions might not always be correct.

An agent usually knows its own actions, but it does not know what result they have 
on  an  environment.  In  multi-agent  system  knowledge  about  environment  is  distributed 
between agents. Moreover, some of this knowledge might be common and some of it might 
be  contradictory,  because  of  agent  partial  perceiving.  Agents  communicate  between 
themselves in order to exchange the world view.

2.2.3 Multi-agent system software qualities

Multi-agent systems have several qualities [22]:
• Predictability.  Agent  should  have  the  ability  to  predict  and  plan  actions  while 

observing and reacting to the changes in the environment. But generally it is difficult 
to predict the behavior of a component, because agents are autonomous.

• Security.  This  attribute  goes  with  protocols  and  strategies  for  verifying  if  a 
communicating agent is the one, who has the right to do that. Also individual agents 
might be designated to check systems security features.

• Adaptability. Agents are (from definition) reactive for change in the environment in 
which they live. It also contains the level of component how do groups of agents 
react for changes together in the background of the whole system.

• Coordinability.  Without  a  certain  type  of  coordination  and  organization  agent 
architecture is a low profitable one. Coordination here is connected with resources 
allocation, knowledge distribution, agent responsibilities and limitations.
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• Cooperativity.  To achieve a goal agents have to cooperate, because a single agent 
does not possess the knowledge to solve the problem on its own. Cooperativity is 
described as observation of other agents’ behavior and reaction on it. 

• Competivity.  It  is  mainly  appearing  in  system,  where  negotiation  is  required. 
Sometimes both agents are able to benefit from negotiation, but sometimes one has 
to lose to let other win.

• Availability. The services provided by a multi-agent system have to be available for 
usage.  This  is  measured  by  agents,  who  are  responsible  for  service  execution 
coordination. Their failure decreases availability.

• Fault-tolerance. A failure of one agent does not crash the system. If MAS is really 
good designed,  it  is  able  to  switch  some  responsibilities  of  missing  agents  with 
others.

• Modularity. It increases the efficiency of task execution, reduces communication and 
improves flexibility and security, but also adds more constraints.

• Agregability. Multi-agent system is composed of components, which are composed 
of components.  Agents,  in order to execute a task, might  group and then form a 
component.

2.2.4 MAS classifications

Existence of many multi-agent systems has caused attempts to classify them by 
some of their features. Below there are few classifications presented.

A classification by Decker [8]:
Multi-agent system can be described by four features, which are given on a scale:

• The complexity of a single agent.
• Heterogeneity of knowledge (very specialized agents with specific knowledge, and 

on the other hand a big redundancy of agent knowledge – agents have big common 
knowledge).

• Agent organization and their cooperation (agent can cooperate,  but they also can 
compete; there can be groups of agents or they can be connected hierarchically; they 
can have the same roles all the time, or they can swap roles).

• Communication  methods  (agents  can  have  common  memory;  they  can  send 
messages to single agents or to many agents; what is the language of communication 
– high level or low level).

A classification by Parunak [31]:
Multi-agent system can be described by a set of features (dimensions):

• functionality and goal of the system,
• agent architecture,
• system architecture.

A classification by Stone and Veloso [36]:
In  their  opinion  a  multi-agent  system  can  be  characterized  by  two  dimensions:  agent 
heterogeneity and communication inside a system. There are four classes of systems, which 
are presented below:

• Homogenous,  without  communication  ability.  All  agents  possess  the  same 
architecture, the same goal, the same decision making processes. The only thing that 
differentiates them is their location in the environment. The lack of communication 
results in competition about resources and so they are disturbing each other. The 
only way of communication is through the environment.

• Heterogeneous, without communication ability. Agents have different architecture; 
they can have the same as well as different goals. The lack of communication results 
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in competition about resources and so they are disturbing each other. The only way 
of communication is through the environment.

• Homogenous with communication ability. All agents possess the same architecture, 
the same goal, the same decision making processes. The ability of communication 
allows  them  to  act  in  a  coordinated  way  and  exchange  knowledge  about  the 
environment.

• Heterogeneous with communication ability. Agents have different architecture; they 
can have the same as well as different goals. The ability of communications allows 
them to act in a coordinated way and exchange knowledge about the environment. 
This is the best type of a multi-agent system and can be created with specialized 
units, where communication is a key to success. 

A classification by Vlassis [41]:
According  to  Vlassis,  agent  system  can  be  described  in  using  6  dimensions:  agents, 
environment, perception, control, knowledge, communication.

2.2.5 Benefits, reasons and challenging issues in multi-agent systems

Benefits from using multi-agent systems [41]:
• Increased efficiency and speed-up due to parallel computation.
• Robustness and reliability because of a failure of a single agent should not result in a 

system failure.
• Scalability and flexibility, because adding new agents comes easily.
• Low costs, because agent’s costs are minimal comparing to the whole system.
• Development  and reusability,  because it  is  easier  to  create and maintain system, 

which is composed of modules.

Reasons for using multi-agent systems [37]:
• The ability to solve problems, which are too complex to be solved by centralized 

systems.
• Integration of existing components, for example creating implemented solutions into 

agent structures and then integrating it into a multi-agent system.
• Integration  of  distributed  sources  of  data,  because  of  agent  communication  and 

organization.
• Integration of distributed knowledge-based domain.
• Simulations of complex problems, where objects act in an autonomous way.

Challenging issues in multi-agent systems [41]:
• Decomposition of a problem to subtasks and allocating it to agents.
• Handling distributed perceptual information – maintaining consistent shared models 

of the world.
• Implementation  of  decentralized  control  and  building  efficient  coordination 

mechanism.
• Weighing costs between communication and local computations.
• Describing the state of current agent interaction.
• Designing efficient multi-agent learning and planning algorithms.
• Knowledge representation and sharing.
• Enabling agents to communicate (variety of protocols, communicating ways).
• Negotiation, conflict recognizing and resolving.
• Forming agent groups and organizations.
• Assigning roles to agents.
• Ensuring coherent and stable system behavior.
• Checking the progress of executing of a task by agent and by a group of agents.
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2.2.6 Multi-agent system examples

• BitTorrent [39] is one of the most popular P2P based system, which is actually a 
multi-agent system. Its purpose is to distribute large files like TV shows, movies, 
books, software. Agents in that system are autonomous and they decide what part of 
files will be downloaded or uploaded, from where and with what priority.

• Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed [43]. It is a sensor network, where an agent 
is  responsible for  a  sensor.  Their  task is  to cooperate in object  (vehicle)  and its 
parameters recognition. It is also used for predicting object further movement from 
one region to another with time anticipation.

• MAXIMS [43] is an email assistant system. Its task is to prioritize, forward, delete, 
sort and archive emails on behalf of a user. It learns from the previous action made 
by user and, with proper configuration, saves time of the user. Autonomous actions 
are based on a “confidence level”, gained by checking results of proposed action 
with a user.

Multi-agent systems are becoming more popular and they are being used in more 
and  more  applications  [57]  like:  coordinated  defense  systems,  applications  that  include 
transportation,  logistics,  graphics,  network  technologies  and  many  others.  There  are 
researches  ongoing  connected  with  multi-agent  systems:  cooperation  and  coordination, 
organization,  communication,  negotiation,  distributed  program  solving,  agent  learning, 
scientific communities, dependability and fault-tolerance.
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3 CODE AND DATA PROPAGATION 
This chapter presents the concept of code and data propagation. At the beginning 

there are definitions given and some insights presented, followed by examples. Afterwards 
code  and data  propagation in  a  multi-agent  system is  presented with some  examples  of 
systems, that can be enhanced by introducing migration or how the migration should look 
like and what are the potential benefits of using it.

3.1 Definitions
Code  and  data  propagation  is  the  concept  that  is  very  often  used  in  many 

publications  and  it  is  treated  as  it  was  a  well  known concept  that  does  not  have to  be 
explained. The meaning of it sounds familiar, but still it would be good to dig into the real 
meaning of these few words.

3.1.1 Propagation

Propagation can be understood in many ways. There are three explanations given [56]:
1. Multiplication or increase, as by natural reproduction.
2. The process of spreading to a larger area or greater number; dissemination.
3.  Physics:  The  act  or  process  of  propagating,  especially  the  process  by  which  a  
disturbance, such as the motion of electromagnetic or sound waves, is transmitted through a 
medium such as air or water.

Wikipedia  [57]  gives  additional  examples  of  understanding  (not  only  connected  with 
computer science) this term:

• Reproduction or other forms of multiplication or increase. 
• Plant  propagation,  the  production of  more plants by seeds,  cuttings,  grafting or  

other methods.
• Propagation of schema, in artificial reproduction.
• Wave propagation, the motion of waves.
• Radio propagation, the application of wave propagation to radio communications.
• In chemistry, a description of the catalytically-driven process of polymer elongation.
• Software  propagation,  the  distribution  of  free  software  in  a  manner  explicitly  

permitted under the applicable license.

Meriam Websters dictionary [54] gives the following definition:
The act or action of propagating: as a

• increase (as of a kind of organism) in numbers 
• the spreading of something (as a belief) abroad or into new regions 
• enlargement or extension (as of a crack) in a solid body

Generally from all quoted definitions there is one very important conclusion. The 
propagation is a source of change in an environment where the process is occurring. It might 
be connected with computer science, nature, engineering and so on. 

The next several sections respond to the research question about the ways of code 
and data propagation.

3.2 Data propagation
Data propagation is the distribution of data from one or more sources to one or 

more  destinations.  This  can  be  applied  to  data  warehouses.  Propagation  in  this  case  is 
performed according to the propagation rules. This term also refers to a method of moving 
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data from one location to another. This technique is most often used to replicate or populate 
a database, but it may also be used to move data, so it is more available to end users [49].

Another view on data propagation is presented in [24]. Data propagation is shown 
as a consequence of value changing within objects. Then if some values are related to each 
other – they are members of an equation for example, so the outcome changes if one of the 
members changes. In order to keep the data integrity, some values have to be propagated. In 
this case the object that possesses the outcome value has to be changed. 

In both presented examples we have to know which attributes are related to each 
other and which will change during the propagation process. Of course propagation could 
include a function (e.g. mathematical) in order to calculate new values.

3.3 Code propagation
Code propagation concept is more complex. First there are two conditions to have 

code propagated. The current environment with the code has to be running and the second – 
there has to be another environment, which is able to start executing the propagated code. An 
excellent example is a virus [57]. It spreads from one operating system to another and after 
sending itself as a bunch of data it  activates itself.  For a system designer the process of 
executing  code  on  the  other  machine  is  quite  a  difficult  task.  There  are  mainly  two 
possibilities. The first is to attach the code to an existing one, which is running or will be 
running in the future. The second possibility is to have an environment, which is prepared for 
getting an object and afterwards run its code.

Another possibility for code propagation is a remote procedure calls technology 
(RPC)  [55].  Through  code  execution  on  another  computer  in  the  network  the  code  is 
propagated, because possibility to spread it further. For example a change of a value on one 
computer will start a chain of remote procedure calls in the entire network. Normally this 
mechanism is  used  in  client-server  architecture,  when  a  client  requests  for  executing  a 
procedure, supplying it with parameters.

RMI  is  a  technology,  which  can  be  used  with  RPC  [52].  Remote  method 
invocation is  Java mechanism that  enables invoking methods  on remote  objects  on Java 
Virtual Machine. RMI uses serialization technique for marshaling parameters. RMI could be 
used for code propagation in the same way as the previous technology. One procedure call 
could cause cascade invocations in the network.

Jini [52] is a network technology, which include JavaSpaces technology and Jini 
extensible remote invocation. It is an open architecture that enables to create network-centric 
services. This technology is a higher level one comparing to the previous one. Mainly it is 
component based. It provides mechanisms for moving objects through the network, enables 
self-healing and self-configuration and it is flexible. Code and data propagation is possible 
with  usage  of  ready  mechanisms  and  procedure  without  carrying  about  low  level 
implementation details.

Code propagation is strictly connected with data propagation. In every code section 
there are variables connected with real data, which is stored in computer memory. Even the 
viruses mentioned before need data to know how to operate, under which parameters, where 
and when to reproduce.

3.4 Related work
The most common example of code propagation in the Internet is when there is a 

necessity to run an application on the client’s  computer,  because sending all  information 
through the Internet all the time would be too costly. This piece of code may be residing on a 
server or could be also a pack of data – just to run on a client’s computer. This is used in 
business applications. The most important business applications are the ones that have real 
time  requirement.  An  example  would  be  a  stock  exchange  application.  In  that  kind  of 
program there is  no way that  all  customers  would have everything  running on a  server, 
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because information overload would cause money losses, so the only option is to run an 
application at the client’s side. In order to do it there are two possibilities – install necessary 
program on a client’s computer or propagate code to run in a client’s web browser. The 
second could be done using Java applet.

Another  example  of  code propagation is  a  web crawler  [57] called also a  web 
spider or a web robot. The basic idea is to visit a set of websites in order to remember them 
in some way. It could be an indexing or for example maintenance work. This is done using a 
software agent, which at the beginning gets a list of web sites to visit and then while visiting 
and reading hyperlinks adds them to the list to visit.

Going back to the data propagation issues in databases, there is often a necessity to 
share data between databases, but not all of it [49]. Very often the data sharing process must 
be performed in a very short period of time (also called brief window) without impacting the 
performance of the system. The task is hard in data warehouses, where the amount of data is 
huge and continuously increasing. Within these data warehouses a certain technique is used: 
moving data bulk quickly, identifying and moving data that has changed during the last data 
warehouse update. This process helps keeping data consistency in the data warehouse.

Change data propagation [49] is a technique that is used in databases. It involves 
capturing and recording changes in the file or a database as a part of the running application 
process. There are several techniques of capturing changes like triggers, log exits, log post 
processing or DBMS extensions. The captured changes are stored in a file of incremental 
changes.  In  a  particular  moment  (for  example  after  each transaction)  in  the  applications 
execution time this data is sent to the target database, extracted and incorporated. During the 
application  running  time  there  may  be  many  moments,  where  this  process  is  done  and 
sometimes it is called a real-time continuous propagation. It keeps the synchronization with 
the target database.

When  storing  objects  in  databases  there  is  often  a  necessity  to  model  their 
movements.  With  these  models  there  is  a  possibility  to  get  information  about  moving 
objects, especially in relation to each other [19]. Sometime only time-dependent locations 
have to be managed and sometimes these moving locations have to be described in relations 
with moving objects. Examples of objects are mobile phone users, people in a company, 
soldiers, cars, ships, spaceships. They can move along with moving locations, which are car 
transportation ships, marching army of soldiers, asteroids and planets in space. Predicting 
values of objects in movement could be very important and for example in case of starships 
crucial to the human life.

When moving, objects propagate change in the environment. Quite often there is a 
possibility to predict the way of objects movement from one place to another. An example is 
an object  movement  in  the  network.  In  [19]  authors  have proposed a  data  model  query 
language for moving objects in the network. They have presented new data types for moving 
objects,  spatially  embedded  network  model  and  guides  to  manage  all  this  in  a  possible 
system implementation. An example application could be a traffic jam application, which 
might help reducing car waiting in the crowded cities or predict the traffic problems in some 
places in those cities.

The concept of code propagation in a form of computer virus is relatively old. From 
the beginning of the eighties till now researchers are modeling viral code replication and 
propagation behavior. Creating such models is beneficial to better understanding the threat 
posed by new virus attack and to develop improved models for disinfection and cleanup [35]. 
Even now this topic is still very popular and applied in more and more new viruses, worms 
and other threats to computers along with anti-virus programs.

Another propagation approach is needed for applications of wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs) [11]. Many of these applications require dynamic remote reprogramming of sensor 
nodes through the wireless channel.  In typical  example,  the base station contains a code 
image that needs to be propagated to the sensor nodes. Propagation should not take much 
longer than the time required for transmission.

In  heterogeneous  networks  in  order  to  coordinate  the  propagation  process  the 
concept of keylets  are introduced [27]. Keylets are mobile code used solely to direct the 
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propagation of keys which are necessary to reveal and execute mobile agent code on any 
platform. A keylet executing at one platform will need to distribute specific fragments to 
other platforms. Thus propagation consists of two operations: suspension of execution until 
needed fragment becomes available, and distribution of fragments to a new platform.

In peer-to-peer networks, which have become very attractive in data exchanging, 
there are mainly at least two types of networks: structured (where objects or their indices are 
located at specific nodes and unstructured (object are located at random nodes). The first 
architecture forces to maintain information about the files,  which has to be continuously 
upgraded but finding particular files is easy. In unstructured network there is no information 
about files’ locations, but also a node can easily join or leave from the network. The problem 
is then with finding and retrieving file in a network. The standard method involves sending a 
query to neighbors and then propagating it  further until  the file is found. Of course this 
method is not efficient, because it wastes nodes processing power and delays the response 
time.

To cope with this problem a kind of data propagation algorithm has been proposed 
[34]. Content synopses were introduced to the nodes and nodes were grouped according to 
their interests [33] using Bloom filters [21]. This resulted in propagation search query only to 
the nodes, which might have had the requested file. By propagating these content synopses 
between nodes (information about what do neighbor nodes posses) the time of search query 
was reduced significantly.

In  semantic  web  services  we  find  two  most  important  reasons  for  research:  an 
increasing need for service automation and limitation of current web service technology [5]. 
With the first factor the case is easy. The number of available services is getting larger and 
more automated tools are just what the programmers need. The current technology provides 
limited support in mechanizing the web service delivery tasks. One of the factors that can 
increase the efficiency of working in the semantic web services is automating discovery of e-
services. By proposing the discovery scheme that uses resolution and constraint propagation 
in complementary ways [4] the efficiency of e-services discovery has been increased. In this 
method structural knowledge of services is exploited in terms of terminological constraints 
and  rules.  The  algorithm  includes  the  knowledge  from  the  structural  component 
(technological constraints) and the relational component (rules). Constraint propagation can 
be used inside a framework for discovering complementary services.

3.5 Propagation algorithms
There are many propagation algorithms and this section presents the most popular 

ones: forward propagation, backward propagation, forward-backward propagation. Of course 
there are many more like worm propagation algorithms [42], but the presented are the most 
popular ones.

3.5.1 Forward propagation

Forward propagation algorithm [24] is based on propagating value from the part to 
whole. There are two possibilities: when a part changes at the time or part objects build the 
whole object. When a part objects or a property changes, then this change is propagated to 
the whole object. The rest of the properties remain the same. The constraint here is that if a 
property of a part object is modified, the whole composition has to be updated in order to 
maintain consistency.

An example could be a bike. The cost of a bike is a cost of its components. If there 
is a change for example the main skeleton (frame) of a bike, the composite cost has to be 
calculated again. 
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Figure 3.1 Forward value propagation example

3.5.2 Backward propagation 

Backward  propagation  is  opposite  of  the  forward  propagation  [49],[51].  When 
there are changes in the main object, they may imply a changes in it part objects, which are 
related to it. The relation here is different: whole-part relation between objects. The object in 
the output is connected with an object at input, but it is not a relation part-whole.

An example here may be taken from the parallel distributed computing. In neural 
network  there  are  often three  layers:  input  layer,  middle  layer  and output  layer.  First  a 
desired state is produced by giving an input. Then there is a phase of comparing the desired 
output to the actual output and adjusting the connection weight in the network to reduce 
discrepancy between outputs. Backward propagation starts when this process of adjustment 
is repeated for each lower level in the system. It is cause the system to learn to produce 
desired output [51].

Another  example  of  backward  propagation  is  once  again  for  bike  and  its 
components. When there is a necessity to change the bikes color we have to change the color 
of  its  components  (repaint  frame and handlebar,  wheels have their  metallic  color all  the 
time).
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frame : Frame
Color

Color

Figure 3.2 Example of backward propagation
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3.5.3 Forward-backward propagation

The forward-backward  propagation  algorithm is  a  composition  of  the  last  two 
presented. First the change of a part object in relation part-whole is propagated and then the 
object which is in relation whole-part is being updated. A simple example can be taken from 
the equations calculation [10]. Supposing there is a system and it has several factors, which 
affect it efficiency of one task. In the forward propagation phase the equation of the system 
is  calculated.  In  the  backward  propagation step  the  inverse  equations  of  the  system are 
calculated.

An example of forward backward propagation could be shown with the bike and its 
components. Supposing that in a bike we have to change the frame. The frame is strictly 
connected with handlebar,  the handlebar have to be compatible with the frame.  The key 
point  here  is  that  changing  the  frame  enforces  changing  of  handlebar.  The  forward 
propagation is from frame to bicycle and backward propagation is from bicycle to handlebar. 
The second change is automatic.
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bicycle : Bicycle

Cost
Weight

wheel : Wheel

Weight
Cost
Color
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Color
Cost
Weight

frame : Frame
frame

handlebar

Figure 3.3 Example of forward-backward propagation

3.6 Object migration
With the growing number of computers connected in a network there are more 

possibilities in distributing solutions for many problems. When the number of nodes in the 
network becomes too high,  the centralized control is getting really difficult  and it  is not 
efficient.  The  communications  costs  within  big  network  are  becoming  high  and  time-
consuming. The time for sending a message from one environment to the set of others and 
getting the reply is unacceptable. The conclusion here is that the coordination of objects 
involved in problem solving has to be done in a decentralized way. Objects should be able to 
migrate in order to increase the efficiency of the system. Very important fact here is that 
migration is  only a one-way change with possibly accompanying  messages  of  arrival  or 
departure completion. Coordination of work in a decentralized network demands high level 
autonomy from those objects [23]. 

When an object has been moved incorrectly, it may increase the communication 
costs and transactions time, which are conducted using that object. When objects are moving 
in the network, the environments becomes dynamic and sometimes it is very hard to predict 
what will happen after the object migration. So it is expected that one object will be moved 
many times. The decision about migration is made by the object and it is based on data, 
communication with this object and information about the network.

Basically objects are composed of a state, data and they provide a set of operations, 
that can be invoked from outside in order to manipulate that data [23]. This is the idea of a 
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passive  object,  which  does  what  it  is  asked  without  question.  Autonomous  object  are 
equipped with autonomous behavior – so they are not controlled form outside by method 
invocations, but they have the ability to perceive environment and react to changes occurring 
in it. In many cases such objects would be large and they would have a set of methods, 
which allow operating on their data. When many objects are involved in a common task, 
they  need  to  cooperate.  Different  tasks  require  different  kind  of  cooperation  (also  in 
intensity). In order to do it they have to communicate. Autonomous objects in that kind of 
system possess global identifiers.  Communication is  mainly conducted using transactions 
and after completing those transactions the results are a basis to a decision what to do next.
Object migration has to meet certain requirements [23]:

• Transparency and availability.  The migration process should not be visible to the 
user  (transparency).  Also when an object  is  moving,  it  should  be  available.  For 
example, messages sent to it during its movement should get to it.

• Fault tolerance. Migration always results in a correct state. The input is one object at 
location 1 and the output is the same object in the location 2. There are no additional 
copies of the object. Even if there are failures in the network, the object is not lost.

• Flexible migration policy. Migration algorithm should be exchangeable over time. 
Migration  policy  should  be  sometimes  upgraded  to  adjust  to  the  changing 
environment. There has to be a possibility to tell a certain object to move from one 
location  to  another  because  of  planned actions,  security reasons  or  errors  in  the 
network.

• Efficiency. The whole migration, including the decision and the process, has to be 
efficient. An object should not migrate too often, because the decision process made 
about is costly.  After migrating to another location it  should stay there for some 
time.

The  implementation  of  migration  process  is  based  on  that  the  object  is  not 
executing operations (it is inactive). The whole migration process has to be executed after 
agreement of two sites,  so before the decision is made. First the object has to “want to” 
migrate and then ask if it is possible. There should be a local manager of a site where the 
object currently is and where it wants to be. Both have to agree to the migration process. 
Moreover, there should be another object, which would be responsible for the instantiating 
migrating object at a current location, which possesses information about communication 
with the migrating object (messages sent to it). The details of proposed migration process are 
described in [23].

The reason of mentioning about object migration is that this is an example of code 
and data propagation. As mentioned before, objects possess a state, and data, and it provides 
a set  of  operations,  which are connected with its  data.  So when it  is  moving there is  a 
propagation of code and data from one environment to another. We can say that the object is 
spreading itself  into a new location.  It  is not  increasing the number  or  reproduction, but 
spreading, so it is a kind of propagation. Moreover, there is a change in those environments 
propagating, which may affect their further execution.

Beside  migration  there  is  a  possibility  of  cloning  an  object  or  reproduction. 
Cloning means that the original object stays in the same environment, but the copy could be 
created in another environment (in the same also). If there are global object identifiers than 
the new born object has to have other identifier that the original one. In this case it is also a 
propagation example, because of spreading to another location, but also multiplication in 
numbers. Cloning is also a form of reproduction.

The description of an object in this section is very close to the agent definitions. 
Here the object is autonomous, it is sociable in some way (it has to cooperate with other 
objects)  and  it  communicates  with  other  objects,  it  is  also  reactive  and  in  some  way 
proactive, because it decides when it wants to migrate.
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3.7 Code and data propagation in a multi-agent system
The code and data propagation in a multi-agent system is connected with agents. 

From the definition agents are autonomous, but they also try to do what they were requested. 
They  are  objects  with  some  data,  they  possess  a  state  and  they  are  able  to  perform 
operations. So they are built from code and data and they are the source of propagation. This 
section and the following ones answer the research question about\how the code and data 
propagation is organized in a multi-agent system.

In a multi-agent system there are three ways  of code and data propagation. An 
agent can send a message to another agent with a data in it (data propagation) and try to 
pursue the receiver to perform an operation, that a sender is performing (code propagation). 
The receiver, however, does not have to agree with this proposal. After sending a message an 
agent could be created to do the same job, as the message sender. 

Second way of code and data propagation is by copying an agent. In this case the 
replica functions in the same way as the original one, possesses the same code and data. 
After the copy is made agent start is execution and functions in the same way as the original 
one.

Another way is agent migration, which is much more interesting. An agent leaves 
the environment and resumes its execution on another one. Agent migrates with its code and 
all  knowledge it  possesses.  Basically there are three ways  of agent migration,  which are 
described in the section 5.5.2. Agent migration is based on object migration, which is in the 
section 3.6. An agent, when migrating, changes its state to inactive and all operations are 
suspended. 

There are also two types of agent migration [2], which are described below. The 
difference between them is the starting point after resuming execution.

3.7.1 Strong migration

Strong  migration  is  complicated  and  it  happens  when  an  agent’s  execution  is 
stopped, but in a way that it could be resumed (like hibernation). After that event this agent 
migrates to a different environment and then it is revived and its action starts from the next 
instruction in relation to the last one before hibernation. An agent is vulnerable when it is 
being  transported  and  many  techniques  must  be  implemented  to  protect  it  during  the 
migration process. Of course it is a very complicated procedure to implement and benefits do 
not always outweigh costs of such an enterprise.

B(); Migration C();

Figure 3.4 Strong migration example
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Figure 3.4 presents two environments and agent A migrates from E1 to E2. The 
migration process starts after the execution of function B(). After migration takes place agent 
starts its execution just where it finishing – so it executes function C().

3.7.2 Weak migration

Weak migration differs from the strong migration at least in one feature. A state of 
an agent is not sent, so when an agent starts its job again, it starts from the beginning of its 
code. This is much easier to implement, but still in order not to repeat the whole job, which it 
has done so far, there are some points - parameters that tell the agent from which point the 
solving of a task should start. The example below is similar to the previous one. Agent A 
after migration start it execution from the beginning, so from function A(). Migration starts 
after completing the function B() in the environment E1.

B(); Migration A();

Figure 3.5 Weak migration example

3.7.3 Mobile agents

Mobile agents are executing programs, that are able to migrate from one machine 
to another is a heterogeneous network, thus executing at different location during life cycle 
[46]. An agent while moving does not execute any action and the whole process is composed 
of several actions: issuing a migration request, suspending execution, moving or transmitting 
(code  and  possible  state)  and  resuming  agent  execution.  When  all  these  processes  are 
perceived as atomic action there is little space for issuing security matters.

Agent migration is beneficial to some areas like distributed information retrieval, 
workflow management, network management and automated software installation. The two 
main advantages of mobile agents are high performance and flexibility, which are achieved 
by dynamic transformation from remote access to local access [46].  In [17] there are six 
qualities that can be divided into four major categories:

• Conservation of  bandwidth and reduction in  execution time  and latency.  Mobile 
agents often use less bandwidth than a correspondent Remote Procedure Call client. 
When a process is complex and some intermediate data is sent through the network 
mobile  agent  can  perform operations  on  a  server  for  example,  which  results  in 
reducing communication.

• Dynamic load balancing. This is exactly what is used in the implemented system. It 
is distributing task into subtasks and send them to different nodes. Because agent 
have an application specific code and they can migrate the task redistribution is 
possible according to nodes efficiency.
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• Support  for  disconnected operation in mobile  computing.  The network has to be 
available only for communication or migration. During the rest of the time agent can 
perform task on a node that is temporarily disconnected.

• Support for dynamic deployment. An agent can invoke itself on a remote machine 
and resume its execution there.  

3.7.4 Dynamic load balancing

Load balancing is a technique of dividing the amount of work that a computer has 
to  perform,  between two or  more  computers,  so that  more  work gets  done in  the  same 
amount  of  time.  Thank to  this  mechanism all  end  users  usually  get  served faster.  Load 
balancing can be implemented with software, hardware, or a combination of both [15].

This concept was mentioned already in the problem description, because one of the 
aims of the implemented system is to increase efficiency using agent migration, which is 
actually a load balancing algorithm.  Very important  here is the background.  In the most 
popular load balancing algorithms there are nodes in the network, which have a constant 
efficiency when solving a task. The environment there is static and so there have been many 
algorithms proposed in [12], [9].

Our environment is not static. Agents are supposed to migrate after every change 
in the environment occurs and the migration process brings a disturbance in the computers 
efficiency also. Therefore no static load balancing is used, but the very simple created one. 
Its goal is to level the amount of work on each computer, in order to have each of them finish 
at a comparable time.  This load balancing algorithm is performed during the experiment 
every certain period of time.

3.7.5 System examples with agent migration

This section presents examples of multi-agent system that are already presented in 
the real world and describe them with the description how can code and data propagation 
look like in those systems. All examples are taken from [43].

3.7.5.1 Agents in distributed sensing 

Using agents in distributed sensing application is a classic application. The main 
idea is to have a set of spatially distributed sensors. Those sensors can have at least one 
function  (for  example  acoustic)  or  they  can  be  multi-functional.  A  global  goal  of  this 
network  could  be  to  track  all  vehicles  that  are  passing  into  their  range.  Additional 
functionality could be to predict the direction of a vehicle based on its previous movement. 
Of  course  sensors  could  cooperate  between  themselves  to  achieve  a  goal  and  here  the 
possibilities for code and data propagation start.

Supposing that each sensor can be multi-functional, let us assume that each has an 
acoustic part and a heat part. Their architecture could be composed of two agents that are 
interpreting the data from sensor (one for heat and one for sound). Two other agents could be 
responsible for collecting the sensor data. The architecture seems to be quite simple.

When  a  vehicle  is  coming  into  sensor  range,  collecting  agents  would  start 
gathering data  into a  database and interpreters  could reason from the collected data.  Of 
course the last agents could work together and form some predictions about what is on the 
sensors,  but  it  is  very  probable  that  they  could  not  achieve  the  goal  individually.  The 
centralized structure could be a solution (all predictions gathered by one agent) but if there 
are many sensors and the system has a real time requirement, then distributing information to 
the local neighbors would be a better solution.

There  could  be  several  form of  information  sharing.  The  first  one  could  be  a 
creation of agents (or even cloning) agent from one node to the destination node. In that way 
on many sensors there would be many agents with information from several nodes. The data 
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could  be  multiplied  and  on  each  node  there  could  be  a  prediction  process  based  on 
information from agents and their sharing with the focus on the information from the local 
node. When a number of nodes make the same conclusion (most of nodes with information) 
the  prediction  goal  could  be  achieved.  The  second  solution  could  be  that  sensors  with 
information  could  close  interpreting  agents  with  their  predictions  to  the  local  sensor 
manager, which could do the prediction and tracking operation. This solution is probably 
more efficient than the previous one.

The  third  solution  could  be  based  on  just  sending  messages  with  data  and 
predictions to the neighbor nodes in order to supply them with interpretations and some data. 
Then they could send their predictions to the local manager and it could form conclusions 
about vehicle predicted course.

3.7.5.2 Agents for spacecraft control

Agents in spacecraft control are a really real-time domain. The main focus goes on 
course corrections or fault recovery. In that kind of systems agents are mainly responsible for 
each important device on the ship. In order to detect a fault or introduce a course correction 
they have to cooperate.

Supposing there is a sudden failure in the system and an astronaut has to be given a 
quick report with a set of advices for handling it. Of course there are many types of failures 
possible, some of them rely on one kind of system, but there could be those, that influence 
many types of systems on the starship for example engines and life support. A system has to 
gather data from sensors to localize where the malfunction could be and what to do with it. 
An example question here: is there a possibility to transfer energy from other system or even 
shut down auxiliary ones.

Using agents that are distributed throughout devices all around the ship they have 
to communicate between themselves to know what has happened. This communication may 
rely on simple messaging, but there may be a necessity to take fast decisions and give some 
advices. In the example with engines problem and life support failure (devices are in two 
different  places  around  the  ship)  agents  have  to  communicate  between  themselves,  for 
example to check if there is a common problem and other ones would be still gathering data 
from sensors. In order not to slow down the decision process some agents could be cloned 
along with the most important data to the place where the device agents resides (for example 
central node). Selecting data and copying agent to interpret them at main node could make 
the decision process faster (constant messaging could be not efficient).

The problem is a little bit similar to the previous one, but in the spaceship there is 
often  a  place,  where  all  data  is  gathered  from all  sensors  and  all  agents  that  represent 
different devices could be residing. In the distributed sensor grid there may be no central 
point in the network. The system after making the decision is made by the astronaut would 
probably  communicate  it  by  sending  messages  to  agents  responsible  for  devices  or  for 
sensors.
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4 MULTI-AGENT ENVIRONMENTS

In this chapter there are three multi-agent platforms described: DIET, JADE and 
D’Agents. All three were chosen, because they are popular and used in many publications. 
The  most  frequently  used  one  seems  to  be  JADE.  There  are  many  other  popular 
environments  like  Aglets  [40],  FIPA-OS  [32]  or  AgentBuilder  [7].  The  three  selected 
platforms  were  also  chosen,  because  they  all  support  interoperability  (Java  language), 
because they are open source projects with accessible descriptions and examples, but most of 
all, there are three different approaches to the architecture. The key in this chapter is to put a 
stress on those differences and also find some common points.  Of course all multi-agent 
systems must comply with the agent concept to be autonomous, social, reactive in proactive. 
The main focus here goes on how it is achieved by systems architecture and agent design. 
This chapter responds to the research question about key features of multi-agent platforms. 
They are stated in sections numbers. The most important ones are: messaging, agent design, 
architecture, threading, communication and agent mobility.

4.1 DIET
DIET [26] stands for Decentralized Information Ecosystem Technologies and it is 

a multi-agent platform, which was created to be a base for creating multi-agent systems. This 
system was a part of a DIET program and was funded by EU. It is available as open source 
Java  programming  language  project  with  general  public  license  on  it.  The  project  was 
finished in August 2003 and the latest release available is from March 2005 [50]. Since then 
there are no news about it, so this projects has most probably been abandoned.

The platform was intended to be based on the ecosystem-oriented approach taken 
from nature and put into agent software. Platform has several key features [50]:

• Robustness and adaptivity.  The execution of the platform is resource-constrained, 
the core of the platform control exception connected with overloading and failure of 
agents, which are exposed to potential defeat. Such events force agents to adapt their 
behavior to the current situation. The consequence is that any system based on this 
platform is  able  to  act  accordingly  to  the  situation  when  primary  functions  are 
endangered.  

• Scalability.  This feature goes with two aspects:  global  and local.  Local  aspect is 
connected with agents, which are lightweight in order to contain big amounts on one 
machine. Global aspect is connected with size of multi-agent application, which has 
no size limits.

• Lightweight  agents.  Agents  have  a  minimal  memory  footprint  and  inter-agent 
communication is designed to be very fast (no complex communication protocols). 
The view on agent is like a small mobile process. The agents in this platform are 
supposed to be small and not intelligent, but the intelligence of a system is supposed 
to evolve from their interactions.

• Extensibility.  Object-oriented approach in programming this platform ensures that 
the code is extensible, modular and general. The Application Reusable Components 
(ARC) layer provides many features, like behaviors, to control agent operation in a 
modular way.

Core

Application Resuable 
Components

Application

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Figure 4.1 DIET structure
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The structure of DIET platform is built based on three layers. The most crucial is 
the core layer, which is equipped with minimal code to have a multi-agent system running. 
Second layer is called Application Reusable Components. This layer has all the functionality 
needed to develop a system base on DIET platform and which are shared between several 
applications. The last layer, which is the application layer, contains application specific code. 
It also contains modules for visualization and debugging. 

The  core  of  the  DIET  world  is  the  element  hierarchy  (ordered):  world, 
environment, agent, message, and connection. The core of this conception is agent, but in 
chain presented above, it is in the middle of the pyramid. Each agent is connected with one 
environment,  and  environment  is  contained  by  a  world,  each  world  could  have  many 
environments.  Environments,  which are stand-alone, restrict the resources that agents can 
access

4.1.1 Agents

Agent address is composed of two parts: environment address and agent identity. 
Agent identity is constructed from a name tag and a family tag. A name tag is randomly 
generated by DIET core and family tag can be given by the programmer. It usually gives a 
hint  about  its  functionality.  Agents  with  the  same  family  tags  represent  the  same 
functionality. When connecting with the other agents in the same environment one can use 
agents name to communicate with a specific agent or a family tag. If there is more than one 
agent with a specific family tag, the receiver is chosen randomly.

The  creation  of  agents  [50]  is  done  by  prototyping  instead  of  constructing. 
Parameters for agents are a second argument of creating method. This kind of mechanism 
brings agents to the higher level of security.  Without the ability of executing other agent 
methods, the system is protected from various multi-threading issues including inconsistent 
object states and execution deadlocks.

The life cycle of an agent is covered in DIET by agent methods. Just after its birth 
or after migration there is a possibility to add to it a behavior, set some values. An agent in 
DIET platform is basically equipped with some standard behaviors: creation of other agents, 
self-destruction, communication with other agents and migration. Before dying there is also 
a possibility to release resources or to send a message to other agent. The design of agents 
makes their properties easily extended.

Each agent is equipped with many attributes that could describe him in terms of 
state, job, current action. Agents have buffers, which are responsible for messages that an 
agent can get and actions controlling. If this is overloaded, the DIET core can act to reduce 
agent  activity  by  changing  his  actions  or  current  state.  This  buffer  also  corresponds  in 
accepting or rejecting messages. The same is done with connections. To make the system 
more robust, each agent has its own thread and it cannot be accessed by any other agent, 
which was mentioned before. 

4.1.2 Messaging

The base of agent system is communication between agents, so they do it first by 
forming a bi-directional connection – each of them has to accept connections - and then by 
sending a message through that channel, which is composed of a character string and an 
object, which could be attached to it.

Generally agents are aware of other agent action on a base of events. In a case of 
messaging process it is a newly created connection to the current, a message arrived through 
this connection, a connection has been disconnected. All events are stored in buffers, so they 
can be handled in a sequence they appeared.  Of  course connection and message can be 
rejected or ignored.  Messages can be sent  also using context,  which makes the message 
handling easier. 
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4.1.3 Threading

Each agent  uses  one autonomous  thread.  The core  ensures  that  no other  agent 
messes up with another agents thread. Messages are sent asynchronously and it is impossible 
for an agent receiving message to block or use another agent’s thread. In order to control 
agents actions there are behaviors implemented, which can be added to an agent. Generally 
the best security for keeping the threads safe is not letting use it as it is on this platform. The 
only way of getting to an agent is external control property. It can be done by the outside 
user or by another agent, but it has to be done carefully. Generally the number of threads in 
an environment is set by the core. The computational cost of environmental services does not 
depend upon the number of agents.

4.1.4 Remote communication

Remote communication is implemented in the Application Reusable Components 
layer. It delivers: agent, that can only deliver the message to another environment, possibly 
get it back and terminate itself; a job providing connection-based remote communication; a 
service that provides a channel-based remote communication (more efficient); a service that 
provides  UDP  protocol  base  communication  (less  stable,  but  more  efficient  message 
sending).

4.1.5 Managing all together

To create a DIET based application it is necessary to create at least one world with 
environment. Usually each world runs under one Java Virtual Machine but it is possible to 
create many worlds on one JVM. Still there is possibility to create other worlds on different 
computers. To communicate with other world an agent has to know the exact location of the 
other agent in that world with which it wants to communicate. 

The platform possesses many mechanisms for debugging and visualization. In an 
easy  way the  system can  display  information  about  events,  which  are  important  in  the 
system. Debugging can also be applied to jobs, schedulers and event managers.

Reassuming, this platform is quite well built and many details are considered, but 
still there are many constraints and modeling within this environment is not quite flexible.

4.2 JADE
Java  Agent  Development  Framework  is  another  and  very  famous  multi-agent 

platform, which is still being developed (latest version is from June 2007). Agents within are 
based on FIPA (The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents). 

4.2.1 FIPA standard

FIPA is  based  on  two assumptions.  The first  one is  that  the  time  to  reach  an 
agreement and to complete an operation should not be long. The second one is that external 
behavior of system components should not be specified, thus leaving the implementation 
details and architecture to agent developers [4].

The main objective of JADE is to simplify the creation of agent applications in 
compliance with the FIPA specifications for intelligent multi-agent systems. The secondary 
objective  is  optimizing  the  performance  of  a  distributed  agent  system.  JADE is  mainly 
composed of two parts. The first  is runtime environment for FIPA-compliant multi-agent 
systems and the second is a framework for building MAS within the FIPA standard [18].
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As the JADE is FIPA compliant, there are some constraints of the organization of 
the platform. The reference model presented by the figure 4.2. shows the main components 
of the platform. There are also some key roles identified in the platform along with the way 
of agent management content language and ontology.

4.2.2 Architecture

The core of the system is agent communication [2], which is here well developed 
and it contains of seven layers: transport, encoding, messaging, ontology, content expression, 
communicative act and interaction protocol or IP. Agent management is additionally part of 
a  system to the  agent  communication.  It  contains  five  components,  which are  described 
below.

Agent Platform provides physical infrastructure, in which agents exist. Agent is a 
computational process that resides Agent Platform and they have their own set of identities 
regarding these platforms. Agent Management System is a crucial and mandatory component 
of  Agent Platform.  It  manages  the operation of AP and enable basic agent  life cycle  by 
controlling or identifying. In the JADE system it is an agent. It controls the platform use and 
it is responsible for agent control and registrations. Directory Facilitator, which is an optional 
component to the AP, provides information about agent residing in current Agent Platform. 
If an agent wishes to make its services public, it has to register in Directory Facilitator (this 
is also called a yellow page service). Message Transport Service is a member of AP, which 
is responsible for transporting agent messages. The Agent Communication Channel is an 
agent, which is responsible for the outside to inside platform communication between agents. 
It  offers  a  reliable  and  accurate  message  routing  and  supports  IIOP for  interoperability 
between different agent platforms.

Agent 
Management 

System

Directory 
Facilitator

ACC

Internal Platform Message Transport

Agent

Software

Agent Platform

Figure 4.2 FIPA reference model of an Agent Platform [2]

The JADE architecture  [2]  is  built  upon Agent  platforms,  containers  and main 
container. In each platform there is one host designated, which hold the Main-Container. In 
this  container  the  main  agents  are  residing,  which  are  necessary  for  running  the  whole 
platform. When the Main-Container is created, other Containers are able to join the platform. 
These containers can be on different computers, but when registering, the system is able to 
locate them.  Each container is  a  multi-threaded execution (some kind of a local  server), 
which allows maintaining agents.

In JADE there are several mechanisms introduced to raise the efficiency of the 
platform,  like  using  cooperative  behavior  to  reduce  overall  thread  number,  or  recycling 
JADE objects, which saves time reducing the dynamic memory allocation. There are also 
optional services available, [3] like Agent-Software Integration, Human –Agent Interaction 
and  Ontology  Service  (when  defining  new  Ontology  is  possible,  which  simplifies  the 
communication over a certain topic). JADE is also available under a mobile environment.
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4.2.3 Messaging

FIPA  standard  also  specifies  the  ACL  (Agent  Communication  Language)  [2]. 
Agent communication is based on message passing with individual messages between them 
(using Remote Method Invocation mechanisms in JVM). ACL specifies the language by 
setting out  encoding, pragmatic and semantics of messages.  Of course the technology of 
handling this  is  not  given.  Generally,  the message should be encoded in a textual  form. 
Within ACL there is a possibility of including formal semantics. The standard also specifies 
common forms of agent interaction protocols (patterns of agents talking to each other).

Message in JADE is constructed of: envelope (transport information including a 
destination), payload (encoded message), message (message parameters), content (message 
content). These all parameters make every message very specific. For example each message 
has  its  own ontology,  agent  to  reply to,  or  a  protocol  used  to  structure  a  conversation. 
Moreover  commutative  acts  are  strictly  divided  be  their  function:  passing  information, 
requesting information, negotiation, performing actions and error handling. This set makes 
messaging quite a complicated act, which also might be very specific and could pretend to 
imitate human behavior. 

In JADE there is also a possibility to communicate with a different agent platform, 
which is not a JADE one. The COBRA remote invocation is used along with IIOP byte 
stream for the message text. 

4.2.4 Agents

Agents are similar to the DIET agents. They are small, autonomous and operate on 
a single thread. Each agent in the system has its own distinct identifier. Each agent lives in a 
container and has the local name, which is unique in the whole system, and it used to acquire 
the agent identifier to send the message to.

Agents are created using the create method in a specific container. The reference to 
an agent is not visible to the programmer and other agents. So there is not possibility for 
invoking its methods by other agents. But an agent has the ability to create other agents, self 
destruct  or  kill  other agents,  migrate,  send messages,  disable the container and also shut 
down the entire platform if necessary. An agent is also able to publish its services using the 
yellow pages service (also managed by an agent). In this way other agents are able to check, 
what functionality is provided and by what agents.

Agent lifecycle is covered by its methods. Just after birth or after migration it is 
able to add a behavior, created other agents or set some values, like a stream object with an 
access to the file. The message communication is done using buffers and an agent can handle 
one message at one time.  Of course messages are sent  asynchronously.  When sending a 
message an agent does not have to know, where the receiver is (in which container). It might 
even  not  exist  (because  an  identifier  is  based  on  local  name).  It  only  has  to  know its 
identifier and the system will find it. The only one problem is that with a message there is 
only one object attached to it. It can be character string but also any other object. Agent can 
then recognize it only by the message descriptors or by message performative.

Agent execution is covered in JADE by the sophisticated behavior class family. 
There are already many patterns of behaviors defined, which still execute using on agent 
thread. 

4.2.5 Agent mobility

JADE provides  mobility  between containers.  Because  of  this  groups  of  agents 
performing one task can be distributed around many containers and still achieving a common 
goal. Of course the process is costly, because of class loading, serialization, deserialization 
and setting values. There are also possible errors when communicating between containers, 
which  are  a  result  of  RMI  (this  connection  should  be  permanent).  Nonetheless  JADE 
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supports to ways of mobility: cloning and moving, which are described in detail in section 
6.5.2.

4.3 D’Agents
D’Agents [16] is a general purpose mobile agent system. The main purpose is to 

use  agents  for  information  retrieval.  This  platform  is  written  in  C/C++  programming 
language  and  has  a  simple  architecture.  The  platform  was  intended  to  support  many 
programming  languages.  The  latest  version  of  D’Agents  supports  three  programming 
languages (Tool command Language (Tcl), Java and Scheme). It also uses encryption for 
authentication of moving agents, provides strong mobility, and enforces limits on resource 
usage. The architecture is based on high-performance, multi-threaded server.

4.3.1 Architecture

Agents

Scheme Java Tcl/Tk

Generic C/C++ core

Server

Transport TCP/IP

Security

VM

State 
Capture

Core 
stubs

Figure 4.3 The architecture of D’Agents

The architecture is composed of five mechanisms [16]: transport levels, a server 
that is running on each machine in the network and it accepts and supports mobile agent. The 
next  level  is  a  generic  core,  implemented  in  C/C++  programming  language,  which  is 
supporting the main agent functionality. The next level is an environment that supports each 
programming language and enables the agent creation and implementation. Every execution 
level  possesses an interpreter  of  a virtual  machine for  understating and processing agent 
language, the core stubs enable agents to invoke functions in the share core library, the state 
capture  supports  agent  mobility  and  the  security  module  guards  access  to  the  resources 
available for agents (control lists are used). The resource control for machines is done for 
total number of agents, not for a unit.

The key layer of the architecture is the server layer. It is responsible for handling 
agent  execution.  That  includes  coordination  of  their  arrival,  departure,  authenticating, 
assigning resources, unpacking the components, code, data, execution state, deciding to in 
which environment agent should reside. With the support of shared library (the core) the 
server provides migration, communication and bookkeeping services to the agents, which are 
currently on the host. It is important to mention that these services are at low level. 

The scalability of the system relies on executing agents thread as a java thread 
(when running agents on java – java hot interpreter for agents). When it is done using Tcl 
and Scheme interpreters have relatively smaller footprint then in java, but no inherent thread 
support. When an agent is incoming to the server, the interpreter for it is already waiting to 
increase the mobile agent efficiency.
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4.3.2 Agents

Agents  in  the  platform are  identified  by the  platform address  and then by the 
number (integer data type) given the server at the local machine. Agents are also supposed to 
have only simple  functionality without  having complex  behaviors.  Of  course each agent 
possesses one thread, but it possible for it to have more. If it uses more than one thread, then 
probably only main one migrates with the agent. 

4.3.3 Agent mobility

D’Agents support strong migration [16]. Of course, this is not easy to implement, 
but it supports tools to do it. The main one is the state capturing. Stack capturing and local 
state variable are necessary to have this done properly. The support is active when using Java 
and Tcl language. 

When agent is moving all the code and data must be moved with it. When an agent 
is migrating probably the main thread is migrating with it. All other which were joined and 
even if they are executing are left. That is also the reason of not adding complex behaviors to 
agents. Of course when implementing an agent some states can be saved in the main thread 
and propagated with the main data. Then the migration is a hybrid between strong migration 
for the main agent thread and possible weak for other threads.

The data migration is done transparently with the agent migration. All data means 
all objects and variables that are connected with the agent (of course if there are connected 
with other agent that stays they cannot be moved, but only copied). In code propagation the 
entire code is pushed from one computer to another. 

4.3.4 Messaging

D’Agents serves provide a “per-host” namespace for agent communication [16]. 
As mentioned, agent is found first by the machine on which it resides and then by identifier. 
It is important here that this identifier is local, not global. So in order to search for an agent it 
has to contact other environments. There is also a possibility to register a string value (that 
might be useful when addressing important agents).

An agent uses very simple message passing and is able to send character string 
content or a binary data with it. There is no syntactic or semantic meaning added to it. To 
send a message to other agent a connection is established and uses it to perform sending 
operation. The connection and messages are based on events. When there are more complex 
communications needed, there are some additional agents on machine, which can handle that 
processes.

4.4 Multi-agent platforms comparison
The three briefly described multi-agent platforms have many points in common, 

but there are also several differences between them. This section compares them from the 
architectural  and  implementation  point  of  view  and  also  brings  the  decision  about  the 
selecting a platform for the system implementation.

4.4.1 Sophistication and functionality

From the first view there is possibility to order them by the level of sophistication 
in implementation. On the first place there is JADE platform, then DIET and the last place 
goes to D’Agents. The last platform seems to be the most basic level implemented system, 
because it supports only the basic messaging, there are no behaviors implemented, but there 
is also a very big advantage – it supports more than one programming language. The second 
advantage should be high efficiency,  because of low level implementation. Unfortunately 
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there were no comparison tests with other platforms. The platform is based on servers, which 
in all platforms are common. In JADE there are containers, in DIET there are worlds.

DIET platform is more sophisticated, because it is more implemented and there are 
more things given for granted from the core implementation. An example here is the control 
of agents by the core – DIET has the biggest control over them from all platforms. In JADE 
and D’Agents agent cannot be simply destroyed by the core. Here the basic layer controls 
agent execution. Moreover, achieving the goal is based on messaging between agents and 
their cooperation. Agents are strongly dependent on each other. In this platform there are 
only several basic behaviors implemented for agent operations.

JADE is the most sophisticated platform from all three. Its architecture is not based 
on layers, but on agents (agents and controlling agents) and it seems to be quite flexible. This 
platform possesses the most advanced communication implementation. There is not only a 
simple character string sent or an object, but there are Ontologies, contexts and some other 
properties  that  characterize  the  message.  There  are  also  ready  stubs  for  conversations 
between agents. The most sophisticated feature of this platform is probably the yellow pages 
service. Here agents are able to improve their view on the world in a very fast and reliable 
way. In other platforms agents have to know where to look, and they are searching it through 
interactions. In JADE an agent is capable of more operations that in other systems. It can 
disable a container or even kill  a platform,  where in DIET and D’Agents agents are not 
capable of doing that. Agents in JADE are more self-capable of doing things. This approach 
is more diverted to the unit than the populations as it is in DIET.

4.4.2 Communication

Agent  communication  in  the  system is  a  very important  aspect.  In  these  three 
platforms the communication is different.  D’Agents support only basics and if there is a 
necessity to implement more it is possible, but from the already known solution it results, 
that for example remote communication has to be done using other agents. In DIET it is done 
by the protocols and jobs, which have to be added to the agent, or there are special agents for 
communication. In JADE communication is transparent to the developer, because an agent 
has a global  identifier,  not  like in D’Agents.  In DIET also additional  agents have to be 
created in order to communicate remotely.

Agent’s  communication  is  based  on  events  in  each  platform,  but  the  message 
structure is different in each platform. The poorest communication is in D’Agents, where 
there is only a possibility to send a text message or a binary data. The solution is better in 
DIET, when an agent sends a text message and possibly an object. It is also very elastic, 
because in that kind message structure makes the message interpretation easy. In these two 
platforms an agent when get a message it handles it at once. The different approach is in 
JADE, where there is a buffer of messages (as in DIET), but an agent checks for messages 
whenever it likes to. 

4.4.3 Utility in development

From the  developers  point  of  view it  is  very important,  how much  is  already 
implemented,  and  how many  relies  on  the  programmer.  What  is  transparent,  and  what 
aspects have to be carefully done.

Starting  with  agent  creation  there  are  already  some  differences.  Of  course  a 
programmer does not have the access to the reference of an agent and sometimes this makes 
a problem, how to get to an agent. In DIET environment is it more complicated, because of 
prototype creation and there is more code to be written than in other platforms. The same 
goes with getting an agent identifier. The simplest solution for a developer is in the JADE 
platform. Agent identifier can be acquired by the local name, and the local name is always 
given while creating. Agent identifier can be easily acquired.
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The development of agent operations basis is different in each platform. The main 
attention  goes  to  the  implemented  patters  such  as  behaviors.  In  D’Agents  there  are  no 
implemented, DIET supports only some and the most sophisticated are developed in JADE – 
from the most simple one to the mixed and more complicated ones. Moreover they are many 
of them; each is handling a special case of agent’s possible operation pattern.

In the communication the main competition is between JADE and DIET. D’Agents 
has poor communication handling, because of only two methods and one object in a message 
(string character  or  binary data).  Communication is  more  advanced in JADE,  where the 
message is a complex object, which makes the commutation more advanced. But there is a 
problem, because there also is one content object – a text or an object (not both) and it is 
sometimes very important to have a data with additional information what it is. This kind of 
messages is implemented in DIET – composed of text string and an object. 

4.4.4 Agent migration

The migration abilities on each platform are hidden in the implementation. The 
only thing that  is  known that  all  of  them support  standard migration type  (moving)  and 
JADE additionally gives the ability to clone an agent. Documentation to all these platforms 
reveals some details about migration (like class loading, serialization, deserialization in Java 
programming language – all platforms support Java). 

After describing all platforms there are several factors, that can have an influence 
to a migration process: programming language, migration mechanisms, message handling. If 
all these factors are handled fast, there are no big objects to load, create or not many methods 
to  invoke  than  the  migration  process  is  faster.  Platform  descriptions  give  only  basic 
information about  this,  so it  is  hard to compare, but  based on possessed information the 
fastest migration should be executed by D’Agents and the slowest from these three ones 
should be JADE. 

4.4.5 Choosing the platform

JADE has been chosen to be the platform,  on which the system will  be based. 
There are several reasons. Many of them were already mentioned, especially in the previous 
sections.  The  main  reasons  lie  in  the  communication,  especially remote  communication, 
finding an agent in the platform, possibilities in sending messages and independency of the 
agent from other agents.  Besides, JADE is very popular among researchers and many of 
them in their publication and tests use it [25]. It is also considered as an efficient platform, 
because of some improvements mentioned before. It has also a very big advantage – two 
types of migration available (implemented).  Also main user interface is created, which is 
user friendly and makes the agent control easy.
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5 SYSTEM PROJECT AND IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter presents the detailed description of what has been implemented. At 
the beginning the main idea is presented, it is followed by a presentation on agents in the 
system, their goals and how they cooperate to achieve it. Section 5.3 describes tasks in the 
system.  Section 5.4 presents parameters in the system,  which are required when creating 
agents. Section 5.5 describes migration algorithms and migration types. Section 5.6 presents 
agent network and the last section gives clues on how to run the system.

5.1 Principal objective
The main idea was to find a problem that can be solved in a distributed way. The 

task had to have a possibility of being divided into subtasks, which are quite independent 
from each other and at the end it is possible to merge all parts and get a full solution. Of 
course the main goal  was not  to find a very difficult  task,  because solving it  is  not  the 
primary objective of the thesis, but to find something that can represent a distributed task 
with many of its features. The main goal of a suitable task searching was to find one, where 
code and data propagation can be introduced with a good probability of having benefits from 
doing so. Code and data propagation is this kind of task (realized by agent migration) should 
more or less function as a load balancing algorithm, leveling the amount of work on nodes 
basing on their efficiency. Agent should represent a part of work, so that moving it from one 
environment to the other could balance the execution time.

5.1.1 Assumptions 

There are several assumptions, which were made in order to focus on code and 
data propagation in a multi-agent system:

• The number of packets sent in the network equals the number of packets delivered. 
All packets are successfully delivered from the source to the intended destination. 

• There are no factors that can suddenly slow down the traffic in the network.
• There are no unexpected errors on the node computers that can interrupt systems 

normal functioning. On the other hand it is possible that a computer slows down as a 
result of another program running or virus activation.

• There is no information at the beginning of a test  regarding the configuration of 
nodes on which system is running. The only knowledge is that nodes are capable of 
solving the task.

5.1.2 The multi-agent platform

JADE  multi-agent  platform  was  chosen  to  be  the  environment  for  system 
implementation.  JADE  has  several  features  that  are  described  in  detail  in  the  previous 
chapter about multi-agent platforms.

One of the main reasons for choosing JADE multi-agent platform was that it is 
used in many publications as a testing environment and it is considered as an efficient one. It 
is  also  widely  accepted  by  scientists,  which  test  their  multi-agent  system  projects 
implementations on JADE. As one out many it is compliant with FIPA specifications and it 
is open source project. The implementation of this project is done in JADE v3.5.

5.1.3 Prime numbers problem solving

The prime numbers problems solving was chosen for this project. The assumption 
is that at the beginning there is a range given into the systems to calculate all prime numbers 
and  write  the  results  to  the  file.  When  the  problem is  being  solved  in  the  network  all 
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computers are calculating prime numbers and as soon as possible they are sending the partial 
solution to the one, which is responsible for saving them to the file. This is done to have the 
packets in the network being transferred all the time. Having it done in this way makes the 
solution  efficient,  because  while  examining  candidates  for  prime  numbers,  the  network 
connection is also used.

This  problem was  chosen to  be  solved  in  a  distributed  way also because  it  is 
computation-focused task. Agent here is given a range of numbers to examine and from the 
result  point of view it  does not matter,  on which node it work, and here comes the load 
balancing part. There is a possibility to move agents (also work) from slow computers to 
faster ones, using heterogeneity for faster task solving.

5.1.3.1 The primes searching algorithm

The algorithm is very easy and also known for centuries, but it is also not the most 
effective way, in order to keep computers calculating and to make the implementation more 
time consuming. Of course, there are more efficient ways to calculate prime numbers, but the 
goal  is  not  to  calculate  them as  fast  as  possible,  but  to  simulate  task solving,  which  is 
distributed.

For each x from given range [a,b]
Begin

Calculate square root c = sqrt(x);
Check if any number from range [2,c] divides x without reminder
If no then add x to the prime numbers list

End  

This approach has several features. One of them is that the range to search the 
primes from can be divided, and the results lists can be joined at the end of the task solving 
giving the full solution to the problem. But in order not to create a bottle-neck, partial results 
are being sent all the time in order to save them into the file. 

5.1.3.2 The network

The network is composed of two kinds of computers: nodes and a broker. A node 
is a computer, on which agents reside, which are supposed to calculate prime numbers. A 
Broker is a computer,  which distributes task and saves the results  into the file.  It  is not 
destined to calculate prime numbers.

Network

Broker

Nodes with agents

Figure 5.1 Network topology
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The algorithm for distributing the task over the network is quite natural. When the 
broker gets the task order it knows how many nodes are available, because when they enter 
the network, they send a so called ready message to the broker. Because at the beginning 
there  is  no information  about  computers  in  the  network,  primes  range search is  divided 
equally between nodes. While calculating, they send found primes to the broker by portions, 
which is a parameter of the test. This makes the data flow fluent through the time of the task 
solving.

From the  JADE perspective  of  agents  containers  there  are  two  main  types  of 
container. One of them is the “Main-Container” - an equivalent of a Broker in the described 
network. There is only one instance of this container. On the other hand, there are simple 
“Containers”, with agents, which calculate prime numbers. There can be many instances of it 
and, moreover, there can be many “Containers” on one computer. In the network it is an 
equivalent to a node with agents.

5.2 Agents
This section describes agents and task using the MASINA [1] formal description of 

multi-agent system. Agents are described using Agent Model Information. Only this model 
is  used for  description,  because when it  is  filled,  it  depicts  all  necessary information  to 
understand processes in the system. 

5.2.1 A methodology to describe a multi-agent system

MASINA  was  chosen  for  a  formal  description  of  a  implemented  multi-agent 
system. It is based on MAS-CommonKADS [20], which was developed 8 years before this 
methodology was born. It was created by adding new features the ancestor methodology and 
also by replacing some other in order to better show the picture of all multi-agent systems 
aspects. It is used mainly because of two reasons: it introduces a pattern for MAS description 
also  for  solving  automation  problems  and  it  fills  as  many  aspects  of  MAS  design  as 
necessary in proper and detail description. 

MASINA  describes  the  fundamental  elements  in  MAS  area,  such  as  the 
coordination  mechanisms  between  agents  (emerging,  planning,  conflict  resolution,  etc.), 
representing  the  notion  of  an  intelligent  agents  and  collective  intelligence  (swarm 
intelligence).  MASINA enables to characterize other aspects of MAS, such as the use of 
intelligent techniques for carrying out tasks, the definition of conversations between agents 
and speech acts within these conversations and the use of reference model for specifying 
agents [1].

The heart of this methodology is composed of six phases, based on which seven 
models  are  constructed.  These  phases  are:  conceptualization  (first  problem description), 
analysis  (mainly  requirements  analysis),  design  (final  model  of  organization  under  the 
paradigm of MAS is developed), coding and testing (placing each agent and code unit for 
tests), integration (integration to real platform). 

From the modes of MASINA only one will be used to describe the implemented 
system: Agent Model (showing agents with detail starting with abilities and services, where 
every agent has a purpose and a set of functions, which are access from the outside).

5.2.2 Agent Model Information

There are 5 agents in the implemented system: Broker, Saver, Coordinator, Primes 
and Migration Coordinator. Each of them has a specific characteristic and is cooperates with 
some other agents to achieve a goal.

In the following Agent Model not every describing field is used for every agent, 
because it is many times not needed, or an agent does not have feature of this kind. The 
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difference between agent’s  services  and agent’s  objectives  are  determined  -  services  are 
functionalities available from the outside. If an agent is asked to do something than it is a 
service, because other agents know, it is capable of doing so. An objective is an action that is 
done by the agent on its own and other agents do know about these activities. One of these 
actions is setting parameters given from the outside environment. The ontology for all agents 
is set as standard JADE ontology. External services are here the ones, which affect directly 
agents on other locations and internal, when it affects agents on a current location. Because it 
is possible to have many containers on one node, external means also to another container, 
which is often called a location.

Full  Agent  Model  Information  is  available  in  the  appendix.  The  following 
descriptions are based on AMI and depict the main features and functionalities of agents in 
the system.

5.2.2.1 Broker

Broker is the core agent of the system and there is only one in the entire network. It is placed 
in the “Main-Container”. It has several responsibilities:

• Creating agent network and storing list of Coordinator identifiers.
• Measurement of experiment time.
• Message counting.
• Passing information about experiment start to Migration Coordinator.

Agent has also several important tasks during the experiment:
• Task distribution. After getting a message with the range of numbers to examine for 

prime property, it divides it equally and sends parts to Coordinators.
• Experiment completing. After getting end of work messages from Coordinators it 

communicates with Saver agent in order to check when all results are saved to the 
file.

• Experiment reporting. After getting a confirmation from the Saver agent, it prints all 
information about the experiment.

5.2.2.2 Saver

Saver is an agent that is connected with the file. There is only one agent of that kind and it 
resides in “Main-Container”. It has two responsibilities:

• Setting parameters. Agent sets parameters after birth. For this type of agent it is the 
destination file and timeout value.

• Messages counting (save messages).
Agent in the experiment does two important tasks:

• Saving primes. After getting each message with a list of primes, agent saves the list 
to the file with results.

• Timeout counting. After an agent gets message from the Broker it counts the timeout 
from the last save message it gets. If a message with primes to save arrives after 
timeout counting has started, then it is restarted. After a certain period of time is 
elapsed agent sends a message to the Broker, that the all prime numbers are saved in 
the file along with the elapsed from the last.

5.2.2.3 Primer

Primer is the key agent in the system. It searches for prime numbers from the given range of 
numbers and works in parallel with other Primers. It is often called as an agent, because it is 
the main one, which actually does the job of calculation. As many other agents it sets its own 
parameters: migration type and primes range search unit. It the experiment it does several 
operations:
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• Calculating primes. Agent searches through the entire range of numbers in order to 
examine every number if it is a prime number. It puts them to the list, which is sent 
to the Saver agent to write these results to the file. Agent does it in portions. It means 
it searches primes within a range length set, which is a parameter, and then sends 
results and checks if there are message incoming from other agents.

• Progress report sending. Agent send a report to local Coordinator with amount of 
number checked for prime property.

• Migration.  Agent  migrates  to  another  environment  (container)  and  continues  its 
work there.

• End of work communication. When the range of numbers has been examined and 
there are no more numbers to check, agent sends a message to the local Coordinator.

5.2.2.4 Coordinator

Coordinator  is  responsible  for  managing  Primers  on  the  node.  It  is  a  strictly  an  agent 
responsible for coordination and information exchange for a certain node. There is always 
one Coordinator on each node. It has several responsibilities:

• Agent network creation. It sends a message to Broker and Migration Coordinator in 
order to join the agent network.

• Setting parameters. For this type of agent it the number of Primers created after birth 
and valid time.

• Agent creation. It creates Primers after birth on the local node and does it again at 
any time if requested.

• Messages and migrations counting. It counts its own messages, but also those sent to 
Migration Coordinator and Primers in the local Container.

• Keeping record of active agents. It knows how many Primers are still calculating 
primes and sends this number in a report to Migration Coordinator when requested.

In the experiment agent has several assignments:
• Local task distribution. Agent after getting a range of numbers to examine, it divides 

it equally into parts and sends them to Primers available at current location.
• Time till end estimation. Agent estimates time till the end of work on a local node 

based on the velocity of checking number and the amount of them for examination 
for prime property.

• Local migration coordination. Agent coordinates Primers migration. It counts how 
many agents will arrive, how many will leave and also chooses the ones that will 
leave and sends message to them. If a Coordinator checks that some agents cannot 
leave and it sends rejection message to the Migration Coordinator about this agent 
and  send  a  correction  message  to  the  agent’s  destination.  This  agent  is  also 
calculated into the sum of incoming/leaving agents.

• Gathering state information. After the migration phase is over agent sends progress 
report request to Primers in order to have a basis for the next time till end estimation.

• Job completion  communication.  When all  Primers  finish their  job agent  sends a 
message to the Migration Coordinator and the Broker.

5.2.2.5 Migration Coordinator

Agent is  meant  to coordinate migration in the system.  It  manages  reports  and migration 
proposals sent to Coordinators. It also calculates how the migration in the system should 
look like. The main objective is to control the steps regarding the migration process during 
the experiment. There is only one Migration Coordinator in the network and it resides in the 
“Main-Container”. It has two responsibilities:
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• Setting parameters. For this type of agent these are: type of migration algorithm, 
report begin time,  report  time,  node threshold, limited migration interval,  limited 
migration agent limit.

• Agent  network  creation.  It  gets  messages  from  Coordinators  and  stores  their 
identifiers and their locations in the network.

In the experiment agent has several assignments:
• Migration calculation. Agent calculates the new state for the network (number of 

agents in each Container).
• Migration  proposals  sending.  Agent  sends  migration  proposals  (giving  the 

destination for each migrating agent) to Coordinators.
• Gathering reports from nodes. Agent gathers reports with estimated time and active 

agents from all nodes and organizes it into a structured way.
• Report requests sending. Agents sends report request to Coordinators.
• Gathering migration finishing reports. Agent gathers migration completion reports 

from all coordinators. This is one of the tasks, which guards the phase order in the 
experiment.

5.3 Tasks
This section describes how tasks in the system are accomplished; which agents are 

responsible for carrying them out and what the structure of messages connected with these 
processes is. Basically this section is strictly connected with the previous one and the goal 
here is to explain more how the system behaves in order to achieve the main aim.

5.3.1 Main process

The main process is the core of the system. Its main goal is to distribute task and 
after its end collect all  messages concerning completion reporting in order to display the 
results at the end. All activities used in the diagram are also agent services.

This process starts outside of the system, when a user or agent from another system 
sends a message to the Broker that includes the range of numbers to search primes from. The 
next step is done by the broker, which distributes task to Coordinators. The diagram below 
shows the Control flow for one Coordinator and one Primer, but as it was said before – there 
are many Coordinators and Coordinator cares about many Primers. 

Start message sending Task distribution Local task distribution Calculating primes

Saving primes
End of work communicating

Job end communicationExperiment completing
Timeout counting

Experiment reporting

Possible migration processes

Outside system/user Broker Coordinator Primer

Saver

Figure 5.2 Main process diagram
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Task distribution from the Broker goes to the local level and finally every Primer 
gets its task. Calculating primes process is a composed of many single calculating primes 
processes after which results are sent to the Saver agents. This is shown in the picture by 
dashed arrow. Very important comment is inserted into the picture with a label of “possible 
migration processes”. This is the place in the main process flow, when migration processes 
are possible. They take place after task distribution on both local and global level and before 
end of work on the global level.

The finishing phase of the experiment starts when Primers start to finish searching 
the whole range of number they got. Each of them sends a message to its Coordinator (a 
Coordinator “commanding” the location where Primer resides) and when all Primers report 
back to Coordinator, agent sends job end message to the higher level – to Broker. When 
Broker  gets  all  job  end  messages,  it  expects  the  experiment  completing  phase  to  start. 
Because there are messages asychronisms possible, Saver agent starts a timeout counting in 
order to receive all messages from Primers, that have not been written to the file so far. This 
possibility exists mainly because a result message includes data to write. When timeout is 
over, Saver agent confirms that there are most probably no other result messages (also called 
save  messages).  When  Broker  gets  this  message,  it  displays  information  about  the 
experiment. This ends the main process.

5.3.1.1 Sequence diagram

Sequence diagram for the main process shows all kinds of message that are sent in 
the system along with its asynchronies. The diagram shows the main process starting from 
the task distribution by Broker. In the diagram there are six entities. Because there are only 
one Saver agent and Broker agent their names are real. But in the whole agent network there 
are usually many Coordinators and Primers. In this diagram it is depicted in a symbolic way: 
There is Primer 1 and Primer N and also Coordinator 1 and Coordinator N. They are shown 
in the diagram to show the synchronies and asynchronies in the system.

The main process starts with Job request message. It is a message with a range of 
numbers  to  search  primes  from for  each  node.   These  job  requests  are  sent  by  Broker 
asynchronously. After a Coordinator gets a job request messages it distributes task locally by 
sending  task  request  to  Primers  also  asynchronously.  In  the  meantime  a  message  from 
Broker to another Coordinator (Coordinator N) might have just arrived, what is depicted in 
the picture below. So when some Primers might have already started primes calculating, on 
another node the job message might have just arrived. 

Because Primers  are  calculating primes  and after  checking some  numbers  they 
send it to the Saver agent there is many times a problem. When a Primer is ending its work it 
sends asynchronously a save message to Saver and end message to a local Coordinator. It is 
important  to  mention  that  agents  on  one  node  are  working  asynchronously.  After  a 
Coordinator gets end message from all Primers, it sends job completed to the Broker. 

5.3.1.2 Message asynchronisms problem

When  a  Broker  gets  job  completed  message  from all  Coordinators  it  sends  a 
confirmation message to the Saver agent. And as we can see in the figure 5.3, there is one 
problem.  It  is shown for Primer 1 and Coordinator 1. Sometimes it  happens that a Save 
message sent by Primer 1 arrives later than three messages sent in a sequence: end message 
from Primer 1 to Coordinator 1, job completed message sent by Coordinator 1 to Broker and 
confirm end message sent from Broker to Saver. That is the reason of timeout calculating 
process done by Saver. When timeout elapses, it sends end message to Broker, which also 
ends the entire experiment. 
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Figure 5.3 Sequence diagram of main process

5.3.2 Migration process

The migration process diagram presented below is an activity diagram, where there 
are 3 objects (agents). They represent what is happening when an object flow (a message) 
comes  – how the states  are  changing.  In  the  diagram there  are  three  classes  of  agents: 
Migration Coordinator, Coordinator and Primer. Their purpose is to mirror what happens 
when all Primers for example report to the local Coordinator and all Coordinator report to 
the Migration Coordinator. Very important is that when action starts it starts from Migration 
Coordinator.  Coordinator  and  Primers  are  already  in  the  diagram  with  their  states. 
Coordinator is ready, because it is not undertaking any actions and Primer is searching from 
prime numbers in its designated range of numbers.

It is important to mention that in this experiment weak migration is used. There are 
several reasons of doing so. The first one is that strong migration is not necessary. Breaking 
the elementary search range unit would not bring any profit, beside it is hard to implement. It 
is not necessary also because the time for checking elementary search range is very short. 
Weak  migration  provides  the  necessary  functionality  also  because  the  task  has  a  big 
granularity.
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Figure 5.4 Migration process diagram

Migration process starts from Migration Coordinator. When all agents are ready 
just after the start of an experiment Migration Coordinator also gets a message from Broker 
that experiment has started. After this event it starts counting the report time. After this time 
is over, it has to check if migration is possible. There are few migration conditions. One of 
course is that at least two agents are still active and they have estimated their time for more 
seconds  than  the  node  threshold  (time  till  end  on  a  node  after  which  migration  is  not 
applicable).  When this is true, the whole process starts.  If not,  the experiment  is already 
finished or will be finishing soon.

After report time is over, Migration Coordinator goes to state when it sends report 
request messages to all Coordinators participating in the experiment. Afterwards it changes 
state for gathering those reports. In other words, it waits for all reports to come. When a 
Coordinator gets a message to report, it sends progress report request to all Primer agents in 
the  current  location.  Afterwards,  like  the  Migration  Coordinator,  it  changes  state  for 
gathering  those  reports.  When  a  Primer  agent  gets  this  message,  it  is  calculating  prime 
number, so it checks how much has it done and reports back to Coordinator. Afterwards it 
returns to accomplishing its task. 
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5.3.2.1 Estimation of time till the end of the experiment

This algorithm is in other words also the process of assessing the ability of a node 
to  perform  a  task.  The  choice  of  this  algorithm  was  discusses  before  (dynamic  load 
balancing). The key point here is that the estimation is based on the previous efficiency of a 
node when performing a task. It is compliant to the assumption that at the beginning of an 
experiment the ability of nodes to perform the task is unknown. 

When  Coordinator  gets  all  progress  reports  it  estimates  time  till  the  end  of 
experiment based on the data it has. This is a very important moment in the whole algorithm. 
Time till end is estimated based on a sample from the previous change in the environment 
for local node – so from the last migration or beginning of the experiment. Basically when 
Primers are reporting they deliver two parameters - how big is the range of number they have 
to examine and how many number have they checked. All Primers report that there are two 
sums calculated: a sum of numbers to check and a sum of number that already have been 
examined. Based on the new report and old report there is a change of numbers calculated 
that  have  been  examined.  Then  the  time  from  the  last  change  in  the  environment  is 
calculated. Based on these two values a velocity is calculated. Estimated time equals how 
many numbers are lest divided by the velocity 

timechangelasttimecurrent
numberscheckedpreviouslynumberscheckedcurrentlyvelocity

−
−=        (5.1),

estimated time

velocity
ckecktonumbersofquantitytimeestimated =                            (5.2).

The first formula is changed only in one case. If there have been already some 
migration, but the last saved change was before the “valid time”, then the first formula is 
calculated from the beginning of an experiment.  Valid time is one of the parameters for 
checking while doing the time estimation. If the last change was later then the valid time 
margin  (counting  from now during  the  experiment)  then  estimated  time  is  set  from the 
beginning of an experiment. Time margin is calculated as the current time minus the valid 
time.  For  example,  if  the  valid  time  was  set  to  1  second,  then  if  the  last  change  was 
conducted later then time estimation is calculated from the beginning of an experiment. 

The formula of estimated time is used in experiment report and it is shows as a 
number of milliseconds. It is being sent by the Coordinator to the Migration Coordinator. 
The velocity value is being calculated be each Coordinator locally.

5.3.2.2 Migration calculation
 
After  the Migration Coordinator gets all  reports  form Coordinators it  starts  the 

algorithm. During that time all Coordinators go to ready state, when they are waiting for 
messages.  When the  agent  network is  being created  at  the  beginning of  an  experiment, 
Migration Coordinator agent creates a list of objects describing nodes. This list is used for 
migration  calculation  but  also  for  remembering  names,  location  in  the  network  and  for 
information if a node has to report back after migration finishing. While reports are arriving 
information in the list is being refreshed.

For each node there is now information about estimated time and the list is sorted 
beginning with the shortest time till the end of experiment. Then for each node there are 
some values calculated:
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agentsnodeofnumber
timenodevalueagent =                                  (5.3),

valueagent
timenodetimeactiveaveragechangeagent −=                          (5.4),

changeagentagentsnodeagentsproposed +=                           (5.5).

The first value is a measure of how much time from the estimated till the end falls 
to one agent. The second value is a bit more complicated. In this algorithm there is such a 
value as average active time. Active here means for those nodes only, where migration can 
take place on in other words, which have the estimated time higher than the node threshold 
parameter. So the goal is here to calculate how many agents should be on this node to have 
the  time  as  close to  average as possible.  The assumption  here is  that  an agent  (Primer) 
represents some work to do and if there was a certain number of agents, then the time would 
be close to average.

Having this simple assumption the number of proposed agents for each node is 
calculated. If for example a node has a time lower than average – then there should be more 
agents  and the  agent  value change is  greater  than zero.  If  not  then some  agents  should 
migrate from this node. But after calculating the proposed agent number there is a possibility 
that there should be more or less agents than currently is, so it is necessary to correct this 
number on each node by sum of agents divided by sum of proposed agents.

agentsproposedofsum
sumagentscurrentagentsproposedagentsproposed *=          (5.6).

After this process, agents are distributed according the resources (agents) available 
in the system. But there is a possibility that still the sums of agents and proposed agents are 
not  equal,  so there is  correction algorithm,  which makes  these sums equal  by adding or 
subtracting  proposed  agents  for  each  nodes  starting  from those,  which  have  the  biggest 
number of proposed agents. 

After executing this algorithm a list of proposed migrations is created. Building 
this list is based on making equal the number of agents and proposed agents on a node (in the 
node information list) possessed by Migration Coordinator.  In this point also the type of 
migration algorithm is very important, because it determines how the migration list is built. 
Agents always migrate from the node that has the biggest estimated time to the node that has 
the lowest estimated time. Migration proposals sending is only sending the messages that 
mirror  the  list  of  proposed  migration  along  with  setting  the  obligation  to  report  when 
migration is finished for those nodes that are accepting agents and for those nodes from 
where agents will depart.

All  values  from  previous  formulas  are  being  calculated  by  the  Migration 
Coordinator. They are not displayed in the experiment report, but the result of calculating 
proposed agents  are the migrations.  The additional  factor is  the estimated  time,  because 
agents are migrating from the slowest node to the fastest one.

5.3.2.3 Local migration coordination

After a Coordinator gets messages, with a number of agents to depart or arrive it 
goes  to the  state of  local  migration coordination.  When Migration Coordinator  sends all 
migration proposals, it goes to the state of gathering migration reports. In other words, it 
waits for Coordinators to report to it that all migrations are completed.

A Coordinator agent always knows how many agents should depart or arrive. After 
getting a migration proposal message from the Migration Coordinator with the destination 
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where to migrate, agent sends a migration proposal message to the first available active agent 
(Primer  that  have not  reported end of work).  When a Primer  gets this  message,  it  stops 
calculating and prepares itself for a migration. Just before leaving and just after arriving in 
another environment it sends a message to the local Coordinator with the information about 
range that is was checking and the range of number that is has already checked. In this way 
Coordinator always know how many numbers are checked for having prime property and 
how many are to be checked. After a Primer settles down in the new environment it returns 
to its main task – calculating primes.

There is a possibility that a migration proposal will be rejected. This might happen 
when  some  changes  will  take  place  between  report  sent  to  Migration  Coordinator  and 
migration proposal message getting. This situation happens when some Primers are finishing 
their job and reporting it. Then a Coordinator will move them to the non-active group – so 
they cannot migrate. When in the migration proposal it is suggested that the last active agent 
has  to  leave  the  node,  it  will  be  rejected,  because node with  no  active  agent  when the 
experiment is not finished has no value of existence.

When a Coordinator notifies that there are no incoming or departing agents left it 
sends a message to the Migration Coordinator that local migration is finished. When the 
Migration Coordinator gets this kind of report from all Coordinators that were supposed to 
report, it starts counting the report time and the algorithm starts again.

5.3.2.4 Local state saving 

After migration is finished, it is important to save the local state after migration. 
Because  the  number  of  agents  has  changed,  so  the  range  of  numbers  to  check  and  the 
checked quantity has also changed, Coordinator agent sends progress report request to all 
Primers in the current location. Agent does so in order to prepare for the next migration 
process. These two values have to be updated in order to have a possibility to build the next 
report based on new conditions. During the next time estimation the values reported in this 
process  are  used.  After  all  Primers  send  their  progress  reports,  they go  back  to  primes 
calculating and the Coordinator is ready for the next task.

5.3.2.5 Sequence diagram

The sequence diagram presented below shows how many messages are necessary 
to handle the complete migration process. As in the previous diagram, there are not all agents 
depicted, but only the crucial ones. There is only one Migration Coordinator, but there can 
be  at  least  one  Coordinator  and  Primer.  So  there  are  two  Coordinators  in  the  diagram 
representing two nodes and two Primers, which at the beginning reside at one node, and then 
after migration proposal come, Primer 1 migrates to the node of Coordinator N. Migration 
here is shown as ending of life at one place and birth on another.

Basically  the  whole  migration  process  was  already presented but  not  from the 
messaging point of view. One of the fundamental rules in implemented system is that when 
an agent sends messages to at least two other agents by adding receivers to the message, 
these messages are sent asynchronously.  This happens when Migration Coordinator sends 
report request, migration info message and migration proposal messages.

The migration info proposal was not mentioned before. These are messages, which 
are sent just after migration calculation in order to inform Coordinators how many agents 
will  leave  or  depart.  After  that  the  Coordinator  goes  to  the  state  of  Local  Migration 
Coordination.  After  a  Coordinator  gets  a  migration  proposal  it  can  reject  it  when  after 
migration there would be no active agents. When it decides to do so it sends a rejection 
message to the Migration Coordinator and to the Coordinator at the destination of rejected 
migration.  It  has  to  it  because each Coordinator has to report  by itself  to  the  Migration 
Coordinator about migration finishing.  Without  that  information there would be still  one 
agent incoming, which in fact would never arrive.
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If a migration proposal is accepted, the Coordinator sends a migration message to 
the first available active Primer. When this agent gets this message, it sends a report just 
before migrating. In this report there is information about its range of numbers to check for 
being primes. This has to be sent, because Coordinator always keeps track of how many 
numbers  are  checked  and  how  many  are  to  be  checked.  After  sending  this  report  the 
migration process begins.  In the implemented system there are three types  of  migration: 
move, copy and birth, but they will be described later.

Migration CoordinatorCoordinator N Coordinator 1 Primer 1 Primer N

Report request

Report request

Progress request

Progress request

Progress report

Progress reportReport

Report

Migration info

Migration Info
Migration proposal

Migration proposal

Proposal rejection

Rejection communication

Migrate

Before migration

Primer 1

After migration

Request (*)
Migration completed

Migration completed
Progress request

Progress request

Progress report

Progress report

Create (*)

Create () (*)

Figure 5.5 Migration process sequence diagram

With  different  type  of  migration  there  are  different  messages  connected.  The 
diagram presents all cases. The standard messages (without (*)) are for both copy and move 
migration. After agent settles down in the new environment, an after migration message is 
sent to the local Coordinator, that it has arrived in. In this message it sends also information 
what range of number it has to check. When the migration type is set as birth there are few 
changes. First one is that agent, which will migrate, send a message to the Coordinator at the 
destination to create an agent based on the data possessed. In the message the name of the 
agent a range of numbers, which is left to check.  After getting this message the Coordinator 
creates an agent. In the diagram it is presented a function, which results in object creation. 
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After creating this object Coordinator sends a request message to the new Primer with a 
range to check for primes.  After  this  moment  agents starts  to work normally.  When the 
migration  type  is  set  as  move  or  copy  then  there  is  no  need  for  agent’s  creation  by 
Coordinator. 

After all migrations are completed Coordinators send messages to the Migration 
Coordinator  reporting  that  this  phase  is  over.  Migration  Coordinator  starts  counting  the 
report time, but the work is not finished for Coordinators. They send progress report to each 
agent in a current location. Getting these reports is necessary for saving the local state after 
migration processes. 

It  is possible that  during getting these reports migration time will  elapse and a 
Coordinator will  get  a report request.  Then report  is  sent from the state saved before.  It 
happens very rare, especially when there are many agents. In order to avoid this, the report 
time parameter and a number of agents on a node should be given with caution.

5.4 Parameters in the system
When agents in the system are being created they get some parameters from the 

outside in order to control the experiment process. These parameters were already named in 
the  information  for  agent  model,  but  now  they  are  described  in  details,  how  they  are 
composed  in  the  system.  Parameters  are  described  in  the  order  they  are  given  into  the 
system. 

Every parameter has its default value. This can be helpful many times, because 
when giving values to parameters there is a possibility to omit some values. The rule here is 
that a parameter gets  a default  value if  it  is not mentioned while creating agent.  Setting 
values for  parameters  is  always  done in order that  is  why the order of  parameters is  so 
important. It results that often some parameters have values set and some gets default ones.

Parameters for Coordinator agent:
• Number of agents on a node. This is the first parameter from Coordinator and it is 

given to speed up the agent creating network. When there are already Containers in 
the Agent Platform,  they are ready to have the Coordinators created. Just after a 
Coordinator is created it creates also Primers in the current location. This parameter 
is responsible how many of them will be initiated with the Coordinator. The default 
value is set as 10.

• Valid time. This is the parameter connected with the migration process and it was 
mentioned before. When after the migration phase a Coordinator gets all progress 
reports from Primers, it saves the state. It means the time of getting the last report 
and the sum of ranges of searching primes from. When a report request comes from 
Migration  Coordinator,  it  sends  progress  report  request  again.  If  the  difference 
between times of getting the last report from this phase and the saved is lower that 
valid time (also might be called trial minimum time) then a Coordinator estimates 
time based on the efficiency of a current node from the beginning of the experiment. 
Parameter is given in seconds and the default value is 1 second.

Parameters for Primer agent:
• Migration type. This argument is passed from Coordinator while creating a Primer. 

In the system there are two places when it comes to the migration decisions. The 
main role goes to the Migration Coordinator, because it decides where agents should 
go,  but  Primer  agents  decide  how they  migrate  to  the  other  environment.  This 
parameter is a number and has values from 1 to 3. 1 corresponds to move migration 
type, 2 to copy and 3 to birth. There is a possibility for agents on different nodes to 
have different  types  of  migrations,  but  it  is  only as a start,  because each Primer 
carries the migration type with it. Only when agent is born on another node it gets 
parameters from the Coordinator of the current node. In a standard situation Primers 
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posses the type of migration on each node of the experiment. The default value is set 
for birth migration type.

• Primes range search unit. This is one of the most important parameters in the system 
(also called elementary primes range search). When a Primer is searching for prime 
numbers,  it  has to have a range of numbers  to search from.  This parameter  is  a 
number of numbers, which are checked at one time. After a Primer checks a unit of 
numbers,  it  generally  checks  if  there  are  messages  waiting  to  be  handled.  This 
parameters is also responsible for how often the save messages are generated. Every 
Primer agent after checking a range unit sends a message to the Saver agent in order 
for saving the results (prime number). After primes are sent the list of primes held by 
the Primer agent is cleared. The default value is set for 100.

Parameters for Saver agent:
• Result file name. This parameter (String) is passed from Broker, because in order to 

hurry up the agent network creation Broker agent creates Saver agent in the same 
location. Result file name is also a file full path. When result messages (also called 
save messages) come from Primer agents to Saver, it has already prepared a stream 
object  for  saving  data  to  the  file.  When  the  experiment  is  conducted  again,  all 
previous data in this file are deleted and new results are being written. The default 
value is set for: “d:\result.txt”.

Parameters for Migration Coordinator agent:
• Type of migration algorithm. This parameter is a number and has minimal value of 

1. Migration type algorithm mainly concerns how many agents are migrating during 
the one migration process. There are three possibilities. The value of 1 sets unlimited 
number  of  agents  for  migration.  There  are  no  constraints.  The  value  of  2  set 
algorithm for limited one. The main core of algorithm is of course the same, but 
algorithm stops when the number of proposed migrations reaches its limit. The value 
of  3  and  higher  set  mixed  migration  algorithm.  First  the  unlimited  migration  is 
conducted and then after number of migration phases reaches its threshold, and then 
limited migration is performed. The default value is set for 1.

• Report begin time. This parameter is a number of seconds, which have to elapse 
after first report request will be sent from Migration Coordinator to Coordinators. 
This parameter is different from report time, because it is also the threshold for the 
first  report  request  sending.  When  report  time  elapses,  agent  checks  if  the 
experiment time is greater than this threshold – then report request can be sent. The 
default value is set for 20 seconds.

• Report time. This parameter is given in a number of seconds, which have to elapse 
from the end of migration phase (when all Coordinators report local migration has 
finished) till the next report request sending by Migration Coordinator. The default 
value is set for 20 seconds.

• Node  threshold.  This  parameter  is  given  in  a  number  of  seconds.  It  is  strictly 
connected with migration process.  Coordinators  are  sending reports  to Migration 
Coordinator - they send the estimated time till the job end on the node and number 
of agents. When migration calculation starts, it needs all these values, but it does not 
include a node into calculation when its estimated time is lower than node threshold. 
Then this node is also omitted when calculating average active node time, sum of 
agents  and  sum of  proposed  agents.  This  parameter  is  given  in  order  to  avoid 
unnecessary migration. This migration is when a node has already finished its job 
and afterwards there are new agents arriving with some work to do. This parameter 
could also be used to anathematize nodes from migration earlier. The default value is 
set for 15 seconds.

• Limited migration report time. This parameter is given in a number of seconds and it 
is very similar to the report time parameter. It is only used when mixed migration 
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algorithm is chosen. It is activated when limited migration takes place of unlimited 
migration in the mixed migration algorithm. When there are fewer agents migrating 
in the network, there might be a need to shorten the report time after changing the 
migration  algorithm type.  It  might  be  useful  also  because when there  are  fewer 
agents migrating, then it might also increase the number of migrations in order to 
quickly adapt to environment changes, but not in the large scale like in the unlimited 
migration algorithm. The default value is set for 10 seconds.

• Limited  migration  agent  number.  This  parameter  specifies  the  number  of  agents 
allowed to migrate when limited migration algorithm is executing. The default value 
is set for 1 agent.

5.5 Migration algorithm types and migration types
There are three migration algorithms: unlimited, limited and mixed and there are 

also  three  migration  types.  This  section  describes  all  in  details  along  with  depicting 
differences between them. It also responds to the research question about migration types. 
These are shown on examples in the implemented system.

5.5.1 Migration algorithm types

The migration calculation algorithm, which was described in section 6.3.2.2, is the 
basis  of  all  migration  algorithms  and  this  is  also  the  common  element.  One  thing  that 
differentiates  all  three  migration  algorithm  types  is  the  number  of  agents  allowed  to 
migration during one migration phase. This results in the way of building the migration list 
by Migration Coordinator.  Migration list  is composed of objects,  which have two fields: 
source node and destination node. After migration list is filled Migration Coordinator sends 
migration proposals to the node as many times as it is the source of migration.

5.5.1.1 Unlimited migration

Unlimited migration, as from the name, has no agent limits in the migration phase. 
After the number of proposed agents is calculated and corrected from each node, filling the 
migration list  starts.  It  is  important  to mention that  migration info messages  are sent  by 
Migration Coordinator just after calculating the proposed agents for each node and before 
creating the migration list.

In this algorithm all nodes have to have the same number of agents and proposed 
agents after the process is finished. Before it starts, the list of nodes is sorted by the time 
estimated till  end.  Then starting from the node with longest  estimated time  and shortest 
estimated time agents for each node are getting equaled with proposed agents.  For agent 
difference a new object is created and added to the migration list.

5.5.1.2 Limited migration

Limited  migration as  from the name  has  a  limit  of  agents,  which can  migrate 
during one phase. This limit is set as a parameter to the experiment. It also starts just after 
proposed to a node agents are calculated. On a contrary to the previous type of migration, 
migration messages are sent while creating the migration list, but from the efficiency point of 
view it does not matter.

In  this  migration  not  every node  has  to  have  the  same  number  of  agents  and 
proposed agents after the process is finished. Before it starts, list of nodes is also sorted by 
the time estimated till end and algorithm starts to minimize the difference between agents 
and proposed agents on a node until it reaches the agent migration limit. The rest of agents, 
which should migrate, are omitted.
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5.5.1.3 Mixed migration

Mixed migration is a combination of unlimited and limited migration. The diagram 
below presents how it takes place.

Unlimited migration

Limited migration

Decrease MAT parameter by 1

MAT paremeter == 2?

YesNo

Migration possible?
Yes

No

Figure 5.6 Mixed migration diagram

During  the  migration  process  there  are  two  decisions  taken.  First  one:  is  the 
migration possible.  This one is based on nodes estimated time,  threshold parameters and 
number of agents. The decision about migration type is based on a value of parameter of 
migration algorithm type (MAT). 

The beginning values of migration algorithm type: 1 is for unlimited migration, 2 
is for limited migration. Higher values are set for mixed migration type. The key here is that 
if MAT is 3 or higher then after unlimited migration is completed the value of this parameter 
is decreased by 1. For example, if the value was set at the beginning as 5 then 3 times the 
unlimited migration will take place and afterwards only limited migration will be performed. 
(if there is possible to be performed).

There are mainly two reasons for developing this migration type. The first one is, 
that after few unlimited migrations at the beginning agents should be distributed according to 
the computers’ efficiency (theoretically one migration phase should be sufficient) and the 
second is that when the experiment  is ending and the number of active agents is getting 
lower then there is  a possibility massive agent  migrations that might  not  mirror the real 
computers’ efficiency. There is also a possibility that an agent is nearly at the end of its work 
and it will be transferred to another node, and after a short period of time it will finish its job. 
In this case migration does not have much sense.

The assumption here is that during the experiment there will be no sudden drain of 
efficiency (for example one computer has got a new CPU consuming task). In that kind of 
situation limited migration would just slow down the transfer of agents,  which are really 
needed to be moved. It would be not efficient.
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5.5.2 Migration types

There are three migration types  and their differences in sending messages were 
depicted in the migration sequence diagram. These three ways are different, because of the 
technological  differences  in  implementation.  In  the  system  they  are  implemented  using 
JADE methods  and  also  by sending  messages.  Migration  in  the  implemented  system is 
available  only  for  Primer  agents,  which  actually  represent  some  work  to  be  done.  The 
technical  summary  of  agent  migration  is  taken  from [38],  and  the  details  about  agent 
migration in JADE are covered by [2]. Here there is only a scope presented.

When an agent  invokes a move  method by itself,  a  message  is  created,  which 
contains the agent code and data. In Java programming language data is composed of asset 
of object,  which are manages by the agent.  Those objects are transformed to byte  array, 
which can be stored in a message, using the Java serialization mechanism. This message, 
with  code  and  data  is  transferred  through  the  network  using  TCP/IP  protocol.  Java 
deserialization  mechanism  is  used  at  destination  to  recover  objects.  The  class  loading 
(ClassLoader) mechanism allows classes incoming in the message to be dynamically loaded 
(transformed into executable classes). So the list of crucial processes for one-way migration 
process is stated below:

• Creation of the agent
• Serialization of the agent
• Message sending to the destination environment (there has to be an acting server)
• Deserialization of the agent at destination
• Loading the code from incoming agent and resuming the agent

5.5.2.1 Move

Move migration type is based on moving the agent to another remote environment. 
The JADE documentation [53] describes the move method, which corresponds with this type 
of migration:

public void doMove(Location destination)

Make  this  agent  move  to  a  remote  location.  This  method  is  intended  to  support  agent  
mobility and is called either by the Agent Platform or by the agent itself to start a migration 
process. It should be noted that this method just changes the agent state to AP_TRANSIT.  
The actual migration takes place asynchronously.

As the method signature shows move methods requires a Location Object, which 
holds the name of the location,  container identifier  object  and platform identifier  object. 
These objects are necessary to start the migration process performed by jade.core.mobility 
package set of classes [2]. What is important is mentioned in the method description – agent 
state is changed from Active to Transit. It ceases all current activities and suspends the agent 
till the platform relocates it. The operations before and after moving can be specified using 
methods beforeMove() and afterMove().  

In the system these method are used for sending messages to Coordinators on the 
source and destination platform in order to have the integrity of  the task sustained.  The 
message to the Coordinator when leaving includes the difference between the beginning and 
the  end of the range of numbers,  which was examined by the  current  agent  and after  a 
Coordinator gets this  message,  it  subtracts  this  from the overall  range of numbers  to be 
searched.

When an agent is arriving at the new destination it sends a message that includes 
the range of numbers  left  to be examined for primes  by this  agent.  A Coordinator after 
getting it adds this range (number of numbers to be checked) to the overall pool of numbers 
to be checked. 
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Figure 5.7 Move migration type sequence diagram

5.5.2.2 Clone

Clone migration type is based on cloning the agent on another location and after 
the original agent is cloned – destroying it. In the implemented system cloning is executed 
by a method clone:

public void doClone(Location destination, java.lang.String newName)

Make this agent be cloned on another location. This method is intended to support agent  
mobility and is called either by the Agent Platform or by the agent itself to start a clonation 
process. It should be noted that this method just changes the agent state to AP_COPY. The  
actual clonation takes place asynchronously.

This method beside a new Location requires also a new agent name. In a JADE 
platform there cannot exist two agents with the same name. The cloning process is different 
then moving because an agent,  which was the original one, stays  on the platform it  was 
residing. The copy is exact also with all attributes and their values. Agent during the process 
is also put into state, where all its activities are stopped and after the cloning id completed it 
is resumed. Similar to the move migration type there is a possibility to prepare an agent to 
this  operation and for  example  save its  state  by overriding methods  beforeClone()  and 
afterClone().  

In the system messaging in this case is done in the same way as in move migration 
type case. Two messages: before and after cloning. The only difference is that after the agent 
is cloned, the original one executes self-destruction by invoking doDelete() method.

In the system this migration type is technically faster and should take less time 
than the previous one, because an agent does not leave the environment, so there is no time 
wasted for this process. Creating agent on another environment involves the same operations 
as in the move migration type. The only additional time is for destroying the original agent.
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doDelete()

Coordinator 2 Coordinator 1 Primer 1

Before migration

Primer 1 C

After migration

Time

Container -2 Container -1

Figure 5.8 Copy migration type sequence diagram

5.5.2.3 Birth

This migration type is implemented by using messages to transfer necessary data 
and to activate  new agent  to execute  its  task.  There  is  no method in  JADE system that 
performes it.

This process is also initiated by the agent itself. It gets a message with the Location 
object,  as in the previous types, but instead putting itself to a non active state it sends a 
message to the Coordinator on the destined node with all necessary data to create an agent, 
which is the same as the original data. This data is combined of: the current number that is 
next in the queue for checking and the end of the range of number to check. The migration 
type and primes range search could be added, but the assumption is that on the other node 
these parameters are the same.

When the Coordinator on the other  node gets  this  message it  creates  a  Primer 
agent, adds it to the list of available Primers and sends a message with the data it got before. 
The number of examined numbers is not necessary. After getting this request message (the 
same type as during the task distribution) agent starts working. The original agent executes 
method doDelete()  just after sending the message.

Coordinator 2 Coordinator 1 Primer 1

Before migration

Primer 1 N doDelete()

Creation request

Create ()

Request

Time

Container-2 Container -1

Figure 5.9 Birth migration type sequence diagram
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5.6 Agent network
Agent network is a set communication possibilities between agents. In the JADE 

platform in there is a must condition for agent communication, which is the knowledge of 
the receivers identifier.  This identifier  is  also acquired when the name (also called local 
name) of the agent is known.

BrokerSaver Migration Coordinator

Coordinator N

Primer 1 Primer M

Coordinator 1

Main-Container

Container -1 Container -N

Figure 5.10 Communication possibilities between agents

The  communication  diagram presented  above  does  not  show all  agents  in  the 
system. If there are many agents of a kind there are only two agents in the diagram in order 
to represents if there is a connection between them. The N and M suggests that usually there 
are a different numbers of Coordinators and Primers in the system.

When agents are building an agent  network there has to be a certain sequence 
while doing it. This sequence was created to achieve and order also while creating agents 
and because it sounded natural. The second reason for creating an order lies in the set up 
method. While building a network there should be a central point, which will be responsible 
for gathering information. Of course it is not necessary, but for this system it was easier than 
adding some intelligent behavior for agents just to recognize what other agents are in the 
network.

Building a network starts from the central point – so from the main agents, which 
is  Broker  and  a  Saver.  Then  if  the  migration  is  presented  in  the  system,  Migration 
Coordinator is created. Afterwards the nodes are brought to life - Coordinators with Primer 
agents. The reason of that sequence also lies in the acquiring of agent identifier.

Building agent network is generally based on acquiring those identifiers. The basic 
assumption here is that Broker is the one, which distributes task to nodes, so it has to have a 
connection to every node in the network. Generally there could be two ways of building it. 
The first is to start from nodes in the network, so from creating Coordinators and Primers 
and afterwards creating a Broker agent, which would have to check how many Coordinators 
are in the network and acquire their identifier in order to communicate. The second way is at 
first  creating the Broker  and then Coordinator  and Primers  on every node -  this  way is 
implemented in the system. Just after a Coordinator is born, it sends a message to the Broker 
and Migration Coordinator giving its location in the network and its id. In that way those 
functional agents have a way to communicate with nodes in the network.

If agents are created in a different sequence, then Broker does not see all agents in 
the system and so does Migration Coordinator.  They are in the system,  but they are not 
participating in the experiment. The only way to do it is to send them a special message, after 
which they join  the  network.  The same  goes  with Primer  agent.  If  it  is  not  created  by 
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Coordinator, then this Primer will not be on the list of available agents for task distribution. 
Also in this case a special message has to be sent to this agent.

5.6.1 Network topology

For the network in the system presented in the figure 5.10 there is no exact match 
in agent  network topologies [48],  but  there are some patterns in it  that suggest  a hybrid 
connection between decentralized and hierarchical network topology.

Starting with the hierarchical network, the main idea at the beginning was to have 
3 types of agents (mainly) – these on the main node, which are responsible for main task 
distribution, gathering data about nodes and calculating migration and centralized saving to 
the file. This might be perceived as a layer also (Saver, Broker and Migration Coordinator 
agents).  The  second  group  of  agents  was  supposed  to  be  the  ones,  who  are  actually 
performing the task – Primer agents. Their only task is to calculate primes and the third 
group is Coordinators. Each one is responsible for one node.

From  the  communication  diagram  it  is  stated  that  Primers  are  not  able  to 
communicate directly to the Broker or Migration Coordinator agent, just to Saver, which is a 
simple functional agent, and to Coordinators. The arrow from the Primer other Coordinator 
(not local one) is only used when it comes to the birth migration type for the migration 
message.  Also Coordinators between themselves are not communicating normally – only 
when migration from one node to the second is rejected, because it is the fastest way. After 
considering these cases the  hierarchical topology emerges from the lower level – Primer 
agents, to the middle one – Coordinators (also Saver might be considered here) to the highest 
level  (Broker and Migration Coordinator).  This theory is  also proved by communication 
diagram, where the main communication thrust goes in those directions.

On  the  other  hand,  because  there  are  connections  between  Coordinators  and 
Primers, one way connection from Primers to not local Coordinator and the network between 
Migration  Coordinator,  Coordinators  and  Broker  is  almost  complete  (only  one  way 
connection between Broker and Migration Coordinator). The partial pattern of decentralized 
topology is realized here. 

5.6.2 Names of agents in the system

Names of agents are not as suggested by diagram and descriptions. The main rule 
for giving the name of an agent depends on if there are many agents of this kind or not. If 
there is only one, it possesses the name of the class, so “Broker” and “Saver”. “MC” is used 
for Migration Coordinator in order not to make it too long.

The pattern for multiple-agent type is that the name starts from the class name. It is 
also important if in the container are more agents of this type – if there are, after class name 
goes a number from the sequence. If there is one agents of a kind in the container, it starts 
with class name. Then it is followed by ‘_’ sign and afterwards the name of container where 
it was born is given. An example is “Primer6_Container-1”. It means that it is a Primer agent 
– probably sixth in a row and born in JADE container named “Container-1”. In this container 
there has to be a Coordinator agent and because it is one in this location, it possesses a name 
of “Coordinator_Container-1”.

The  introduced  rule  is  very  comfortable  and  it  is  mainly  caused  by the  agent 
identifier acquiring process (getting it from the message got from it or by local name). In this 
way  if  for  example  a  Primer  agent  gets  a  message  to  migration  to  the  “Container-5” 
container, it knows that the local name of a Coordinator there is “Coordinator_Container-5”. 
Knowing this, acquiring agent identifier is possible to make communication with this agent 
possible  without  asking  other  agents  what  is  the  name  of  agent,  to  which  I  have  to 
communicate with.

Names of agents are of course changed by migration. The rule here is also simple. 
While moving an agent does not have to change its name. When cloning or being born, agent 
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has to get a new name to avoid names conflict. So when a copy of a Primer is being created, 
it gets the name of its parent with “_C” added (Copy or Clone). So there is a possibility to 
meet the Primer6_Container2_C_C. That means there was an agent Primer6, which was born 
in Container 6 and it was cloned twice. For birth migration type it is the same, but the suffix 
is “_N” (New).

5.7 Formal system model
The  implemented  system  can  be  described  in  formal  way  using  a  formal 

architectural  model  for  agent  mobility  [46].  This  section  shows  only  what  important 
components and actions in the system are modeled by which concepts with a strict reference 
to the publication.

The most important thing in the system – messaging - is described using transitions 
firing in PrT nets. In agent net definition the agent messaging capability is connected with 
input and output predicates, which here represent different types of messages like requests, 
confirmations, information. But within the implemented system there is no such thing as 
migration request. Here the migration is passive. After getting a migration proposal with a 
destination agent migrates without any question. Agent migrations are modeled by transition 
firing.

In LAM model a component concept can be substituted here as a JADE Container. 
The connector concept is strictly related to components in the system. In the implemented 
system the only connection between components is the one created at the beginning. In every 
JADE platform there has to be a Main-Container. All other Containers are joined after the 
main one is created. No other connections between components are established. The concept 
of internal connector (between agents and components – here agents and containers) is the 
key in modeling mobile agents. It is used only for Primer agent, because of their ability to 
change environment.

Having the overall perspective on the formal model there is a conclusion, that one 
of the key elements is a set of predicates. They appear in every definition: agent, system 
network, connector etc. To present a state of the system is described by arcs, which combine 
predicates, tokens, agents, messages and other defined concepts.

Predicates  are  responsible  for  incoming  and  leaving  messages  to  the  defined 
object, transitions, and agent’s current environment. Some examples of these configurations 
are already given in article. They key point here is that introducing a formal model for this 
system would include formulating them. An example here is every predicate for every type 
of message presented in diagrams in the system description. The sophistication of definitions 
in this  model  brings to conclusion that formulating a formal  model  for the implemented 
system exceeds this thesis.
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6 EXPERIMENTS

The main purpose of experiments is to prove some theses, which are connected 
with code and data propagation on a multi-agent system. The main aim is to show, that code 
and  data  migration  helps  to  improve  efficiency  for  task  completion  when a  network  is 
composed  of  computers,  which are  not  homogenous  – they have different  configuration 
or/and  different  computing  power  at  the  moment  (they  can  be  busy  because  of  other 
programs running at the moment). This is done by migrating agent in order to load balance 
the amount of work in the network.

The other hypothesis is: based on the efficiency vector of computers participating 
in the experiment there is a possibility to set a task distribution, which is close to optimal,  
without searching for optimal configuration every time when running the experiment.

The ultimate goal is to find optimal configuration for both home and university 
environment. In order to do this there has been a set of experiments conducted. The rule is to 
propagate the optimal  values of  one parameter  to the next  test  and in that  way find the 
optimal  configuration.  Of  course  many  parameters  could  depend  on  each  other,  so  the 
sequence of experiments is based on observations.

6.1 Testbed
There are two environments, in which experiments were conducted. Both of them 

are reliable and experiment can be easily repeated there.

The  first  one  is  a  home  network,  which  is  composed  of  four  computers  with  different 
configuration each:

• Computer 1:Laptop; Intel Core Duo 1.86 GHz (T2350), 2GB RAM, Windows Vista 
Business SP1,

• Computer 2: Laptop; Intel 1.86 GHz, 448 MB RAM, Windows XP Professional 
SP2,

• Computer  3:  AMD  Athlon  XP  3200+  2.2  GHz,  1GB  RAM,  Windows  XP 
Professional SP2,

• Computer  4:  AMD  Athlon  XP  1700+  1.44  GHz,  256  RAM,  Windows  XP 
Professional SP2.

The  network  is  Ethernet  100Mb/s.  All  computers  are  connected  to  the  DI-604 Ethernet 
Broadband Routed, which is often used for home networking and small business networking. 
During the experiment there were only several problems with the network, but generally it is 
a  stable  environment.  Later  this  environment  will  be  called  home  environment,  when 
describing experiments and their location.

The  second  environment  is  composed  of  computers  at  Wrocław University  of 
Technology is laboratories for student practice in programming languages. The network is 
composed at least from 100 computers with the same parameters:

• Computer 5: Intel 2,81 GHz, 448 MB RAM, Windows XP Professional SP2.
The speed of network is also 100Mb/s. All computers are also connected to a router. This is 
more reliable environment that the previous one. There were only several network problems, 
but they did not affect the experiment results. 

6.2 Experimental part

6.2.1 Computer efficiency investigation

Environment: home and university.
Description: On each computer the task was completed, without connecting them into a 
network.  Calculating  and  saving  was  conducted  on  the  same  machine.  Only one  JADE 
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container (Main-Container) was used in order to exclude the impact of two JADE containers 
held on one machine. The range of numbers to search was the same for each computer. 
Experiment parameters are as follows: 20 agents on each node, primes search range unit of 
1000. The range of numbers to check for primes was from 1 billion to 1.003 billion.
Goals:

• Investigating computers’ solo efficiency task solving.
• Discovering the connection between agent number and execution time.
• Discovering the connection between organization messages and agent number on a 

computer.
• Discovering the connection between processor type and execution time.
• The initial comparison of computer efficiency.

Computer\Agents 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000
Computer 3 326,9 328,7 328,1 325,1 321,9 318,8 318,4 318,6 324,9 329,6
Computer 1 181,9 92,3 93,9 93,9 93,6 94,1 93,9 93,8 95,1 95,6
Computer 2 184,1 185 185,8 184,9 185,1 185,3 187,2 188,5 193,2 197,5
Computer 4 479,1 478,9 481,1 481,1 481,4 482,1 482,5 483 493,3 511,6
Computer 5 256,7 258,5 258,3 256,3 254,2 252,8 252,1 252,3 254,8 259,2

Table 6.1 Execution times for all computer configurations

The table above presents the execution time for all computer configurations. The 
number of agents has been set to get lower efficiency at the end of graph. Also there is one 
effect  that  was unexpected before  running the experiment.  For  each computer  there is  a 
certain pattern which is also shown on the graph below: The execution time for one agent 
primes  numbers  calculation  is  lower  than  in  situation  when  there  are  few  of  them. 
Afterwards the  situation is  different  for  different  computers.  For  the following chart  the 
execution time for one Primer is the global minimum. For example for the strongest machine 
the  global  minimum  is  for  2  agents.  But  the  main  trend  is  that  for  several  agents  the 
execution time rises and then it falls down (Computer 3, 5) or keeps steady (Computer 4). 
When number of agents is becoming much higher the execution time is getting bigger. 

The results in the table above are the average of 3 experiments on each computer. 
It is very important to mention, that they were very accurate – especially when the agent 
number was low. For the strongest computer the deviation was 0.1s and for the weakest 
computer it was 0.5s at maximum. It proves that the environment was very stable and from 
the project architecture we know that it was static. That is the reason of so close results in 
terms of each other.

It  is  very  important  to  mention  that  deviations  between  1or  2  agents  (except 
computer with core duo processor)  and for example  50 agent  in not  big.  The maximum 
difference value is 1%. It is not much and in many experiments it could be perceived as a 
measurement error, but we know in this case it is not. 
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Figure 6.1 Execution time for Computer 2

Figure 6.2 presents the execution time for the Intel Core Duo processor. In this 
case there is a certain phenomenon. There is big difference in execution time when there is 
only one agent, which calculates prime number and when there are two. The efficiency for 
two agents is almost twice better for two agents and moreover it is a global minimum. The 
cause of such a phenomenon lies in the architecture of CPU. It is also curious that from 
range  of  5  agents  to  200  agents  the  execution  time  is  the  same  (almost  –  maximum 
difference is about 0.5%). 

Figure 6.2 Execution time for Computer 1

The table below presents the connection between organization messages and agent 
calculating prime numbers on one computer. The relation is proportional. The number of 
organization messages (responsible for experiment running) can be calculated as two times 
number of agents and some constant additional messages to make the connections between 
agents and some for reporting to the Broker agent. For one computer the number of these 
messages equals 7.

Agents 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000
Organization 
Messages

9 11 17 27 47 107 207 407 1007 2007

Table 6.2 Correlation between organization messages and agents calculating primes 
on one computer

The comparison between computer efficiency delivers some knowledge about their 
“power” for task solving. In home environment the difference between computers is very 
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big. The strongest machine is circa 5 times better than the weakest one, so the variety is big, 
which is well visible in the next experiments with migration.

The comparison between computers of the same architecture goes accordingly to 
the  CPU  configuration,  but  when  it  comes  to  the  notebook  and  desktop  computer 
comparison, it is not equivalent. The CPU configuration moves to the execution time: twice 
better CPU configuration - twice faster experiment  time.  The problem is the comparison 
between the strongest desktop computer and the second notebook. Technically the first one 
should be better, because it has both stronger CPU and more RAM memory, but it is almost 
twice slower in task solving. Comparing home desktop computers, they seem to match each 
other in connection of CPU power (2.2 / 1.44 ~ 1.52) and execution time (for one Primer: 
479.1 / 326.9 ~ 1.47). Comparing home strongest desktop computer and university’s desktop 
computer, they seem to match also. CPU power (2.81 / 2.2 ~ 1.28) and execution time (for 
one Primer: (326.9 / 256.7 ~ 1.27).

From this experiment there are several conclusions:
• Execution time is strongly connected with the CPU configuration and it seems to be 

independent from the RAM memory capacity.
• Organization  messages  on  one  computer  are  proportionally  connected  with  the 

number of agents for prime numbers calculation.
• The execution time is approximately a constant function with the connection to the 

number of Primers on a computer. This is the most important conclusion from this 
test and it will be used many times in the following experiments.

• The Intel  Core  Duo processor  functions  best  when there  are  at  least  two agents 
calculating prime numbers. In other computers there is no such phenomenon.

• There is a phenomenon connected with number of agents and execution time and 
after the review of the result table the optimal agent number is about 20. So this 
amount of agents will be used for the following experiments.

6.2.2 Networked computers efficiency testing

Environment: university
Description: The experiment is set at university where all computers have the same power. 
The  experiment  started  with  one  computer  networked  with  another,  which  was  only 
supposed to collect the prime numbers sent and save them to the file. This was done in order 
not to slow down one of the computers performing calculation with additional container and 
with file saving operations. When experiment continued, more computers were joining the 
network up to 46 of them.
Experiment parameters are as follows: 20 agents on each node, primes search range unit of 
1000. The range of numbers to check for primes was from 1 billion to 1.004 billion.
Goals:

• Investigate how the number of computers in a network affects the execution time.
• Investigate the connection between organization messages and number of computers 

in a network.
• Investigate the connection between save messages and number of computers in a 

network.
• Discover how close the results to the optimal solution are.
• Find the optimal number of computers for a certain set of parameters.
• Investigate  the  difference  between  the  first  computer  reported  as  done  and  the 

experiment time.
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Figure 6.3 Execution time with connection to number computers solving the task

Figure  6.3  presents  the  increase  of  efficiency  with  adding  computers  to  the 
network. The shape of it was to be expected, but also for this number of computers there is 
point, form where the execution time starts to grow. Very important here are the parameters: 
20 agents are calculating the prime numbers on each computer and the range of searching 
from primes for each agent equals 1000. This means every one thousand searched candidates 
for primes there is a break in order to check if there is a message for the calculating agent. 
Total range is from 1 billion to 1.004 billion. So after quick calculation there are at least 
4000 so called “portions” to examine. If the portion is lower than an agent checks message 
queue more often and its efficiency decreases, and so the experiment time rises.

Comp. 
number

Time First 
computer
reported

Difference Organization 
messages

Save 
msg.

Arithmetical 
time (AT)

Difference 
to AT

1 338,3 338,3 0 47 4000 338,3 0
2 169,7 168,7 1 90 4000 169,2 0,5
3 113,5 112,4 1,1 133 4020 112,8 0,7
4 85,3 84,3 1 176 4000 84,6 0,7
5 68,3 67,4 0,9 219 4000 67,7 0,6
6 57,2 56,6 0,6 262 4000 56,4 0,8

… … … … … … … …
20 17,6 16,9 0,7 864 4000 16,9 0,7
21 16,6 16 0,6 907 4300 16,1 0,5
22 15,8 15,2 0,6 950 4180 15,4 0,4
.. … … … … … … …

43 8,2 7,9 0,3 1853 4300 7,9 0,3
44 8 7,7 0,3 1896 4400 7,7 0,3
45 7,8 7,5 0,3 1939 4050 7,5 0,3
46 7,6 7,4 0,2 1982 4140 7,4 0,2

Table 6.3 Partial results from networked prime number calculation

The table 6.3 presents the most important data from the networked prime number 
calculation.  Very  interesting  issue  is  the  event  of  first  computer  reported.  When  prime 
numbers are being calculated, it is normal that some computers end faster than others, even 
though they have the same parameters and almost the same number of operations to do (it 
depends on a value of the square root of a candidate number). The difference between the 
execution time and first reported computer is shown on the table below. At the beginning it 
is quite erratic but afterwards it stabilizes into descending trend. Moreover, it is important 
that  the  difference  is  very  small,  up  to  more  than  a  second.  The  cause  is  the  same 
configuration of all computers.

The number of organization messages in the experiment has a linear correlation 
with the number of computers in a network (on each computer there were 20 Primers). The 
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number rises by 43 with each added computer and it  starts  from 4 messages,  which are 
always necessary to make an agent network in the experiment.

Save messages are determined by the number of portions that agents get. Where 
there is low number of nodes in the experiment, this number does not go much higher than 
4000, which is the result of dividing the range between low numbers of computers. When 
node number increases, it is almost impossible to distribute full 1000 ranges throughout all 
the agents, so the message number in some cases rises by 10%. But still this change does not 
affect the results (execution time) much. They seem to be in a steady descending trend.

An  additional  measure  has  been  introduced  here:  the  arithmetical  time.  The 
assumption is that one computer is a point of reference for the further calculations and that 
one  computer  shows  the  best  time  for  calculating  the  task.  It  means  that  when  adding 
computer to the network the so called arithmetical time is calculated by dividing the time for 
one computer by the number of nodes. The difference between AT and the execution time 
shows how much the network slows the execution time. The results seem to be very good. In 
the beginning it reaches to almost one second delay,  but for the larger node number it is 
equal to the time of first computer reported.

Figure 6.4 The difference between execution time and the first computer reported

During the experiment with the large number of nodes there were some problems. 
They started  to  occur  when the  number  of  nodes  started  to  exceed  30.  These were  not 
problems with the experiment or the network, but with the order and timing of the computers 
reporting. For example, it happened that the last computer reported 3 seconds after the one 
before  last  –  there  was  an  unexplainable  gap  between  them.  The  other  version  of  this 
problem was  that  there  was  a  small  group of  computers  like  two or  three,  which  were 
reporting. Another one was that there was 1 or 2 second gap between reporting of the last 
computer and experiment time. This gap was caused by saving prime numbers to the file. Of 
course these problems were not overtaking the results, which are the given as the best from 
all these results, so when there were no problems. Of course it happened that there time was 
lower, but it was about maximum 1 or two seconds. All these results are then an average 
from at least twice running program on the same configuration.

From this experiment there are several conclusions:
• Finding the optimal number of computers for this experiment is a hard task. The 

optimum point is vague.
• The network in able to transfer all the data within designated time with almost no 

problems.  There is  not  enough data than to make  it  slow down.  Of course  with 
different set of parameters that the default one, which seem to be close to optimal, 
this is possible.

• The ideal time is connected with the first computer reported in the network.
• Computers reporting the end of calculated primes are doing it within a short time 

from each other, which corresponds to their configuration.
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• Number of organization messages is connected in a linear way with the number of 
computers.

• Number  of  saving messages  is  sensitive to the distribution of the main  range of 
number to primes within.

• The difference between first  machine  reported and number  of  computer  forms  a 
descending trend.

6.2.3 Maximum and minimum strategies

Environment: home
Description: The  experiment  is  conducted  in  order  to  investigate  the  minimum  and 
maximum strategy of distributing the task. The maximum strategy is here defined as giving 
the same task at first to the strongest computer, then the second computers, third and fourth. 
The strongest here means with the best efficiency. The minimum strategy works exactly in 
the opposite way – from the weakest computers to the strongest. Because there are no other 
computers, one of them has to perform file operations. In the minimum strategy it is the 
weakest one, and in the maximum strategy it is the most efficient one. The order here is set 
by  the  execution  time  from  the  “computer  efficiency  testing”  experiment:  Core  Duo 
1.86GHz, 2GB; 1.86GHz, 448MB; 2.2 GHz, 1GB; 1.44GHz, 256MB (also called Computer 
1, 2, 3 and 4). After giving the same task to all computers with different order, migration is 
introduced in order to gain some profit in execution time.
Experiment parameters are as follows: 20 agents on each node, primes search range unit of 
150, report time set as 5 seconds, node threshold set for 15 seconds, the default migration 
type is move. The range of numbers to check for primes was from 1 billion to 1.003 millions.
Goals:

• Investigate execution time in connection with maximum and minimum strategy.
• Investigate the time of computers reporting end of their part in connection with the 

execution time.
• Investigation of lowering execution time by introducing migration.
• Compare the time of computers reporting in connection with and without migration.

6.2.3.1 Maximum and minimum strategies without migration

Figure 6.5 Minimum strategy for 4 configurations without migration
 

Figure 6.5 shows the decreasing execution time along with introducing computers 
into the network by minimum strategy approach. The execution time here is increased by 
close to the optimal function so the number of execution time of one computer divided by 
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the number of computers. The difference between the result and the estimated time is caused 
here  by the  file  operations  performed  by the  weakest  computer.  The time  of  computers 
reporting before the end of experiment is connected with their efficiency tested in the first 
experiment.  The key point  here  is  that  there  are  big  differences  between first  computer 
reporting ready state  and execution time.  The conclusion is  that  this  environment  needs 
introducing the migration.

Figure 6.6 Maximum strategy for 4 configurations without migration

The graph above shows the increasing execution time with introducing computers 
to the network. In the strategy we can see that the strongest computer is able to do the task 
faster than all 4 computers combined. It is because is efficiency is much higher than others. 
With introduction of the first computer, it is twice slower than the strongest one. There is no 
profit. It is reasonable, because the range of candidates to search id divided by two, so the 
twice weaker computer will do it in the same time as twice stronger computer with twice 
longer set of numbers. With introduction of third and fourth computer the execution time 
increases, because of the differences in computers’ efficiency. The difference in execution 
time for four computers between two strategies is most probably caused by the file operation 
done by different computers. For the one with 1.44GHz, 256MB RAM configuration it is 
more time consuming than for Core Duo 1.86GHz, 2GB RAM.

6.2.3.2 Maximum and minimum strategies with migration

Figure 6.7 Maximum strategy for 3 configurations with migration
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The graph below shows the decreasing execution time with introducing computers 
into the network. The experiment time decreases slowly but in the end the profit is from 
121.7 seconds without migration to 53.3 second with migration. The profit is around 56%, 
which  is  a  very  good  result.  Of  course,  when  introducing  migration  there  were  some 
difficulties, because the execution time is rather short and agent migration takes time. For 
both strategies multiple agent migration was used with 5 second delay between the end of 
reporting and the next repot sending. This time, comparing to the overall execution time, is 
big,  because some amount  of  work is already done before migration starts.  But  still  the 
differences  between experiment  time  and first  computer  reported are  below 20%, which 
might be considered good because of short experiment time.

Figure 6.8 Minimum strategy for 3 configurations with migration

For minimum strategy the execution time decreases in a very fast way. Experiment 
time  decreases  almost  twice  with  adding  a  computer  into  the  network  and,  like  in  the 
previous strategy, the first computer reported time is close to the last one. The difference 
between first computer reported and the last one is similar to the maximum strategy with 
migration. 

There are several conclusions from maximum and minimum strategy testing:
• In the experiment without migration the execution time is determined by the slowest 

computer in the network.
• The sequence of  computers  reporting in  experiment  without  migration is  strictly 

connected with their efficiency. In home network the strongest computer does the 
work faster than four machines.

• In the heterogeneous network agent migration brings profit.
• The longer  execution time,  the  greater  profit  from migration in  a  heterogeneous 

network.
• In  heterogeneous network  file  saving  operation should  be  done on the  strongest 

computer.

6.2.4 Parameters investigation

Environment: home
Description: The  main  purpose  for  this  experiment  is  to  find  values  for  the  important 
parameters in the implemented multi-agent system and discover the main dependencies. In 
order to do that, the impact of the migration was limited to minimum, which results in using 
limited  migration  with  the  limit  of  one  agent.  This  makes  measurement  easier.  This 
experiment  was  repeated  in  the  main  quest  to  find  the  optimal  configuration  for  home 
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environment. The duration of the experiment was chosen at around 1000 seconds for task 
solving  without  migration.  The  exact  values  of  computer  reporting  are:  205.1s,  391.5s, 
674.2s and 1022,9s. The range of numbers to check was from 1 billion to 1.025 billion.
The  main  reason  was  to  have  the  time  of  migration  and  reporting  much  smaller  than 
execution time. The parameters for this experiment are as follows: 20 agents on each node, 5 
seconds delay between report request sending and migration completion, end time is set as 
20  seconds  and  node  threshold  is  set  for  15  seconds.  The  default  type  of  migration  is 
moving. 
Goals:

• Find  the  most  efficient  configuration  with  primes  range  search  unit  regarding 
execution time, sum of computer execution time.

• Discover the correlation between migrations and primes range search unit.
• Discover the relationship between report delivery time and primes range search unit.
• Investigate the relationship between migration messages and number of migrations.
• Investigate the correlation between primes range search unit  and number  of save 

messages and reporting messages.

Figure 6.9 Relationship between primes range search unit and average report 
delivery time

The graph presented above shows one of the most important relationships between 
parameters  in  the  whole  implemented  system.  This  is  because  one  of  the  key  steps  in 
migration experiments is getting the report from all nodes in order to calculate and execute 
migration. When a report request is being sent, the Migration Coordinator wants the most 
accurate data nodes can give him, and so theoretically the best situation would be if it had 
these report delivered right after sending that request. It is of course impossible, but the main 
emphasis here is to deliver them as fast as possible, so they are still on time.

From the architectural point of view we know that if an agent checks more often if 
he has a message, it also responds to it sooner. Moreover, if agents are more focused on non-
calculating matters,  the  faster  CPU will  arrange some time  for  message sending.  So the 
smaller primes range search unit is the more times CPU will take care about messaging.

Figure 6.9 shows the average report  delivery time,  which means time from the 
request sending till the time of getting the last report. It decreases with lowering the portion 
range, but it is nor linear decreasing. From the graph it is too difficult to read which range is 
the optimal one.
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Figure 6.10 Relationship between primes range search, save and report messages

The  correlation  between  save  messages  and  primes  range  search  is  a  simple 
equation, because the number of save messages times the range unit has to give the overall 
range of numbers to search. In this experiment it was 25 million. Of course in many cases the 
product is larger than 25 million, because for some numbers of agents portion range it is not 
possible to distribute task full equally between agents.

The relationship between primes range search unit and report messages is more 
connected with the time of message average report delivery, because if reports arrive faster, 
then there is more time for report requests. The relationship is not linear, but the trend is 
constant. The number of report messages is an average from 3 tests, but during those tests 
the number was changing quite dynamically.

Figure 6.11 Relationship between primes range search unit and computers reporting

The graph above shows the very important relationship. This is also one of the mile 
stones for  searching the  optimal  configuration at  home.  We can see  that  execution time 
constantly decreases till the value of 150 and circa 150 and 100 there is a global minimum. 
Values in this well are very close to each other. When primes range search unit goes to 75 
the execution time increases.

An artificially created measure is the sum of time for all computers reported during 
the experiment. These parameters show how long computers have been working all together 
on solving this task. Of course, we know that they all have different configuration, but the 
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purpose of migration was to balance the computing power dynamically in order to have them 
working for comparable time. Then we might say that they all have done their job equally, 
based on the results from computer efficiency testing experiment.

Primes range 
search unit

1st computer 
reported

2nd computer 
reported

3rd computer 
reported

Execution time (4th 

computer reported)
Average 

report time
1000 250,1 458,4 629 672,1 502,4
500 268,9 441,7 633,3 635,7 494,9
330 305,9 466,3 544,8 567,6 471,2
250 349,8 446 494,6 520 452,6
200 394,6 396 489,4 490,4 442,6
150 416,6 422,4 425,6 448,7 428,3
125 416,4 427,4 435,5 456,7 434,0
100 433 445,4 449,2 452,8 445,1
75 455,7 456 456,6 478,2 461,6

Table 6.4 Relationship between primes range search unit and computer reporting

From the table above there are several important conclusions. First one should be 
that when there is a migration, computers should work for comparable time. It is strongly 
shown by the values of first computer reported. If this value is far from the execution time, it 
means, that migration could cover the difference, and from the previous graph we know that 
there was insufficient time to do that because of big average report time and migration time. 
And if the migration hadn’t covered the differences between computers so the strongest ones 
were working for a short period of time (250 seconds for the first row) and the weakest had 
set the execution time (629 seconds for the first row). The comparable time is also depicted 
in the measure of average report time of computers. If this value is close to the execution 
time, it means, that agent migration has done the job well. 

Second important conclusion is that with low values of primes range search unit 
computer efficiency slows down. This is shown especially for the 100 and 75 ranges, where 
the  average  time  is  close  to  the  execution time  (there  were  many more  migrations  that 
secured the efficiency gap between computers), but it is growing. With 75 it is a rapid grow. 
So for these values faster communication in the system does not cover the efficiency slow 
down.

Third  conclusion  is  that  we  have  come  close  to  the  minimum  for  the  home 
network. It is because there are no big differences between first computer reported and the 
last one. Computers were solving task all the time and the ideal situation is that all of them 
end calculations at the same time. Because the lowest average time is near 420; 430 seconds 
the hypothesis is that global minimum is close to those values.

Figure 6.12 Relationship between primes range search execution time and number of 
migrations
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Figure 6.12 shows the number of migration connected with the execution time, but 
this relationship is not easy to define. Having the knowledge of computers reported time 
there is basis to conclude that from the range of 1000 to 150 there is not enough time to have 
the  migration  covered  differences  between  computers’  efficiency.  The  proof  is  in  the 
previous table as time of first reported computer. From 150 to 125 there is enough time to 
cover  the  difference  and  also  this  is  the  minimum  for  migrations  in  connection  to  the 
execution time. This is also another reason to choose the range of 150, which has proven to 
be the minimum of functions across the few measurements and comparisons.

From the range of 100 the number of migrations rises, because there is even more 
than enough time to cover the computer differences and the migration process has more time 
to level primes searching process. Also execution time rises. The optimal way is of course to 
have calculating efficiency set to maximum, migrations number set to minimum, messages 
number set to minimum and having computers finished close to each other. Some of these 
parameters are not proportion to others, but there is always a parameter-must choice. 

Primes range search unit Migrations number Migration messages
1000 15 120
500 21 168
330 24 192
250 29 232
200 32 256
150 30 240
125 31 248
100 36 288
75 45 360

Table 6.5 Relationship between primes range search unit, migrations and migration 
messages

The  number  of  migration  messages  has  a  linear  connection  with  migration.  It 
results from the architecture and here there is a special case of limited migration – single 
agent migration. The numbers tell  that for each migration there has to be 8 messages to 
handle it.

There are several conclusions from this experiment:
• Migrations and message delivery are strictly connected with primes range search 

unit. The smaller the unit, the faster the communication and migration in the system.
• The relationship between range unit and save messages is lined as the relationship 

between migration number and migration messages for single agent migration.
• The optimal primes range search unit seems to be around 150.
• The optimal execution time for home environment seems to be around 430 seconds.
• The optimal execution time is when all computers end times are very close to each 

other.

6.2.5 Migration types testing

Environment: home
Description: The experiment is set to investigate how the different migration types affect the 
execution time of the implemented system. The experiment is set in a home environment 
with a single agent migration and multi-agent migration in order to measure migration type’s 
efficiency. The other parameters are as follows: 20 agents at the beginning on each node, 5 
seconds delay between report request sending and migration completion, end time is set as 
20 seconds and node threshold is set for 15 seconds. The range of numbers to search was 
from 1 billion to 1.025 billion.
Goals:
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• Investigate the time of each type of migration (cloning, moving and birth) in the 
relation to primes range search unit.

• Investigate the execution time for each type of migration.
• Find the optimal migration type for the next experiments.

Figure 6.13 Migration types in relationship to primes range search unit

Figure 6.13 shows the decreasing time of migration in relationship with primes 
range  search  unit.  Three  different  migration  types  have  different  costs.  This  test  was 
conducted for single migration type in order to measure it in the most precise possible way. 
But  still  the  time  was  measured  from  sending  the  message  about  migration  to  the 
Coordinator to the moment when both Coordinators from migration source and destination 
report they are ready. The important assumption here is that for each primes range search 
unit the time of communication is the same (which is highly probable) and only the type of 
migration  is  different.  Moreover,  to  have  the  more  accurate  results  migration  time  was 
summed together and then divided by the number of migrations. It is obvious that during the 
experiment  migration time at  the beginning,  in the middle  and at  the end of experiment 
differ, so the average result is presented. It is important to remember that the environment is 
very dynamic.

The opy and move migration type are similar in time for the low values of primes 
range search.  The cheapest  migration type  is  birth.  The cause of  it  can be found in the 
systems architecture. For the 150 primes range search unit copy and move migrations types 
have similar result, but for this experiment it is recommended to use birth type migration 
when searching for the optimal configuration. 
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Figure 6.14 Results from three migration types: move, copy and birth

Results  from  three  migration  types  are  very  similar  to  each  other  beside  the 
execution type, which favors the move type migration, but only slight. The difference here is 
about  2.5%,  which  is  not  much  and  can  be  considered  as  measurement  error.  Average 
computer time and first computer reported are almost the same.

These results are a bit contradictory with the previous chart. Here there are also 
slight  differences  but  with  the  advantage  of  move  type  migration  instead  of  birth  type 
migration.  The  reason  of  this  is  that  migration  time  is  not  very  crucial  to  the  overall 
execution time. The most important step in the migration process is the migration calculating 
and time estimation. If this is done not in an optimal easy way,  then there are additional 
migrations which slow the task solving process.

There are several conclusions from this experiment:
• The fastest migration type is birth type.
• Migration time decreases with the lowering of primes range search unit.
• Migration type does not have a big influence on the execution time. Sometimes it 

might not mirror the best choice for migration type.

6.2.6 Multi-agent migration

Environment: home
Description: This experiment is the next from the optimum searching with both home and 
university environment. This time of multi-agent migration is used without any limits. The 
default type of migration is move. Again on each node there are 20 agents, end time equals 
20 seconds and node threshold is set for 15 seconds. In this experiment there are two main 
parameters investigated: the number of agents on a node and report time. 
Goals:

• Investigate  the  report  time  parameter  and find the  optimal  value for  multi-agent 
migration.

• Investigate the relationship between report time, migrations and report messages.
• Find the optimal number of agents on a node.
• Investigate the relationship between agents and migrations in the experiment.
• Investigate the relationship between migration type and execution time.
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Figure 6.15 Relationship between computer times and report time

From the chart above we can see that execution time and first computer reported 
meet in the minimum for 20 seconds of delay report. Execution time between all results does 
not differ so much (the difference between maximal and minimal experiment time is about 
20 seconds, which is less that 5% of the whole experiment time). The first reported computer 
values have much bigger amplitude, but in this function we are looking for local maximum, 
because  when  all  computers  finish  in  a  comparable  time,  then  we  are  more  sure  that 
migration was successful.  

The explanation of these results is quite logical. When the report time is low, than 
the environment is more dynamic, the samples for time estimation are less reliable and so 
migration is not so accurate. The result of not efficient migration is that some computers may 
report very early during the experiment. When the report time is too high then the time is 
measured more precisely, but there is not enough time for reaction at the end of experiment, 
when some computers are finishing early and so there might me a difference between first 
reported and execution time. Another reason is very big report time might not increase the 
estimation accuracy so much.

Figure 6.16 Relationship between report time, migrations and report messages

The chart above shows almost linear relationship between report time and report 
messages. This is understandable, because if there is more time for report requests then there 
will be more of them. It is also important, that the more migrations, the more reports are sent 
during the experiment, because after each migration the new state has to be remembered, so 
there are more messages when the environment is more dynamic.
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The  relationship  between  report  time  and  migrations  is  definitely  not  regular. 
Migrations seem to find their optimum around 50 of them. The most part of this number is 
probably  set  at  the  beginning  of  an  experiment  and  during  it  there  are  some  minimal 
corrections – little agent movement. If the environment is more dynamic than there is a big 
movement at the beginning and there are still some migrations during the experiment. And 
so with more accurate time estimations the migration number decreases.

Figure 6.17 Relationship between computer times and migration types

From the graph above we can see that differences in this case are minimal. The test 
was set already to the optimal report time (20 seconds). The differences here are minimal, 
because the time for each migration type  does not  differ  much from others,  as it  is  was 
proven in the migration types testing experiment. Nonetheless, there are some facts that are 
worth describing.

Let  us  start  with execution time.  Maximum difference between the  lowest  and 
highest one is about 1%. It is very little and it can be considered as a measurement error. 
Second interesting fact is that the execution time of move migration type is the smallest time 
difference between experiment time, first computer reported and average computer time. The 
biggest are in birth migration type.  Moreover, move migration type possesses the highest 
average computer time and first reported computer time.

Figure 6.18 Relationship between agents on a node and computer times

The chart above shows how the number of agents influences the execution time, 
the  time  of  first  computer  reporting  and  the  average  of  all  four  computers.  The  three 
measured values form a special formation, which is similar to a channel. The blue line is the 
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forming the top of it, the red line the bottom and between them there is a green line, which is 
almost in the middle between them.

On the left side of the chart (from 40 agents on a node) there is a descending trend 
of all three values, which ends where there are 20 agents on a node. This channel is not only 
descending but also the space range is descending. It ends for the value of 20, because then 
all values more or less enter the horizontal channel, which also forms the minimum of all 
values in the graph. All three lines are near each other – their results are comparable. For 
four agents on a node the channel opens and the lines disallow from each other.

The chart shows that the minimum, the best number of agents on a node is a set – 
from 5 to 20, which is quite a big range. Both this numbers have their advantages. If there 
aren’t many agents, there are less migrations and computers focuses more on calculating the 
prime numbers, but there is not enough agents to mirror the computer power in a precise 
way. When there are more agents on a node, mirroring the efficiency is easier, but there are 
more migrations and computer focus more on migration process. 

Figure 6.19 Relationship between agents on a node, report messages and migration 
number

Figure 6.19 shows that migration number is very much connected with the report 
messages. Both lines have similar shape and the also the same special points (for 15 agents 
on a node). Because the environment is dynamic at this point, which cannot be explained so 
easily, it should be treated as a consequence of dynamic interactions between agents and also 
time estimation. 

From the chart the conclusion is that migration number is more connected with the 
agent number on a nod, than the report messages. It is because the irregular formation in a 
line is less visible. If the point for 15 agents on a node was a little bit lower, the line would 
be smooth. Of course, this point could also be a consequence of dynamic interaction in the 
system. On the other side, the patter of report messages in constructed of two parts (to the 
right  from  15,  and  to  the  left  of  15  agents  on  a  node).  Of  course  it  also  could  be  a 
consequence of dynamic interactions, but it is less probable, that it happed for so many tests. 
Generally, the fewer agents on a node, the fewer migrations, and the fewer report messages.

There are several conclusions from this experiment
• The longer the report time,  the more accurate time estimation to the end of each 

nodes work is.
• The shorter the report time, the more dynamic the environment is.
• The  optimal  report  time  is  around  20  seconds  and  above  this  number  the 

environment also behaves in more stable way.
• Migration type seems to have little influence on the execution time for multi-agent 

migration.
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• The optimal number of agents on a node is between 5 and 20.
• Report messages are connected with migrations number for multi-agent migration.
• The  fewer  agents  on  a  node,  the  fewer  migration  and  report  messages  in  the 

environments.

6.2.7 Massive multi-agent migration

Environment: university
Description: The experiment is conducted in order to test the implemented system using big 
number  of  computers.  Because  the  university  environment  is  homogenous,  there  was  a 
heterogeneity introduced by running more instances on one computer. Tests were conducted 
on 15 computers in which on five of them there was one JADE container running. On the 
next five there were two containers running and on the rest 3 containers. The number of 
containers equals 30. In this experiment the main goal is to find the optimal parameters for 
the described configuration. Without migration the experiment took 1000.5 seconds and the 
first computer reported after 317.6 seconds.
Experiment parameters are as follows: 10 agents on each node, primes search range unit of 
100, report time set as 30 seconds, node threshold set for 15 seconds, the default migration 
type is birth. The range of numbers to check for primes was from 1 billion to 1.110 billion. 
The unlimited migration algorithm is used here.
Goals:

• Investigate  the  report  time  parameter  and find the  optimal  value for  multi-agent 
migration

• Investigate the relationship between report time, migrations and report messages
• Find the optimal number of agents on a node
• Investigate the relationship between agents and migrations in the experiment
• Investigate the relationship between migration type and execution time

Figure 6.20 Relationship between container times and report time

The chart above shows that container times change with the changing report time 
parameter.  The difference between here  and experiments  conducted at  home is  that  one 
computer does not correspond to one container. Summing all number of containers – there 
are 30 of them here.

When the report time is low, the experiment time is higher and the first container 
repots quite early. When closing to the value of 30 seconds, the experiment time is lowering 
and the first container reports later. When the report time is between 25 and 35 seconds, the 
execution  time  is  in  a  niche,  where  results  are  similar.  In  the  whole  chart  the  average 
container time is almost the same all the time. The reason here probably is the number of 
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containers.  The  first  container  value  has  its  maximum  when  the  report  time  equals  30 
seconds.

Reassuming,  the  optimal  value  here  seems  to  be  30  seconds  as  a  report  time. 
Comparing to the execution time, it is quite a value – almost 5% of the whole time. It is also 
important here that number of agents is low and the primes range search is small,  which 
makes communication in the experiment quite fast. These values were chosen because of the 
large  number  of  containers.  We  can  clearly  see  that  with  low  report  time  value  the 
environment is very dynamic and with bigger values (like 50 seconds) it much less dynamic.

Figure 6.21 Relationship between report time, report messages and migrations

Figure 6.21 shows how many report messages are sent when the report time rises. 
Of  course,  when it  does,  the  number  of  messages  is  lowering,  but  it  is  not  the  regular 
proportion,  but  counter  proportion.  This  chart  can  also  be  interpreted  as  a  measure  of 
systems dynamics. The higher the number of messages, the more agents and containers are 
participating in migration phases. After the report time crosses the value of 30 or 35 seconds, 
the number of messages is lowering in a slower pace. This is on one hand the result of how 
many times agents are reporting to local Coordinators, but also how many containers and 
agents are participating in the migration process. 

The number of migrations has its minimum around 25 to 35 seconds for the report 
time. Afterwards the migration numbers is a bit higher but it seems also quite stable and 
before these values it falls down rapidly. After the comparison of execution time and chart 
and migrations chart there is one additional conclusion – number of migrations is related to 
the execution time (the same minimum values). 
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Figure 6.22 Relationship between agents on a node and container times

The chart presents how the number of agents affects container times. Starting from 
execution time, it falls when the number of agents is nearing 10 from the number of 5 agents 
and rises starting from 15 agents on a node. The line of first container reported behaves in an 
exactly opposite manner and average container time is almost a constant value. The slight 
descending trend starts from 15 agents on a node.

The results are explainable. When there are only few agents, they cannot cover 
differences in computing power, so some containers finish earlier and when there are too 
many agents, report communication is more time-consuming and migration takes more time 
and so the system is not able to react quickly. This may be a problem when some agents are 
starting to finish their job and number of active agents in the system falls down. In that kind 
of situation containers reports are more distributed through the time; migration is not able to 
cover those differences.

The most important conclusion from this chart is that the optimal number of agents 
stating on a node is between 10 and 15. For these two values the proximity of execution 
time,  first  container  reported  and  average  reported  time  is  very  high.  That  means  the 
migration is able to cover computer efficiency differences quite well  (difference between 
execution time and first container reported is less than 2%).

Figure 6.23 Relationship between agents on a node, migrations and report messages

Starting from the migrations number, it seems to be comparable in the range of 
agents from 5 to 10 and then it starts to rise rapidly. Then it rises rapidly when the number of 
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starting agents on a node crosses 15. The relationship between report messages and starting 
agents on a node is almost linear.

The number of migrations at the beginning of a chart, which is comparable, may be 
dependent  on the  minimum number  of  migrations during the  experiment  that  makes  the 
efficiency of  a  container  close  to  optimal.  As  it  is  also  depicted,  the  number  of  report 
messages does not correspond to the migration number in any way, beside both are generally 
rising when the number of agents on a nodes increases.

Figure 6.24 Relationship between primes range search unit and container times

After  experiments  with  primes  range  search  unit  and  computer  times  the 
conclusion was that  with lowering the  search range unit  computers spend more  time  on 
checking if they have a message pending instead of calculating. The chart here shows that 
again, but the shape is different. There is a constantly descending trend of container times, 
but the difference between first container reported and execution time is getting bigger with 
increase of primes range search unit. Moreover, with the higher values of search range the 
execution  time  stabilizes  between  645  seconds  and  650  seconds,  but  the  first  container 
reports  earlier.  It  is  connected  with  the  communication  time  during the  experiment  (the 
higher search range,  the  longer  communication between agents).  The close  proximity of 
container  times  at  the  beginning is  also a consequence of this  relationship.  The average 
container time seems to be in almost all cases in the middle between first container time and 
last container time (execution time).

Figure 6.25 Relationship between migrations, report messages and primes range 
search unit
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Figure 6.25 shows that report messages and not related to migrations when the 
primes range search unit is changing. The migration number has almost linear relationship 
with the search range. The value change between the lowest and the highest values almost 
doubles.

The difference in report messages for the lowest value of primes range search unit 
and the highest one is around 8% (comparing the difference to the maximum value). The 
conclusion here is that the relationship is almost constant. The shape of it is more chaotic, 
because of the formed local minimum and maximum (beside values for at the beginning and 
at the end).

Figure 6.26 Relationship between computer times and migration type

As in the previous experiment, where there was a comparison of migration types, 
again the differences here are very small.  For each value types  (execution time,  average 
container time, first container time) the differences are lower that 1%. An important factor 
here is that the experiment was conducted for primes range search unit value set as 150. 
Even though the conclusion here is that migration type does not have an impact on execution 
time. These results are more influenced by other parameters, like report time, primes range 
search unit or number of agents starting on a node.

There are several conclusions from this experiment:
• The optimal report time value is around 30 seconds. The minimal report time value, 

which is comparable with the optimal solution, is 10 seconds. 5 second time makes 
environment too much dynamic.

• Migrations and report messages have a connection between themselves when the 
report time is changing. The value of report time for migrations and report messages 
is comparable with the optimal value starting from the report time set for 20 or 25 
seconds. 

• The optimal number of starting agents on a node is between 10 and 15. Lower values 
make the environment too static and higher make it too dynamic.

• The lower agent number, the lower migration number.
• The optimal primes range search unit starts after values of 150, 200. It is also not 

clear because of relationship with containers time.
• Migration type does not influence the execution time.
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6.2.8 Experiment reports

Environment: home
Description: This experiment is conducted using the optimal parameters in order to have a 
view into details of it. The main concern is of course how the migration looks like, how 
many migrations there are, what their structure is and so on. 
Experiment parameters are as follows: 10 and 20 agents on each node, primes search range 
unit of 150, report time set as 20 seconds, node threshold set for 15 seconds, the default 
migration type is birth. The range of numbers to check for primes was from 1 billion to 1.025 
billion. The unlimited migration and limited algorithm is used here. The agent limit is set for 
one agent. In the tables Computers 1,2,3,4 are named by shortcuts a C1, C2, C3 and C4.
Goals:

• Take a close view on migrations: what is their structure, is there a pattern, is number 
of agents stable during the experiment.

• Investigate if there is a reason for introducing mixed migration algorithm.
• Investigate the connection between number of agents on a node and reporting time.
• Investigate if there are any unexpected events during the experiment.

6.2.8.1 Test 1

Time [ms] Event
20032 Report order 1
20798 Estimated time :217239ms 10 agents by C1
21172 Estimated time: 413736ms 10 agents by C2
22232 Estimated time: 758463ms 10 agents by C3
22849 Estimated time: 1188511ms 10 agents by C4
22864 Migration From: C4 To: C1 7 agents

Migration From: C3 To: C1 4 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent

25719 Migration completed
45875 Report order 2
46135 Estimated time :461080ms 3 agents by C4
46276 Estimated time :437579ms 5 agents by C3
47009 Estimated time :393728ms 11 agents by C2
48849 Estimated time :420714ms 21 agents by C1
48975 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
50254 Migration completed
70368 Report order 3

…
94052 Report order 4
94648 Estimated time :319904ms 4 agents by C4
94789 Estimated time :330783ms 6 agents by C3
95163 Estimated time :344037ms 11 agents by C2
95677 Estimated time :353185ms 19 agents by C1
115817 Report order 5
116102 Estimated time :298111ms 4 agents by C4
116383 Estimated time :306003ms 6 agents by C3
116975 Estimated time :320786ms 11 agents by C2
118739 Estimated time :327144ms 19 agents by C1
138947 Report order 6

…
231674 Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent

…
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255185 Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
…

345528 Report order 15
345997 Estimated time :68720ms 4 agents by C4
346169 Estimated time :75720ms 6 agents by C3
346652 Estimated time :86697ms 10 agents by C2
347574 Estimated time :86079ms 11 agents by C1
347589 Migration From: C3 To: C4 1 agent
348088 Migration completed

…
389603 Report order 17
390041 Estimated time :46687ms 4 agents by C4
390275 Estimated time :39959ms 7 agents by C3
390353 Estimated time :38727ms 9 agents by C1
390400 Estimated time :35323ms 9 agents by C2
390462 Migration From: C4 To: C2 1 agent
391382 Migration completed
411461 Report order 18
411633 Estimated time :10862ms 2 agents by C4
412148 Estimated time :18086ms 7 agents by C3
412382 Estimated time :16072ms 9 agents by C2
413162 Estimated time :17091ms 9 agents by C1

Table 6.6 Test with 10 agents on a node; unlimited migration

MESSAGES Organization Report Save Migration MIGRATIONS
169407 105 2128 1666680 134 22

Experiment time C4 C3 C1 C2 Average
429699ms 416985ms 427484ms 428638ms 429699ms 425701ms

Table 6.7 Broker report from the test 1

Table 6.6 shows the inside of an experiment where there are 10 agents on a node 
when the network is starting. The first that could be observed is that the duration of the time 
between sending a report order and getting the last report seems to be irregular. From less 
than 1 second up to 3 seconds. 

The sequence of reporting seems to be not accidental. At the beginning when for 
the only time there is the same number of agents on each node, they report in the order of 
their efficiency (according to the first experiment conducted). Afterwards they always report 
according to the active agents working on the node. Also the first report with time estimation 
is strongly connected with computers efficiency (from the first experiment).

Migrations in this test are forming very well, because the main migration thrust is 
in the first two phases (14 out of 22). Further there is one migration, which in a moment after 
is turned back exactly. But during the most of the time in the experiment there is a certain 
pattern of agents (4, 6, 11 and 19) which also corresponds to the computer’s efficiency, but 
with  some  deviations.  For  example  Computer  1  is  twice  faster  than  Computer  2  when 
solving task alone, but here agents mirror this in a value of 19 / 11 ~ 1.73. More accurate is 
the connection between Computer 3 and Computer 4: from 1.47 from efficiency ratio to the 
1.5 value in agent ratio (6 / 4). The reason of these inaccuracies probably lies in the delay 
between establishing a stable agent distribution.

When the test is coming to its ending phase (agents are finishing their job), there is 
a phenomenon that when a number of agents is dropping, the time estimated is falling faster 
than theoretically it should, but it does not exceed the ratio of 2. When these kinds of things 
happen, there is a bigger probability of unnecessary migration like the last one. Because of 
this  migration  Computer  4  is  in  the  first  place  on  the  list  of  reporting  computers  and 
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Computer 2 is on the last place. One way of dealing with it is raising the node threshold or if 
agent migrations in the end are quite high – introducing mixed migration type algorithm.

6.2.8.2 Test 2

Time [ms] Event
20062 Report order 1
21145 Estimated time :222786ms 20 agents by C1
24019 Estimated time :468300ms 20 agents by C2
27656 Estimated time :857412ms 20 agents by C3
30231 Estimated  time  :

1521078ms
20 agents by C4

30231 Migration From: C4 To: C1 14 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C1 9 agents

39278 Migration completed
…

73051 Migration From: C1 To: C2 4 agents
…

102857 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
…

135061 Migration From: C1 To: C4 3 agents
Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
…

162078 Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent
…

189517 Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
…

216807 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
…

245799 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
…

273783 Migration From: C4 To: C1 1 agent
Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
…

300407 Migration From: C3 To: C1 1 agent
Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
…

326177 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
…

352069 Migration From: C1 To: C1 1 agent
353358 Migration completed
373369 Report order 13
375008 Estimated time :57036ms 18 agents by C1
375743 Estimated time :58788ms 9 agents by C4
376273 Estimated time :58523ms 12 agents by C3
377896 Estimated time :60683ms 22 agents by C2
377896 Migration From: C2 by C1 1 agent
378632 Migration completed
398865 Report order 14
400519 Estimated time :33799ms 9 agents by C4
401410 Estimated time :33434ms 12 agents by C3
402595 Estimated time :31560ms 20 agents by C2
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404780 Estimated time :25736ms 18 agents by C1
404780 Migration From: C4 To: C1 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
Migration From: C3 To: C1 1 agent

406216 Migration completed
426263 Report order 15
426639 Estimated time :4414ms 2 agents by C4
427980 Estimated time :4888ms 16 agents by C2
428169 Estimated time :4337ms 10 agents by C3

Table 6.8 Test with 20 agents on a node; unlimited migration

MESSAGES Organization Report Save Migration MIGRATIONS
171366 185 4178 1666720 283 49

Experiment time C1 C4 C3 C2 Average
430727ms 423253ms 429713ms 430197ms 430727ms 428472ms

Table 6.9 Broker report from the test 2

The test with 20 agents stating on a node is similar of course to the previous one, 
but there are also some new events, which have to be mentioned. Report time is irregular, but 
the scale of it is much bigger - from 2 seconds in the last reporting phase to 15 seconds in the 
middle of an experiment. This is connected with the number of agents. The more there are, 
the more time it takes to get the report from all.

Again  the  main  migration  thrust  (27  out  of  49)  is  at  the  beginning  of  the 
experiment. Of course it is good, but in this test there are more migrations, which are not 
necessary,  and  there  are  corrected  in  the  reverse  way later  in  the  experiment.  Excellent 
examples  are  migrations  from  the  time  300407  and  326177ms,  which  are  exactly  the 
opposite.  The  same  circles  can  be  observer  during  the  experiment,  especially  between 
Computers 1, 2 and 3. Of course when the migration is calculated, it is reasonable to send the 
agent from one container to another, but from the overall point of view it is not wise. Again 
there is a recommendation to limit the migration or even cut it (migration limit 0), but there 
would have to be an assurance that one of the computers will not suddenly slow down.

The reporting sequence is here mainly (in the middle and at the beginning, but 
there are several examples against) connected with number of agents on a node. In this test 
the  phenomenon  that  with  lowering  the  number  of  agents,  the  estimated  time  drops 
significantly  is  not  present.  Estimating  here  seems  to  be  more  steady  process,  perhaps 
because the greater number of agents.

The result comparison between the first test and the second test favors the first one. 
The experiment time is different by 1 second, but the average computer time is different by 3 
seconds. Moreover, the number of migrations in the second test is more than twice greater 
than in the first one. This concludes that migrations are costly.

One another result is the number of report orders in the system: 18 for the first test 
and 15 for the second test when the execution time is almost the same. This proves that 
communication in an important factor.

6.2.8.3 Test 3

Time [ms] Event
20016 Report order 1
21859 Estimated time :234159ms 20 agents by C1
24153 Estimated time :475501ms 20 agents by C2
27484 Estimated time :881856ms 20 agents by C3
29833 Estimated  time  :

1462198ms
20 agents by C4
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29881 Migration From: C4 To: C1 14 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C1 8 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent

39678 Migration completed
…

64744 Migration From: C4 To: C2 1 agent
Migration From: C3 To: C2 2 agents
…

96229 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
…

127787 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
…

155761 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
…

184238 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
…

210872 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
…

237991 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
…

263077 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
…

289069 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
…

319541 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
…

346148 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
347427 Migration completed
367505 Report order 13
369789 Estimated time :51769ms 10 agents by C4
370452 Estimated time :41498ms 14 agents by C3
371138 Estimated time :61726ms 20 agents by C2
376731 Estimated time :73318ms 36 agents by C1
376731 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
377430 Migration completed
397601 Report order 14
398117 Estimated time :31664ms 29 agents by C1
398507 Estimated time :20742ms 4 agents by C4
399427 Estimated time :10383ms 13 agents by C3
401334 Estimated time :31527ms 20 agents by C2
401429 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
402396 Migration completed
422599 Report order 15
425314 Estimated time :5090ms 19 agents by C2
426142 Estimated time :9607ms 13 agents by C1

Table 6.10 Test with 20 agents on a node; limited migration

MESSAGES Organization Report Save Migration MIGRATIONS
170820 185 3694 1666720 221 38

Experiment time C3 C4 C2 C1 Average
431664ms 409495ms 422131ms 427889ms 431664ms 422794ms

Table 6.11 Broker report from the test 3
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This test is similar to the previous one, but still the beginning is a bit different (by 
the  number  of  migrations  and  their  schedule).  This  again  proves  that  environment  is 
dynamic. Each test is different from another and so the results could be different. The main 
purpose of this test was to show how the migration would change when it is limited. Here are 
two unlimited migration phases and afterwards the limited migration is introduced with the 
limit of one agent.

As the table shows, the structure of cycles is different here than in the previous 
test.  In  the  previous  one  there  were  a  few  cycles  (for  example,  with  C1  agents  were 
migrating to it and after one or two phases migrating from it). In this test this structure is 
much different. There is mainly one cycle, which was started at the beginning and it lasts 
through the entire test. At the beginning (first two migrations) the destinations are C1 and 
C2, afterwards it changes to C3 and C4 and it lasts to the end. The conclusion here is that 
first few estimations and migrations were slightly incorrect and they are corrected during the 
experiment is a slow way (1 agent during one phase).

The result  of a test  is a bit  worse from the previous one when it comes to the 
execution  time  (one second difference),  but  other  values  vary more.  The first  computer 
reported time is much smaller. This shows that limited migration might have a problem with 
covering differences between computers efficiency. This is because the first destinations of 
migration are the last two computers reported. The two weakest computers are the first that 
report.

As the execution time is slightly lower, but the average computer time is much 
lower. This shows with the comparison to the previous one that migration is costly. But also 
the number of circles is much more limited along with migration number.

There are several conclusions from this experiment:
• Low number of agents starting on a node can reduce unnecessary migrations and the 

number  of  migration  cycles  during  the  experiment.  When  this  number  is  set 
properly, it does not reduce the efficiency of task solving.

• Migration process tries to find the balance between computers efficiency with good 
chance to mirror it by the number of agents on each node.

• Main migration thrust goes at the beginning of the experiment.
• Nodes report according to the number of agents and the by their efficiency.
• Limited  migration  reduces  migration  cycles,  but  it  can  also be  the  cause of  not 

covering the difference in computers efficiency.
• Reducing migration cycles is the key issue for optimizing migration process.

6.3 Optimal configurations
We  present  the  short  summary  of  the  optimal  configurations  for  home  and 

university environment. The profit in execution time in home environment total was 58% 
(from 1022,9s to 429,7s) and the profit at university environment was 35.4% (from 1000,5s 
to 646,2s). The migration type for both environments does not have a big impact on the 
execution time. As we can see there is a possibility to draw a common value for primes 
range search unit and agents on a node parameters (150 and 10-15 agents on a node). The 
problem is  with the report time,  but  as shown on figures the differences around optimal 
report time are minimal, so the suggested value could be between 20 and 30 seconds.

Parameter Home environment University environment
Primes range search 

unit
150 150 - 200

Report time 20s 30s
Agents on a node 5-20 10-15

Table 6.12 Optimal configuration for home and university environment
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The experimental section of this work has proven that code and data propagation in 
a multi-agent system (realized by agent migration) increases the efficiency in task execution. 
Such gains (35.4% and 58% benefit) in execution time wouldn’t be possible if the hypothesis 
about the number of agents working on a node was proven: the number of agents on a node 
does not  affect  its  efficiency when solving this  task type  (in general  – it  was proven in 
computer efficiency experiment for low numbers of agents – up to 100). 
Other important conclusions are as follows:

• The execution time is mainly dependent on CPU configuration. Desktop computers 
and notebooks architectural  differences  result  in  different  efficiency (the  relation 
between CPU configuration does not match the efficiency in task solving).

• The more agents in the system, the more dynamic the environment is and also the 
more migrations take place.

• The most important parameter in the system is primes range search unit, because it is 
able to balance the calculations efficiency and the communication velocity. This is 
also an answer to one of the research questions.

• The number of data transferred through the network was too small to have an impact 
on the execution time.

• The optimal configuration is when all computers finish their tasks in time close to 
each other.

• The closer the migration phases are in time, the more there are migrations in the 
system. To make the system more stable migration phases have to be distant in time. 
This also impacts on messages number in the system – the more stable the system is 
the lower the communication costs are.

• The lower number of migrations the shorter the execution time assuming there is 
enough  agents  in  the  system,  that  are  able  to  cover  differences  in  computer 
efficiency (the optimal number of agents seems to be around 10 or 15).

• Node communication reactions are according to number of agents currently solving 
the task and then by their efficiency.

• The main migration thrust id performed at the beginning of an experiment 

Investigations on migration types have given a conclusion that birth migration type 
is the most efficient one. It is also the simplest migration (fewer operations have to be done). 
In move or copy migration type operations like serialization and class loading have to be 
conducted, which slows down their efficiency. However it is very important to mention that 
migration type  does not  have an impact  of execution time.  Other parameters responsible 
especially for load balancing are more crucial to efficiency of the distributed computing. 
This is also the answer to one of the research questions.

When there are migrations in the system there is  possibility of cycle  migration 
phenomenon. This has a negative impact on nodes efficiency and it was proven using full 
experiments report. The cause of this lays in the accuracy of time till end estimation for a 
node and the number of agents. There are two ways of limiting it: low number of agents or 
limited migration. The second one has proven to do its job (in the experiment), but there is 
always a danger that after a sudden event in the system (like one node efficiency collapse) it 
could not handle changes in a short time (slightly higher execution time in the experiment).
When the number of agents in the system is small limited migration could function more 
efficiently. The overall conclusion here is that within a dynamic environment the key is to 
find a balance between covering differences in computer efficiency and unexpected events 
(the more agents, the more accurate it is) and limiting migrations and migration cycles (the 
less agents the better).

Very important conclusion is drawn from the full experiments report about agent 
distribution. Because agents in the implemented system were representing the amount  of 
work they were distributed according to computers’ efficiency. During the test agents are 
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distributed at the beginning and then there are small corrections to those divisions, but for 
most of the time it was balancing over specific numbers, which relation was close to the 
CPU relation. This proves that based on the efficiency vector of computers participating in 
the experiment  there is a possibility to set a task distribution, which is close to optimal, 
without searching for optimal configuration every time when running the experiment. This 
work only starts the research on the migration path of an agent within the experiment. There 
is  a  possibility of  further  research in  this  topic  connected  with  conditions  of  migration, 
migration cycles, etc.

The implemented system architecture is a very flexible one. The whole migration 
process is based on time till the end estimation and number of agents solving the task on a 
current node. Very important fact is that there is no information about what the task is. There 
are two main key points – the algorithm of migration calculation and time estimation. In this 
work  they  are  both  very  simple,  but  it  seems  they  are  efficient,  because  for  optimal 
configuration computers in a node are finishing work in a comparable time.

The upgrades to this system could be connected with these two key points. More 
advanced  algorithm  for  migration  calculation  could  be  more  concentrated  on  avoiding 
migration cycles (something like limited migration) with parameters regarding how the node 
was handling the task previously. The time till end estimation could be more influenced by 
historical efficiency based on assumption that it does not change so often.

When improving the  experiment  with another  tasks  there  could be many more 
parameters tested like: throughput of the network, migration with bigger agent size (measure 
in  kB or  even  MB).  The  ways  off  assigning  agents  could  be  different,  not  like  in  this 
experiment when all nodes start with the same number of agents. Moreover the hypothesis 
about optimal agent distributed could be introduced – that means starting with the optimal 
number of agents on each computer. When testing a new task the situation when adding a 
new computer  would  decrease  the  efficiency  of  the  network  should  appear  with  lower 
number of computers in the network. A test, which was planned, but should be done in the 
future, is the CPU load test. Also the amount of memory, which is actually used for test or 
with the new test, should be measured. The missing experiment is with the sudden decrease 
of power on several computers. That should test the ability of an implemented multi-agent 
system to adapt to the changing environment.

The code and data propagation could be considered on another infrastructure like 
grid  computing,  which  is  also  very  good  for  solving  distributed  problems.  Also  more 
advanced load balancing algorithms might be used. Also statistical analysis of the results is 
worth considering especially on the more heterogeneous and bigger environments.

The architecture of this system enables to introduce more task types. The prime 
numbers calculation is a simple one, but it also possess features of a distributed problem. 
With different problems, agent migration types could reveal more differences if an agent 
would  possess  more  data  with  itself.  Moreover  if  a  task  is  knowledge-intensive  this 
knowledge could spread out and be exchange in the network. Reassuming this work and 
system project opens new horizons in investigating code and data propagation in a multi-
agent system.
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9 APPENDIXES

9.1 Agent Model Information

9.1.1 Broker agent

AGENT
Name Broker
Position “Main-Container”
Agent description Broker is the core agent of the system, which performs 

interaction with the outside environment and distributes task 
between all nodes in the network and gives a report from the 
experiment. There is only one Broker in the entire network.

AGENT’S OBJECTIVES
Name Creating an agent network
Description At the beginning of a test it receives signals from all 

Coordinators from nodes in a network and stores it as list of 
Coordinators.

Name Experiment time measurement
Description Agent measures time from the getting the message with 

number to search primes from, till the confirmation from the 
Saver, that it has written all primes to the file

Name Message counting
Description Agent counts all incoming messages and messages necessary 

to communicate with Saver agent.
Name Briefing Migration Coordinator about experiment start
Description After getting a about experiment start agent sends a message 

with information that experiment has started to Migration 
Coordinator agent

AGENTS SERVICES
Name Task distribution
Service description Agent is the one, which gets a range of number to find prime 

numbers from and it divides this range equally and sends to 
each node Coordinator a separate range of numbers to search 
primes from

Type of service External
Input parameters The range of number to search prime numbers
Activation Condition Message arrival with numbers range to search and the agent 

network is created
Ending Condition Messages to all Coordinators with range of number for primes 

to search are sent. Agents start to measure the experiment 
time.

Success condition All Coordinators on the list while creating agent network are 
alive

Failure condition At least one of the Coordinators from the list is not alive or 
did not get the message. Than at least one primes range search 
will not be calculated

Name Experiment completing
Service description After getting job end messages from all Coordinators on the 

list agent sends a confirmation message to Saver to confirm 
that all results from Primers have been written to the file.
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Type of service Internal
Input parameters A set of Coordinators to report with end of job message
Activation Condition End of job messages from all Coordinators on the list have 

been received
Ending Condition A confirmation of end message have been sent to Saver agent
Success condition A confirmation of end message have been sent to Saver agent

Name Experiment reporting
Service description After all Coordinator report to this agent it displays all the 

information about finished experiment
Type of service Internal, can be external – information could be sent 

somewhere else
Input parameters A list with all data regarding Coordinators during the 

experiment. It includes messages and migrations, reports time. 
Additionally - a timeout value got from Saver in a 
confirmation of end message

Activation Condition A confirmation of end of experiment got from Saver agent
Ending Condition The information about experiment is displayed
Success condition The information about experiment is displayed

9.1.2 Saver agent

AGENT
Name Saver
Position “Main-Container”
Agent description Saver is the agent that during the experiment gets messages 

with prime numbers and saves them to the file. There is only 
one Saver in the entire network. After all messages are saved, 
it sends a confirmation message to the Broker that the 
experiment is over.

AGENT’S OBJECTIVES
Name Setting parameters
Description Agent sets its parameters right after birth. For this type of 

agent it is the file to where primer will be saved and timeout 
value.

Name Messages counting
Description Agents counts save requests got from Primers from the agent 

network.
AGENTS SERVICES
Name Saving primes
Service description Agents saves primes to the file
Type of service Internal
Input parameters Table of prime numbers to save
Activation Condition Message from Primer agent
Ending Condition Primes are saved or save error occurs
Success condition File is ready for saving operation
Failure condition File is not ready for saving operation. A stream object is not 

initialized

Name Timeout counting
Service description After an agents get message from the Broker it counts the 

timeout from the last save message it gets. If a message with 
primes to save arrives after timeout counting has started, then 
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it is reset. After a certain period of time is elapsed agent sends 
a message to the Broker, that the all prime numbers are saved 
in the file along with the elapsed from the last 

Type of service Internal
Input parameters A value of time for timeout (from the outside environment)
Exit parameter A value of time for timeout (sent to the Broker) along with 

number of save message counted during the experiment
Activation Condition Message from the Broker, that all nodes are finished with their 

prime numbers calculation
Ending Condition Elapsed timeout
Success condition Elapsed timeout

9.1.3 Primer agent

AGENT
Name Primer
Position “Container” in the network.
Agent description Agent searches prime numbers from the certain range of 

numbers. It also gives a report of its progress if requested or 
migrates to another environment. There can be many Primers 
in one Container.

AGENT’S OBJECTIVES
Name Setting parameters
Description Agent sets its parameters right after birth. For this type of 

agent these are migration type and primes range search unit
AGENTS SERVICES
Name Migration
Service description Agents migrates to another environment
Type of service External
Input parameters Location to migrate got in a message from local Coordinator
Exit parameters A message with range of number left to examine sent to the 

Coordinator in the new location
Activation Condition Message got from local Coordinator
Ending Condition Agent left one environment and arrived at the second. 
Success condition Agent left one environment and arrived at the second with 

sending messages about its arrival and departure
Failure condition Agent haven’t left the designated environment or did not 

arrive at the destined environment

Name Calculating primes
Service description Agent searches through the entire range of number in order to 

examine every number if it is a prime number. If it is, adds it 
to the list, which is sent to the Saver agent to write these 
results to the file. Agent does it in portions. It means it 
searches primes within a range length set, which is a 
parameter and then send results and checks if it has a message 
incoming from other agents

Type of service Internal
Input parameters Range of number to search primes from
Exit parameters A list of primes packed to a message and sent to the Saver
Activation Condition Message arrival with number search range
Ending Condition All numbers from the set have been checked
Success condition All numbers from the set have been checked
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Failure condition The range of numbers is given incorrectly.

Name Progress report sending
Service description Agent gives a progress report, which is the number of 

searched number from the given range at the beginning
Type of service Internal
Exit parameters The number of searched numbers
Activation Condition Message arrival from the Coordinator agent
Ending Condition Progress report sent to the Coordinator agent 
Success condition Progress report sent to the Coordinator agent and the range of 

numbers to search was previously given
Failure condition There was no range given at the beginning – the information 

sent is incorrect

Name End of work communication
Service description When the range of numbers has been searched and there are 

no more numbers to check, agent sends a message to the local 
Coordinator

Type of service Internal
Exit parameters Message with end of work communicate
Activation Condition Primes range search finished
Ending Condition Message with end of work communicate sent
Success condition Message with end of work communicate sent
Failure condition The range of number was given incorrectly

9.1.4 Coordinator agent

AGENT
Name Coordinator
Position “Container” in the network
Agent description Coordinator is responsible for communication, managing 

Primers on the node, progress reports, and migration 
coordination on nodes. It is a strictly an agent responsible for 
coordination and info exchange for a certain node. There is 
always one Coordinator on each node.

AGENT’S OBJECTIVES
Name Agent network creating
Description Agent after its birth send message about its existence to 

Broker and to Migration Coordinator. Messages help to create 
a list of available Coordinators and their physical location in 
the network. Agent also creates a list of Primers available in 
the current location.

Name Setting parameters
Description Agent sets its parameters after birth. For Coordinator these are 

number of Primers created after birth and the valid time 
length.

Name Agent creation
Description Just after birth Coordinator creates Primers on a node. It is a 

convenient way of creating agents when creating an agent 
network. The number of Primers created at initialization is a 
parameter set at setup time.

Name Messages and migrations counting
Description Agent counts every migration from current node, migration 
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messages, organization messages, and report messages. Agent 
counts all arriving messages but also messages sent to Primers 
and Migration Coordinator

Name Keeping record of active agents
Description When a Primer ends his number range for primes searching 

then it communicates that he is finished. A reaction on this 
event is that Coordinator puts this agent to the list of non 
active agents. When reporting, this agent in not reported as an 
active agent and it will not be considered for migration.

AGENTS SERVICES
Name Local task distribution
Service description Agent after getting a range of numbers to examine, it divides 

it equally into parts and sends them to Primers available at 
current location.

Type of service Internal
Input parameters The range of number to search prime numbers
Activation Condition Message arrival from Broker with range of numbers to search 

primes from
Ending Condition Messages to all Primers with range of numbers for primes to 

search are sent.
Success condition All Primers on the list after network creation get the message
Failure condition At least one of the Primers from the list is not alive or did not 

get the message. Than at least one primes range search will 
not be calculated

Name Time till end estimation
Service description One of the basic services - an agent after the progress report 

request from Migration Coordinator sends to all Primers in the 
current location a message with progress report request. All 
Primers answer with how much they have done. When all 
Primers report back, a Coordinator is on a basis of possess 
data estimates time till the end of work by all Primers on a 
current node. A number of active agents is also added.

Type of service External
Input parameters Number of active Primers on a node, data about last change on 

a node (how much of a work was then completed and what 
was the last time of saving this data) 

Exit parameters Estimated till the end of task solving on this node, number of 
Primers currently searching for prime numbers at this 
location.

Activation Condition A message with progress report request from Migration 
Coordinator.

Ending Condition Time till end estimated and report message to the Migration 
Coordinator is sent; or agent migration is still in progress

Success condition Time till end estimated and report message to the Migration 
Coordinator is sent

Failure condition If there are still agents migration from this node or to this 
node Coordinator sends a failure message to Migration 
Coordinator or not all Primers have reported their progress at 
work.

Name Local migration coordination
Service description Agent coordinates Primers migration. It counts how many 

agents will arrive, how many will leave and also chooses the 
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ones that will leave and sends message to them. If a 
Coordinator checks that some agents cannot leave and it sends 
reject message to the Migration Coordinator about this agent 
and send a correction message to the agent’s destination. This 
agent is also calculated in the sum of incoming/leaving agents

Type of service Internal and External
Input parameters Number of agents to arrive/depart from the current location 

sent in message by Migration Coordinator
Exit parameters Reporting message sent to Migration Coordinator when all 

agents have arrived or departed.
Activation Condition Message from Migration Coordinator about agents 

incoming/and leaving.
Ending Condition A reporting message has been sent to the coordinator or at 

least one agent is missing to depart or arrive and then no 
message is sent. The migration is stopped.

Success condition A reporting message has been sent to the coordinator that all 
agents from this location have left/arrived successfully.

Failure condition At least one agent has not arrived or left from the stated 
number

Name Gathering state information
Service description After migration on a local node is completed, Coordinator 

sends report request to all Primers on a current node and after 
it gets all progress reports it saves the information: especially 
how much is to be done. When a report request comes from 
Migration Coordinator, the Coordinator calculates the 
estimated time based on the values from last change (so after 
last migration) or if there was none, then from the beginning 
of an experiment.

Type of service Internal
Exit parameters Current quantity of numbers checked and to be checked for 

primes
Activation Condition End of last migration 
Ending Condition All Primers report their progress and range of checking
Success condition All Primers report their progress and range of checking
Failure condition At least one Primer does not report. Whole process stops.

Name Job completion communication
Service description Agent reports to Broker and Migration Coordinator that all 

Primers in this location have finished their job
Type of service External
Exit parameters A message to Broker with number of migrations, migration 

messages, organization messages and report messages; a 
message to Migration Coordinator

Activation Condition A message from last active Primer about finishing its job
Ending Condition A message sent to Migration coordinator and Broker
Success condition A message sent to Migration coordinator and Broker

9.1.5 Migration Coordinator agent

AGENT
Name Migration Coordinator
Position “Main-Container”
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Agent description Agent is responsible for coordinating migration in the system. 
Is manages reports and migration proposals sent to 
Coordinators. It also calculates how the migration in the 
system should look like. The main responsibility is to control 
the steps regarding the migration process during the 
experiment.

AGENT’S OBJECTIVES
Name Setting parameters
Description Agent set its parameters just after birth. For migration 

Coordinator these are: type of migration algorithm, report 
begin time, report time, node threshold, limited migration 
interval, limited migration agent limit

Name Agent network creating
Description Agent gathers messages from Coordinators and creates a list 

of nodes description, where there are all necessary data for 
migration coordination.

AGENTS SERVICES
Name Migration calculating
Service description Agent after getting reports from nodes based on time to end 

estimation and agents on each node proposes the new state for 
the entire network, which should level the estimated time to 
the end of experiment.

Type of service Internal
Input parameters Reports from nodes containing estimated time till end on each 

node and number of active agents
Exit parameters A list of migration proposals
Activation Condition Gathering reports from nodes completed
Ending Condition All nodes in the node information list have the same number 

of agents and proposed agents 
Success condition All nodes in the node information list have the same number 

of agents and proposed agents

Name Migration proposals sending
Service description After migration calculating is completed there is a list of 

migration proposals, which has to be sent to Coordinators. 
When a Coordinator participates in migration it is 
automatically added to the list of Coordinators that have to 
report back after local migration is completed

Type of service External
Input parameters A list of migration proposals
Exit parameters Messages to each node containing the number of 

leaving/arriving agents and destinations for leaving Primers. A 
list of nodes that are to report local migration finishing

Activation Condition Migration calculating completed
Ending Condition Message sent to each Coordinator with necessary parameters 

where there are migration proposals
Success condition Message sent to each Coordinator with necessary parameters 

where there are migration proposals

Name Gathering reports from nodes
Service description Agent gathers reports with estimated time and active agents 

from all nodes and gathers this information in a structured 
way

Type of service Internal
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Input parameters A set Coordinators, which are expected to report
Exit parameters A list of information regarding each node
Activation Condition End of report request sending
Ending Condition Report messages arrival from all Coordinators participating in 

the experiment with a possibility of failure report incoming
Success condition Report messages arrival from all Coordinators participating in 

the experiment with estimated time to end and a number of 
active agents

Failure condition At least one missing report from a Coordinator participating in 
the experiment

Name Report requests sending
Service description After a certain time (report time) from gathering migration 

finishing reports
Type of service External
Input parameters A set of Coordinators to send report requests to
Exit parameters A set of Coordinators, which are expected to report
Activation Condition Report time elapsed from last migration finished or from the 

report begin time elapsed from the beginning of experiment
Ending Condition Report request to each Coordinator participating in the 

experiment
Success condition Report request to each Coordinator participating in the 

experiment

Name Gathering migration finishing reports
Service description Agent waits for messages from all Coordinators, where agent 

migration was proposed previously
Type of service External
Input parameters A set of Coordinators, where agent migration was proposed 

during the previous migration calculating phase
Exit parameters Start of report time counting
Activation Condition End of migration proposals sending
Ending Condition All Coordinators expected to report have done it
Success condition All Coordinators expected to report have done it
Failure condition At least one message missing from a set of Coordinators, 

which is expected to report migration finishing

9.2 Network efficiency testing
Comp. 

number
Time First 

computer
reported

Diff. Organization 
messages

Save 
msg.

Arithmetical 
time (AT)

Difference 
to AT

1 338,3 338,3 0 47 4000 338,3 0
2 169,7 168,7 1 90 4000 169,2 0,5
3 113,5 112,4 1,1 133 4020 112,8 0,7
4 85,3 84,3 1 176 4000 84,6 0,7
5 68,3 67,4 0,9 219 4000 67,7 0,6
6 57,2 56,6 0,6 262 4000 56,4 0,8
7 48,9 48,1 0,8 305 4060 48,3 0,6
8 42,8 42,1 0,7 348 4000 42,3 0,5
9 38,2 37,8 0,4 391 4140 37,6 0,6
10 34,8 33,9 0,9 434 4000 33,8 1,0
11 31,7 30,8 0,9 477 4180 30,8 0,9
12 28,8 28,2 0,6 520 4080 28,2 0,6
13 26,8 25,9 0,9 563 4160 26 0,8
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14 24,9 24,2 0,7 606 4200 24,2 0,7
15 23,1 22,5 0,6 649 4200 22,6 0,5
16 21,8 21,1 0,7 692 4160 21,1 0,7
17 20,7 20 0,7 735 4080 19,9 0,8
18 19,7 19 0,7 778 4300 18,8 0,9
19 18,6 17,9 0,7 821 4180 17,8 0,8
20 17,6 16,9 0,7 864 4000 16,9 0,7
21 16,6 16 0,6 907 4300 16,1 0,5
22 15,8 15,2 0,6 950 4180 15,4 0,4
23 15,1 14,7 0,4 993 4300 14,7 0,4
24 14,5 14,1 0,4 1036 4080 14,1 0,4
25 13,9 13,5 0,4 1079 4000 13,5 0,4
26 13,3 13 0,3 1122 4160 13 0,3
27 12,8 12,5 0,3 1165 4050 12,5 0,3
28 12,4 12 0,4 1208 4200 12,1 0,3
29 11,9 11,6 0,3 1251 4060 11,7 0,2
30 11,5 11,2 0,3 1294 4200 11,3 0,2
31 11,2 10,9 0,3 1337 4030 10,9 0,3
32 10,9 10,6 0,3 1380 4160 10,6 0,3
33 10,6 10,2 0,3 1423 4290 10,3 0,3
34 10,3 9,9 0,4 1466 4080 10 0,3
35 10 9,6 0,4 1509 4200 9,7 0,3
36 9,7 9,4 0,3 1552 4320 9,4 0,3
37 9,4 9,4 0,3 1595 4060 9,1 0,3
38 9,2 8,9 0,3 1638 4180 8,9 0,3
39 9 8,7 0,3 1681 4290 8,7 0,3
40 8,8 8,5 0,3 1724 4000 8,5 0,3
41 8,6 8,3 0,3 1767 4100 8,3 0,3
42 8,4 8 0,4 1810 4200 8,1 0,3
43 8,2 7,9 0,3 1853 4300 7,9 0,3
44 8 7,7 0,3 1896 4400 7,7 0,3
45 7,8 7,5 0,3 1939 4050 7,5 0,3
46 7,6 7,4 0,2 1982 4140 7,4 0,2

Table 9.1 Full data on network efficiency testing for university environment

9.3 Full experiment reports

Time [ms] Event
20032 Report order 1
20798 Estimated time :217239ms 10 agents by C1
21172 Estimated time: 413736ms 10 agents by C2
22232 Estimated time: 758463ms 10 agents by C3
22849 Estimated time: 1188511ms 10 agents by C4
22864 Migration From: C4 To: C1 7 agents

Migration From: C3 To: C1 4 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent

25719 Migration completed
45875 Report order 2
46135 Estimated time :461080ms 3 agents by C4
46276 Estimated time :437579ms 5 agents by C3
47009 Estimated time :393728ms 11 agents by C2
48849 Estimated time :420714ms 21 agents by C1
48975 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
50254 Migration completed
70368 Report order 3
70646 Estimated time :259333ms 3 agents by C4
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70802 Estimated time :295448ms 5 agents by C3
71769 Estimated time :392379ms 12 agents by C2
72471 Estimated time :376109ms 20 agents by C1
72567 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent

Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
73828 Migration completed
94052 Report order 4
94648 Estimated time :319904ms 4 agents by C4
94789 Estimated time :330783ms 6 agents by C3
95163 Estimated time :344037ms 11 agents by C2
95677 Estimated time :353185ms 19 agents by C1
115817 Report order 5
116102 Estimated time :298111ms 4 agents by C4
116383 Estimated time :306003ms 6 agents by C3
116975 Estimated time :320786ms 11 agents by C2
118739 Estimated time :327144ms 19 agents by C1
138947 Report order 6
139151 Estimated time :273292ms 4 agents by C4
139728 Estimated time :283165ms 6 agents by C3
140071 Estimated time :298034ms 11 agents by C2
141260 Estimated time :294018ms 19 agents by C1
161401 Report order 7
161780 Estimated time :251525ms 4 agents by C4
161936 Estimated time :260165ms 6 agents by C3
162560 Estimated time :275249ms 11 agents by C2
163731 Estimated time :270746ms 19 agents by C1
183795 Report order 8
184203 Estimated time :229899ms 4 agents by C4
184640 Estimated time :237244ms 6 agents by C3
185030 Estimated time :252938ms 11 agents by C2
186065 Estimated time :246183ms 19 agents by C1
206269 Report order 9
206656 Estimated time :207921ms 4 agents by C4
206734 Estimated time :214742ms 6 agents by C3
207373 Estimated time :230693ms 11 agents by C2
209099 Estimated time :226562ms 19 agents by C1
229181 Report order 10
229411 Estimated time :185268ms 4 agents by C4
229708 Estimated time :192211ms 6 agents by C3
230503 Estimated time :207726ms 11 agents by C2
231612 Estimated time :201372ms 19 agents by C1
231674 Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
232596 Migration completed
252735 Report order 11
253267 Estimated time :161288ms 4 agents by C4
253360 Estimated time :168423ms 6 agents by C3
253781 Estimated time :165006ms 10 agents by C2
255185 Estimated time :184119ms 20 agents by C1
255185 Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
255779 Migration completed
275888 Report order 12
276185 Estimated time :138252ms 4 agents by C4
276372 Estimated time :145308ms 6 agents by C3
277183 Estimated time :149810ms 11 agents by C2
278276 Estimated time :158566ms 19 agents by C1
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298305 Report order 13
298743 Estimated time :115815ms 4 agents by C4
298884 Estimated time :122943ms 6 agents by C3
299477 Estimated time :127084ms 11 agents by C2
301253 Estimated time :136384ms 19 agents by C1
301255 Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
302244 Migration completed
322481 Report order 14
322856 Estimated time :91980ms 4 agents by C4
323183 Estimated time :98775ms 6 agents by C3
323823 Estimated time :120705ms 12 agents by C2
324654 Estimated time :101224ms 17 agents by C1
324763 Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
325512 Migration completed
345528 Report order 15
345997 Estimated time :68720ms 4 agents by C4
346169 Estimated time :75720ms 6 agents by C3
346652 Estimated time :86697ms 10 agents by C2
347574 Estimated time :86079ms 11 agents by C1
347589 Migration From: C3 To: C4 1 agent
348088 Migration completed
368120 Report order 16
368636 Estimated time :53250ms 6 agents by C3
368792 Estimated time :60335ms 9 agents by C1
368807 Estimated time :66977ms 5 agents by C4
369010 Estimated time :56699ms 9 agents by C2
369041 Migration From: C4 To: C3 1 agent
369587 Migration completed
389603 Report order 17
390041 Estimated time :46687ms 4 agents by C4
390275 Estimated time :39959ms 7 agents by C3
390353 Estimated time :38727ms 9 agents by C1
390400 Estimated time :35323ms 9 agents by C2
390462 Migration From: C4 To: C2 1 agent
391382 Migration completed
411461 Report order 18
411633 Estimated time :10862ms 2 agents by C4
412148 Estimated time :18086ms 7 agents by C3
412382 Estimated time :16072ms 9 agents by C2
413162 Estimated time :17091ms 9 agents by C1

Table 9.2 Full experiment report from test 1

Time [ms] Event
20062 Report order 1
21145 Estimated time :222786ms 20 agents by C1
24019 Estimated time :468300ms 20 agents by C2
27656 Estimated time :857412ms 20 agents by C3
30231 Estimated  time  :

1521078ms
20 agents by C4

30231 Migration From: C4 To: C1 14 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C1 9 agents

39278 Migration completed
59309 Report order 2
60146 Estimated time :487553ms 6 agents by C4
61284 Estimated time :461236ms 11 agents by C3
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63172 Estimated time :366428ms 20 agents by C2
73051 Estimated time :478764ms 42 agents by C1
73051 Migration From: C1 To: C2 4 agents
76930 Migration completed
97137 Report order 3
98017 Estimated time :323772ms 6 agents by C4
99078 Estimated time :299973ms 11 agents by C3
102375 Estimated time :353595ms 24 agents by C2
102857 Estimated time :309302ms 39 agents by C1
102857 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
104479 Migration completed
124526 Report order 4
125399 Estimated time :210869ms 6 agents by C4
126725 Estimated time :296333ms 12 agents by C3
129113 Estimated time :314912ms 22 agents by C2
135061 Estimated time :328973ms 40 agents by C1
135061 Migration From: C1 To: C4 3 agents

Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
138112 Migration completed
158150 Report order 5
160102 Estimated time :269840ms 9 agents by C4
160818 Estimated time :286976ms 13 agents by C3
161661 Estimated time :277023ms 37 agents by C1
162078 Estimated time :256729ms 21 agents by C2
162078 Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent
164044 Migration completed
184120 Report order 6
185869 Estimated time :243878ms 9 agents by C4
186390 Estimated time :244489ms 12 agents by C3
189011 Estimated time :247025ms 22 agents by C2
189517 Estimated time :262236ms 37 agents by C1
189517 Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
190453 Migration completed
210547 Report order 7
212374 Estimated time :217907ms 9 agents by C4
212830 Estimated time :215875ms 12 agents by C3
215420 Estimated time :230869ms 23 agents by C2
216807 Estimated time :251028ms 36 agents by C1
216807 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent

Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
218649 Migration completed
238806 Report order 8
241017 Estimated time :189580ms 9 agents by C4
241491 Estimated time :196279ms 13 agents by C3
244377 Estimated time :211257ms 24 agents by C2
245799 Estimated time :206901ms 34 agents by C1
245799 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
246644 Migration completed
266658 Report order 9
268873 Estimated time :183618ms 10 agents by C4
269375 Estimated time :168644ms 13 agents by C3
271808 Estimated time :183292ms 23 agents by C2
273783 Estimated time :158875ms 24 agents by C1
273783 Migration From: C4 To: C1 1 agent
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Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
276087 Migration completed
296103 Report order 10
297631 Estimated time :123005ms 36 agents by C1
298381 Estimated time :135766ms 9 agents by C4
298740 Estimated time :139175ms 13 agents by C3
300407 Estimated time :136986ms 22 agents by C2
300407 Migration From: C3 To: C1 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
302072 Migration completed
322096 Report order 11
322648 Estimated time :120481ms 38 agents by C1
323896 Estimated time :110395ms 9 agents by C4
324352 Estimated time :101156ms 12 agents by C3
326177 Estimated time :106504ms 21 agents by C2
326177 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent

Migration From: C1 To: C2 1 agent
327442 Migration completed
347629 Report order 12
349580 Estimated time :84630ms 9 agents C4
350073 Estimated time :76532ms 12 agents by C3
350119 Estimated time :91880ms 31 agents by C1
352023 Estimated time :87166ms 22 agents by C2
352069 Migration From: C1 To: C1 1 agent
353358 Migration completed
373369 Report order 13
375008 Estimated time :57036ms 18 agents by C1
375743 Estimated time :58788ms 9 agents by C4
376273 Estimated time :58523ms 12 agents by C3
377896 Estimated time :60683ms 22 agents by C2
377896 Migration From: C2 by C1 1 agent
378632 Migration completed
398865 Report order 14
400519 Estimated time :33799ms 9 agents by C4
401410 Estimated time :33434ms 12 agents by C3
402595 Estimated time :31560ms 20 agents by C2
404780 Estimated time :25736ms 18 agents by C1
404780 Migration From: C4 To: C1 1 agent

Migration From: C2 To: C1 1 agent
Migration From: C3 To: C1 1 agent

406216 Migration completed
426263 Report order 15
426639 Estimated time :4414ms 2 agents by C4
427980 Estimated time :4888ms 16 agents by C2
428169 Estimated time :4337ms 10 agents by C3

Table 9.3 Full experiment report from test 2

Time [ms] Event
20016 Report order 1
21859 Estimated time :234159ms 20 agents by C1
24153 Estimated time :475501ms 20 agents by C2
27484 Estimated time :881856ms 20 agents by C3
29833 Estimated  time  :

1462198ms
20 agents by C4

29881 Migration From: C4 To: C1 14 agents
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Migration From: C3 To: C1 8 agents
Migration From: C3 To: C2 1 agent

39678 Migration completed
59693 Report order 2
60381 Estimated time :481556ms 6 agents by C4
61613 Estimated time :458221ms 11 agents by C3
64017 Estimated time :358364ms 21 agents by C2
64526 Estimated time :391056ms 42 agents by C1
64744 Migration From: C4 To: C2 1 agent

Migration From: C3 To: C2 2 agents
67068 Migration completed
87073 Report order 3
87618 Estimated time :320804ms 5 agents by C4
88648 Estimated time :348746ms 9 agents by C3
92525 Estimated time :377406ms 24 agents by C2
96213 Estimated time :405521ms 42 agents by C1
96229 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
99136 Migration completed
119152 Report order 4
119885 Estimated time :283167ms 6 agents by C4
120446 Estimated time :217689ms 9 agents by C3
124751 Estimated time :349065ms 24 agents by C2
127771 Estimated time :381950ms 41 agents by C1
127787 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
129760 Migration completed
149987 Report order 5
150815 Estimated time :175242ms 6 agents by C4
151142 Estimated time :269421ms 40 agents by C1
151565 Estimated time :210724ms 10 agents by C3
155761 Estimated time :317982ms 24 agents by C2
155761 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
157590 Migration completed
177620 Report order 6
178735 Estimated time :180164ms 7 agents by C4
179275 Estimated time :182202ms 10 agents by C3
182457 Estimated time :279522ms 23 agents by C2
184223 Estimated time :283298ms 40 agents by C1
184238 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
185581 Migration completed
205815 Report order 7
207343 Estimated time :181086ms 8 agents by C4
207627 Estimated time :193236ms 39 agents by C1
207658 Estimated time :153944ms 10 agents by C3
210872 Estimated time :250893ms 23 agents by C2
210872 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
211848 Migration completed
232131 Report order 8
233670 Estimated time :153205ms 8 agents by C4
233933 Estimated time :147604ms 11 agents by C3
236444 Estimated time :218131ms 22 agents by C2
237975 Estimated time :214558ms 39 agents by C1
237991 Migration From: C2 To: C3 1 agent
238753 Migration completed
258924 Report order 9
260306 Estimated time :125405ms 8 agents by C4
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261588 Estimated time :136286ms 12 agents by C3
261670 Estimated time :179326ms 39 agents by C1
263011 Estimated time :179944ms 21 agents by C2
263077 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
265354 Migration completed
285401 Report order 10
286775 Estimated time :151008ms 39 agents by C1
287275 Estimated time :120185ms 9 agents by C4
287743 Estimated time :109320ms 12 agents by C3
289069 Estimated time :145601ms 20 agents by C2
289069 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
310224 Report order 11
312082 Estimated time :95388ms 9 agents by C4
312894 Estimated time :94715ms 13 agents by C3
313877 Estimated time :119033ms 20 agents by C2
319525 Estimated time :165684ms 38 agents by C1
319541 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
320695 Migration completed
340757 Report order 12
342615 Estimated time :65420ms 9 agents by C4
343864 Estimated time :68617ms 14 agents by C3
344633 Estimated time :88282ms 20 agents by C2
345959 Estimated time :106437ms 37 agents by C1
346148 Migration From: C1 To: C4 1 agent
347427 Migration completed
367505 Report order 13
369789 Estimated time :51769ms 10 agents by C4
370452 Estimated time :41498ms 14 agents by C3
371138 Estimated time :61726ms 20 agents by C2
376731 Estimated time :73318ms 36 agents by C1
376731 Migration From: C1 To: C3 1 agent
377430 Migration completed
397601 Report order 14
398117 Estimated time :31664ms 29 agents by C1
398507 Estimated time :20742ms 4 agents by C4
399427 Estimated time :10383ms 13 agents by C3
401334 Estimated time :31527ms 20 agents by C2
401429 Migration From: C2 To: C4 1 agent
402396 Migration completed
422599 Report order 15
425314 Estimated time :5090ms 19 agents by C2
426142 Estimated time :9607ms 13 agents by C1

Table 9.4 Full experiment report from test 3
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